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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, considerable effort has been directed 

toward establishing the nature of the investment behaviour of life 

insurance companies. In this dissertation an extended portfolio 

analysis model was developed for the simultaneous determination of 

the efficient composition of insurance and investment activities of a 

life insurance company. This was done within a model that takes 

advantage of the existing finance foundations and the concepts and 

techniques of modern demand system analysis. 

Unlike current models which used quadratic programming 

techniques and are interested in the construction of efficient sets, 

we have used a utility maximization approach. A two parameter portfolio 

model was constructed utilizing elements of utility theory and of the 

theory of insurance. The model provided us with the proportion of 

assets held in the balance sheet as well as which liabilities are used 

to raise the necessary capital. 

The model developed has sufficient empirical content to yield 

hypotheses' about life insurance portfolio behaviour and thus was tested 

uS'ing appropri ate econometri c techniques. A compara ti ve s ta ti c 

analysis yielded elasticities of substitution between financial assets 

and liabilities. The estimation of these elasticities in the context 

of a flexible functional form model, forms a central part of this 

dissertation. More specifically, by utilizing a mean-variance portfolio 

framework and a general Box-Cox utility function we were able to model 

the demand for assets and liabilities by an insurance company. 
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On empirical grounds we found that, in general, the square root 

quadratic utility function ~est fits the data. We also tried to 

evaluate the square root quadratic approximation oy showing that, 

broadly speaking, it yields signs for elasticities of substitution 

which are consistant with the theory. 

A by-product of the model developed is the ability to compare 

stock and mutual life insurance companies. The common oelief that 

mutual companies follow a riskier path in the way they conduct their 

business was supported by the results in this study. 

The results obtained from the study are of significant 

importance since life insurance companies have suostantial obligations 

to millions of households in the economy. Furthermore, despite the 

extraordinary decline in the importance of the life insurance industry 

in the bond and mortgage markets during the sixties and the seventies, 

the industry is still a major supplier of funds to those markets. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"Everything's got a moral if 
only you can find it" 

Lewis Carroll, 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 

1.1 Introductory Remarks 

There is almost a consensus among economists that risk is the 

essential problem to which insurance provides an answer. Human beings 

recognize the existence of certain kinds of risk and show an anxiety 

for finding means of protecting against losses risk can provide. The 

danger of a fire, a storm at sea or an untimely death, have been 

recognized for centuries as risks for which protection must be found. 

Among the protective steps suggested have been the development of 

fire insurance, marine insurance, life insurance,etc. The characteriza-

tion of risk as a human problem and insurance as a means for reducing 

the seriousness of the problem is well known in the literature. 

The fundamental principle upon which insurance has been based 

for several centuries is a simple one; pooling of risk. When a group 

of people that are all subject to the same unpredictable event (for 

example, a fire) pool a sum of funds, it becomes possible for those 

who actually do suffer the event to recover from the pool. Those who 

do not suffer the event within a specific time period have in effect 

purchased a conditional promise of protection, the condition being the 

occurrence of the event. For life insurance the unpredictable risky 

event is the time of death not death itself. Thus, a person who partici-

pates in a life insurance pool recei ves protection against the investment 
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of this pool of funds, around whic~ this thesis concentrates. 

The number of companies which provide life insurance coverage 

in Canada has increased steadily in the past century. There were 10 

Canadian federally registered companies in 1885, 22 in 1905 and 147 in 

1979. At the end of 1979 there were also 25 companies registered under 

provincial laws. Of the 172 active life insurance companies at the 

end of 1979, 83 were Canadian incorporated, 63 United States, 10 

British and 10 from continental Europe. About 78 percent of the 381 

billion dollars of life insurance owned by Canadians at the end of 1979, 

was with Canadian incorporated companies, 17 percent with United 

States companies, 5 percent with British companies and under I percent 

with other European companies. (see Table I.l) 

Table I.2, contains data on gross insurance premiums and 

annuity income received by Canadian companies. It is evident from the 

data that annuity premiums as a fraction of all premiums have increased 

from 14% in 1950 to 46% in 1979. The introduction of Registered 

Retirement Savings Plans (RRSP's) in 1957 (which come under the 

annuities heading), encouraged the rapid growth of annuities and pension 

plans, since one is allowed to deduct from taxable income, premiums 

paid into pension plans before earnings are assessed for income tax. l 

As Table I.2 shows, the proportion of total gross premiums 

plus annuity income obtained from individual life policies has fallen 

substantially from 85% in 1950 to 62% in 1979. The change in the 

1The 1972 Act which raised maximum tax deductable contributions, 
provided additional encouragement. 
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TABLE 1.1: Life Insurance Owned In Canada by Type of Company 
($000,000 omitted) 

TOTAL 
CANADIAN BRITISH Federally CANADIAN 

END OF Federally and other UNITED Registered Provincial 
YEAR Registered EUROPEAN STATES Companies Companies TOTAL 

1900 267 40 124 431 431 
1910 566 48 242 856 856 
1920 1,664 77 916 2,657 18 2,675 
1930 4,319 117 2,056 6,492 96 6,588 
1940 4,609 146 2,220 6,975 66 7,041 

1945 6,442 183 3,126 9,751 213 9,964 
1950 10,756 343 4,647 15,746 483 16,229 
1955 17,401 695 7,355 25,451 1,173 26,624 
1960 30,418 1,629 12,602 44,649 2,218 46,867 
1965 47,900 3,504 18,252 69,656 4,419 74,075 

1970 76,775 6,340 28,001 111,116 7,706 118,822 
1971 84,946 7,097 29,839 121,822 8,060 129,942 
1972 96,292 7,856 32,256 136,404 8,772 145,176 
1973 109,505 8,699 35,399 153,603 9,689 163,292 
1974 128,179 9,969 38,972 177,120 11,551 188,671 

1975 151,816 12,206 43,700 207,722 12,190 219,912 
1976 179,083 13,800 49,807 242,690 14,462 257,152 
1977 210,962 15,510 51,667 278,139 15,581 293,720 
1978 239,801 17,046 56,586 313,433 19,303 332,736 
1979 273,393 19,718 64,434 357,545 23,527 381,072 

Source: Canadian Life Insurance Association, (1980). 
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TABLE I. 2: Life Insurance and Annuity Premium Income* 
($000,000 omitted) 

INSURANCE ANNUITIES 
YEAR INDIVIDUAL GROUP INDIVIDUAL GROUP TOTAL 

1900 15 0 0 15 
1910 30 0 0 30 
1920 89 1 0 90 
1930 215 5 2 1 223 
1940 193 9 10 4 216 

1945 252 14 15 14 295 
1950 353 29 21 39 442 
1955 487 55 27 81 650 
1960 660 109 33 151 953 
1965 846 181 64 262 1,353 

1970 1,128 325 126 311 1,890 
1971 1,185 357 184 419 2,145 
1972 1,213 406 273 499 2,391 
1973 1,292 456 433 575 2,756 
1974 1,404 535 542 618 3,099 

1975 1,543 604 634 735 3,516 
1976 1,670 684 772 884 4,010 
1977 1,799 755 880 1,Q39 4,473 
1978 1,972 801 1,066 1,188 5,027 
1979 2,143 870 1,278 1,267 5,558 

Source: Canadian Life Insurance Association (198Q). 

* Figures for provincial companies are included from 1940 on. 



product mix is dominated by the decline in individual insurance and 

increase in group contracts which contributed to the reduction in the 

proportion of financial assets held by the life insurance industry 

relative to other financial institutions. 2 

In Table I.3, we present an overview of two aspects of the 

portfolio of assets held by the insurance industry in Canada namely, 

annual holdings and net acquisitions. The table illustrates the 

5 

variability of net acquisitions and indicates that life insurance companies 

are highly diversified in terms of the type of financial assets held. 

The proportion of assets held in the form of bonds declined from 67 

percent in 1950 to 36 percent at the end of 1979 while mortgage loans 

went up from 20% to 39% in the same period. 3 The data also reveals a 

rapid growth of stocks relative to other assets from 3 percent to 

approximately 11 percent in less than 30 years. Thus, it would appear 

that the investment decision process is not solely one of directing 

new funds but also one of reviewing the holdings of the existing portfolio. 

Those decisions, which are taken by individual companies are examined in 

this thesis. 

The results obtained from this study are of significant 

2Another factor which contributed to this phenomena is the 
shift from Whole life (a policy with a high saving component) to term 
insurance (a product with no saving component). For an extensive 
discussion on the contribution of those contracts and others to the 
funds available for investments see Chapter III. 

3The proportion of mortgages increased until 1966 (45 percent), 
levelled off, and then declined during the seventies when other 
financial institutions entered into this market. (Mortgage and Loan and 
Trust Companies). 
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TABLE I. 3: Holdings and Net Acquisition of Assets by Life Insurance Companies 
($OOO,OOO omitted) 

a. Holdings 

End of ~Iortgage Real Policy Other 
Year Bonds Stocks Loans Estate Loans Cash Assets Total 

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ 

1950 2,744 67.3 138 3.4 798 19.6 63 1.5 180 4.5 50 1.2 103 2.5 4,076 
1960 3,990 48.3 257 3.1 3,105 37.6 294 3.6 356 4.3 49 0.6 209 2.5 8,260 
1970 5,697 36.3 1,107 7.1 6,873 43.9 737 4.7 799 5.1 139 0.9 321 2.0 15,673 
1971 6,082 36.3 1,447 8.6 7,012 41.8 913 5.4 821 4.9 141 0.8 355 2.1 16,771 
1972 6,531 35.5 2,040 11.1 7,348 40.0 1,012 5.5 854 4.6 211 1.1 389 2.1 18,385 
1973 7,121 35.5 2,241 11. 2 7,969 39.8 1,112 5.5 926 4.6 184 0.9 493 2.5 20,046 
1974 7,817 36.1 2,052 9.5 8,705 40.2 1,215 5.6 1,114 5.1 168 0.8 585 2.7 21,656 
1975 8,710 36.1 2,535 10.5 9,486 39.4 1,298 5.4 1,205 5.0 273 1.1 590 2.4 24,097 
1976 9,681 36.2 2,848 10.6 10,521 39.3 1,421 5.3 1,293 4.0 318 1.2 677 2.5 26,759 
1977 10,991 36.7 2,983 10.0 11,909 39.7 1,504 5.0 1,352 4.5 444 1.5 781 2.6 29,964 
1978 12,406 36.5 3,694 10.8 13,255 39.1 1,549 4.6 1,443 4.3 438 1.3 1,141 3.4 33,926 
1979 13,891 36.1 4,382 11.4 14,876 38.7 1,709 4.4 1,648 4.3 568 1.5 1,355 3.5 38,429 

b. Net Ac~uisition* 

Real Estate Policy Cash and 
Bonds Stocks Mortga!l;e Loans & Ground Rents Loans Collateral Loans Other ** Total 

$ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ % $ 

1972 266 27.4 228 23.4 226 23.2 78 8.1 16 1.6 37 3.8 122 12.5 973 
1973 414 31.6 207 15.8 517 39.5 98 7.5 54 4.1 30 2.3 - 10 -0.8 1,310 
1974 349 23.5 110 7.4 550 37.0 108 7.3 156 10.5 16 1.1 196 13.2 1,485 
1975 661 40.1 242 14.7 561 34.1 87 5.3 81 4.9 -71 -4.3 86 5.2 1,647 
1976 878 43.3 232 11.4 704 34.7 102 5.0 62 3.1 34 1.7 17 0.8 2,030 
1977 857 34.8 69 2.8 1,097 44.5 83 3.4 50 2.0 -26 -1.1 334 13.6 2,464 
1978 1,206 45.9 194 7.4 1,024 38.9 97 3.7 64 2.4 43 1.6 2 0.1 2,630 
1979 1,182 41.1 -126 -4.4 1,317 45.8 116 4.0 154 5.4 37 1.3 195 6.8 2,875 

Source: Canadian Life Insurance Association (various years). 

* This data shows the transactions of Canadian assets by a group of 16 companies representing 80 percent of total life insurance 
assets held in Canada. 

** Including Treasury Bills and Short Term Commercial Papers. 
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importance since life insurance companies have substantial obligations 

to millions of households in the economy. Furthermore, despite the 

extraordinary decline in the importance of the life insurance 

industry in the bond and especially the mortgage market during the 

sixties and the seventies, the industry is still a major supplier of funds 

to those markets. Thus, any change in the behaviour of life insurance 

companies will affect those markets. Table 1.4 below, reveals the trends 

described. 

TABLE 1.4: Life Insurance Investment in Mortgages, Bonds and Stocks as a 
Percentage of the Total Amount Held by All Sectors 

End of 
Year Mortgages Bonds Stocks 

1961 28.6 11.3 1.1 
1965 27.3 10.5 1.6 
1970 20.3 8.1 2.7 
1971 18.4 7.7 3.3 
1972 16.8 7.6 4.2 
1973 15.3 7.9 4.3 
1974 14.2 7.6 3.5 
1975 13.3 7.3 3.7 
1976 13.0 7.2 3.8 
1977 11.9 7.1 3.1 
1978 11.2 7.2 3.2 
1979 ll.5 7.4 2.6 
1980 11. 8 7.5 2.8 

Source: Financial Flow Accounts, end of year outstandings, Statistics 
Canada. 
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1.2 Synopsis of the Dissertation 

The dissertation consists of eight chapters including the 

present, and two appendices. With the present chapter serving as an 

introduction, the contents of the following chapters are now summarized. 

The primary purpose of life insurance is to protect the 

beneficiary against the risk of financial loss through the death of the 

individual on whose life the policy is issued. Thus, life insurance 

companies have developed a large number of "products" which are designed 

to match the particular needs of different groups of consumers. The 

major insurance "products" from which the industry derives its funds 

are life insurance contracts and annuities. Each category in turn can 

be divided into individual contracts, which are purchased by individuals, 

and group contracts, which are purchased by a third party to cover a 

group of lives. The main purpose of the discussion in Chapter II is to 

highlight the principles underlying the basic contracts written by life 

insurance companies in Canada, with special attention devoted to the three 

basic contracts; term, whole life and endowment. As will be seen all 

contracts are written on the level premium basis and thus contain 

provisions for policy reserves, which in turn are an important source 

of funds for investments. 

In Chapter III, a description of the creation of funds for 

investment by life insurance companies is prOVided. A simple model is 

developed to explain the pricing policy of an insurance company_ It 

is then shown that, in general, in the earlier years the premium income 

paid by a group of pOlicyholders will exceed current claims and an 



insurance fund, available for investment,will be created. Those funds 

playa vital role in life insurance and therefore the factors which 

determine their size are considered. 

9 

Various investment fund profiles are considered pointing out 

that policies with larger savings components are the major contributors 

of investment funds. 

Chapter IV surveys part of the existing literature dealing with 

the independency between investment decisions and insurance portfolio. 

This chapter is organized in two subsections. The first CIV.I), reviews 

the hedging hypothesis in the context of life insurance companies. 

Following this review, it is shown that under certain conditions 

hedging can safeguard against insolvency. It is argued that when dealing 

with life insurance companies and because the treatment of surplus pro

vides so much protection of this sort, it is not necessary for firms to 

closely match maturities. The second subsection (IV.2), deals with 

studies of a portfolio nature, attempting to explain the optimal balance 

sheet proportions. Those studies evaluate the risk and return of 

every asset simultaneously with the risk and cost of every liability. 

The idea is that life insurance companies should be viewed as managers of 

a portfolio of insurance policies in addition to the handling of an 

investment portfolio. 

While Chapters II, III and IV provide an important perspective 

on the phenomenon of portfolio behavior of life insurance companies, the 

three following chapters constitute the main contributions of the 

dissertation. 

In Chapter V, a model is developed for the simultaneous 
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determination of the efficient composition of insurance and investment 

activities of a life insurance company. Since the two parameter 

portfolio model is used as a benchmark for developing our model, its 

major features are summarized (Section V.I). In Section V.2, the model 

is constructed while utilizing elements of utility theory and of the 

theory of insurance. A comparative static analysis of portfolio 

adjustment (Section V.3) and some further theoretical implications 

conclude this chapter. 

While Chapter V offers a theoretical framework within which 

we can attempt to organize and interpret the data, in Chapter VI we show 

how the theory can 5e made specific and useful in empirical work. The 

use of flexible functional forms as a tool will be explained and 

particular results will be referred to the general theory (~ection VI.I). 

Furthermore, share equations and expressions for marginal utilities and 

elasticities of substitution are derived within the context of flexible 

functional forms (Section VI.2). This chapter is technical in nature and 

it was decided not to put it as an appendix because of its importance 

in computing the empirical results. 

The objective of the empirical work, presented in Chapter VII, 

is to illustrate the portfolio optimization in the presence of some 

relevant constraint. To do so, we use data for eight Canadian life 

insurance companies. The empirical results are then tested and analysed. 

Since many important themes are not addressed by this disserta

tion and since substantial detail is lost by th~ aggregate nature of the 

data available, Chapter VIII provides suggestions for further research 

and identifies issues thought to be important for potential implementation 



of this model to other intermediaries. In addition to this, 

Chapter VIII summarizes and concludes the dissertation. 

11 

Finally, two appendices are provided. Appendix A contains 

a detailed discussion on the regulations imposed on Canadian life 

insurance companies. Appendix B presents the data used in the 

statistical analysis. Footnotes are prOVided at the bottom of each 

page and the bibliography is a separate section at the end of the 

dissertation. 



CHAPTER II 

THE INSURANCE CONTRACT 

"Grow old along with me! 
The best is yet to be, 
The last of life for which the first was made" 

Rabbi Ben-Ezra 

As part of the attempt to remain competitive both within the 

savings market generally, and in the life insurance industry in partic-

ular, life insurance companies have developed a large number of products, 

each designed to meet the particular needs of different groups of 

consumers. The existing range of products are likely to be enlarged and 

modified over the future, as a result of changes in government restric

tions,l interest rates, inflation, and other socio-economic factors. 

The major insurance "products" from which the industry derives 

its funds are life insurance contracts and-annuities, Each category in 

turn can be divided into individual contracts, which are purchased by 

individuals, and group contracts, which are purchased by a third party 

to cover a group of lives. 

II.1 Life Insurance 

11.1.1 Life Insurance - Individual Life Policies 

The essence of private life insurance (and life annuity plans) 

is that they are risk sharing arrangements. With life insurance the 

risk is that of dying prematurely, while with life annuities it is of 

exhausting wealth before death. An individual who purchases an 

lFor example, government restrictions on the type of life 
insurance which qualifies for tax relief. 

12 
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insurance plan pools his own risk with the risk of other individuals. 

Each receives protection at a cost which depends primarily on the 

expected cost of benefits for the entire pool. For those who choose to 

participate in the pool, an assessment is made of the degree of risk 

which each person adds to the risk pool. The assessment involves 

identifying those characteristics which significantly affect longevity. 

Factors taken into account in assessing longevity i.e., in estimating the 

risk that a particular person brings to the risk pool are = age, sex, 

medical history, physical condition, occupation, avocation and life 

style. Life insurance policies are of three major types, term, whole 

(or permanent) life and endowment. These will be discussed in turn. 

11.1.1.1 Term Insurance 

A term insurance policy provides life insurance protection 

for a specified period. The death benefit under the policy is payable 

only if the insured dies within the specified term. None of the 

premiums are returned once the period of the policy has expired. It is 

therefore clear, that no saving options are included in term policies, 

and their sole purpose is to provide insurance against risk. 2 Life 

insurance companies employ term insurance to provide the risk cover in 

other types of policies - whole life or endowment - and to provide the 

lump sum death benefits in some group contracts. 

The term may be for a specific number of years, usually 1 to 

25, or it may be to a specific age, usually 65 to 70. Premium payments 

are typically level throughout the term period. If the policy is 

2Term insurance is also known under the name of "pure 
insurance". 
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"renewable", premitnns increase at the end of each term period 

throughout the life of the policy. With decreasing term insurance, the 

f · .3 d h (f f amount 0 1nsurance protect1on ecreases eac year 0 ten a ter some 

age, say 70) until the insurance expires. 

Term insurance provides the cheapest protection of any form 

of individual life insurance. One reason is that it does not provide 

any insurance protection after the end of the term when mortality rates 

are higher. Another reason is the lack of a saving component in this 

policy. 

A Convertiole Term Policy is one that may be converted to 

a whole life or endowment insurance during a specified period. This 

type of policy is of benefit to young people who may want high coverage, 

out cannot afford the higher premium for endowment insurance. After a 

period of time. when either their income or needs have changed, they 

can take the option to switch to another policy without any further 

medical evidence being required. 

II.1.1.2 Whole or Permanent Life Insurance 

Whole or permanent life insurance pays the face amount, also 

called the sum insured, on the death of the life insured. With level 

premiums, the insured makes excess payments with regard to mortality 

expectations in the early years. The excess payments accumulate as 

savings by policy holders and provide insurance companies with a pool 

of funds for investment purposes. 4 These funds grow with each premium 

3The decrease in protection relates to the amount payable 
on death of the insured. 

4A detailed discussion on the funds is presented below. 
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payment and with investment earnings. They are reduced by the insurers' 

charges for expenses, contingencies and profit. 

Premia for a whole life policy are payable throughout life 

unless special arrangements are made for payments to cease at a given 

age. Whole life often has the option to convert to an endowment policy 

(described below) within a certain period at a fixed premium rate. 

Other options available are policy loans, automatic premium loans, 

reduced paid-up insurance, and extended term insurance. S 

II .1.1. 3 Endowment Policies 

When a fixed sum is payable at the end of a specified period 

if the insured is still living, or at death, the life insurance plan is 

called endowment insurance. The endowment period ~ay be a specified 

number of years 10, 15 or 25, or may extend to a specified age such as 

60, 65 or 70. Premiums are typically level throughout the endowment 

5 - - - - - - - - - -
The Definitions of these new-terms are as follows: 

Policy loan - Ordinary life insurance policies, in general, 
contain a privilege enabling the insured to borrow from the life 
insurance company on the security of the policy an amount within the 
guaranteed cash surrender value of the policy. 
Automatic premium loan - Overdue premiums may be paid automatically by 
means of a loan on the policy. The policy is continued in force with
out change or cancellation of any benefits. When the loan, with 
interest,equals the cash surrender value,the policy terminates. 
Reduced paid up insurance - Where the cash surrender value is applied 
in exchange for a paid up policy (policy bought with a single premium), 
the new benefit is referred to as the reduced paid up policy. The 
amount of the new policy will be whatever the cash surrender value will 
buy as a single premium. The amount of paid up insurance is guaranteed 
and stated in the policy. 
Extended term insurance - when at any point of time the net cash 
surrender value under a life insurance policy is applied as a net single 
premium to purchase paid-up term insurance for an amount equal to the 
sum insured at that time, the resulting insurance is called extended 
term insurance. It is clear that the policy will be for a shorter 
period of time. This period will be the number of years and days that 
the cash surrender value will provide when applied as a single premium. 
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period. Whole life insurance might actually be considered as endow-

ment insurance to age 100 or some very high age. The endowment as 

in whole life, combines decreasing term insurance (risk cover) 

with a savings plan. The saving element in the policy necessitates 

the collection of higher premiums than required for the term 

insurance. Compound interest is then added to the accumulated premia 

to produce a lump sum amount payable at the end of the term (in 

endowments) and/or on death of the insured. At any time during the 

validity of the policy, a capital sum will have accrued to the credit 

of the insured. But, this sum may not be sufficient to pay the face 

amount of the policy in the event of death. Therefore, the decreasing 

term insurance part of the policy is used and is sufficient at any time 

to make up to the sum assured. 

II.1.2 Life Insurance - Group Contracts 

Group life insurance has experienced more rapid growth than 

the other competing systems of insurance, industrial and ordinary. 

Unlike individual insurance i~ insures the lives of a number of persons 

by a single contract. The single contract is called the master policy. 

The individuals insured are not actually parties to the contract. 

However, the law requires that they be given a certificate describing 

their coverage rights and privileges under the contract. Typically, an 

employer takes out such a contract for the benefit of his employees. 

Other groups to whom life insurance is available are: trade associations, 

associations of individuals (the most common - professional associations), 
6 

unions and creditor's group insurance. Other unique characteristics of 

6Plans of this type provide insurance to individual borrowers 
of a particular creditor. 
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gTOUp insuTance aTe: 

a. With few exceptions, gTOUp insurance is issued without medical 

examination or other evidence of individual insurability. Therefore, it 

reaches a market that might otherwise go uninsured if forced to rely on 

individual forms of insurance. 

b. Group insurance is low-cost insurance because of savings in 

administrative expenses, the emphasis on group underwriting, and lower 

commission rates. 

c. Premiums are usually subject to experience rating. The policy may 

give the insuTer the right to change the monthly premium at any time 

after the first policy year, but not more than once a year. 

d. Group insurance is of a continuing nature, in that the contract 

and the plan may last long beyond the lifetime, or membership in the 

plan, of anyone individual. 

e. TheTe aTe size specifications relating to the minimum numbeT of 

persons and the minimum proportion of the entire group covered. 7 

II.1.2.1 Group Term Life Insurance 

Group term life insurance is one year renewable term 

insurance. In its most cornmon form it is issued to a policyholder who 

is an employer for purposes of protecting his employees. The insurance is 

referred to non-contributing if the policyholder pays the whole cost and 

contributoTY if the person insured pays part of the cost. The amount 

70rigina1ly group insurance was made available only to groups 
of 100 lives OT more. In recent yeaTs this has been reduced to a 
~inimum of 10 lives or more. Some limit is necessary to give the 
lnsurer some protection against the insurance being taken primarily 
for the purpose of covering one or more individuals with incipient 
losses and claims. 
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of insurance to which the insured is entitled is indicated in a schedule 

in the master contract. The amount may be the same for all the lives 

insured or it may be based on such factors (for employees) as salary, 

position, length of service, size of family etc. Coverage may be 

extended to cover the insured's spouse and eligible children. Most 

group plans include a disability waiver provision and a conversion 

privilege. The conversion privilege allows the insured to convert his 

group insurance within 31 days of terminating membership in the group 

to an individual policy issued without evidence of insurability. 

I1.l.2.2 Group Ordinary Life Insurance 

Group ordinary life insurance is provided under a rider 

attached to a conventional group term life insurance policy, which en-

abIes an eligible insured individual to have all or portion of his scheduled 

group term life insurance coverage changed to one or more forms of 

permanent life insurance. Level annual premiums are charged based on 

the insured age at the effective date of his insurance. S 

11.1.2.3 Other Group Contracts 

Group Creditor Life Insurance - Issued under a master contract 

to institutions lending money or financing the sale of goods, If the 

borrower or credit customer dies, the debt is paid and the family of the 

deceased is relieved of the financial burden of an unpaid debt. Note 

the creditor is Doth policyholder and beneficiary. 

Group Survivor Income Benefit - Similar to one year renewable 

term insurance, but it provides a monthly income benefit to eligible 

8unlike the regular group insurance some sort of risk 
classification based on age exists in group permanent contracts. 
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survivors rather than a specified lump sum. 

Group Paid Up life insurance is a combination of annually 

increasing, single-premium, permanent whole life insurance with cash 

values and decreasing one-year renewable term insurance. 

II. 2 Annuities 

In its simplest form an annuity involves the insurance 

company paying out a given amount at a regular interval, usually monthly, 

to the annuitant during his lifetime9 in exchange for an initial single 

premium. The payments begin at a specified date and extend for a 

designated period of years or for the remainder of the annuitant's 

life. 10 The premium becomes' immediately the property of the company. 

While life insurance protects the insured against the 

financial difficulties resulting from dying prematurely, an annuity 

contract protects the annuitant against financial difficulties consequent 

upon "living too long". The following discussion will deal separately 

with individual annuities and group annuities or pension plans. 

II.2.1 Annuities - Individual Contracts 

Annuities may be Classified on at least four different bases 

a. Method of paying premiums 

b. Disposition of proceeds 

c. Number of lives covered 

d. Date benefits begin 

These classifications are not mutually exclusive since every annuity will 

9A series of annual premiums can also Be paid. 

10The usual term is for the life of the annuitant with a fixed 
number of years guaranteed. 
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fall into all four classes. The last method will be used here. 

II.2.l.l Immedi~te Annuities 

An immediate annuity is bought with a single lump-sum payment. 

The income payments usually begin one month later, if they are to be 

paid monthly, or one year later, if they are to be paid annually. 

Immediate annuities are typically bought by people at retirement with 

funds that have been accumulated over the years in mutual funds, banks, 

trust companies or life ins'urance companies. 

I1.2.1.2 Deferred Annuities 

Under this contract income payments start at the end of some 

specified period of time or at a specific age. The policy may call for 

regular periodic payments or may allow the policyholder some flexibility 

as to the amount and timing of the contributions. The annuity income 

will depend upon the contributions made over deferred period. 

A fixed dollar annuity guarantees the annuitant a fixed, 

minimum number of dollars during each pay-out period. If the amount of 

monthly income payment is not fixed,the annuity is called a variable 

annuity. The variable annuity was developed as a response to inflation 

and it is based on units of value rather than units of currency. The 

amount payed each period depends on the investment performance of a 
11 

block of assets. 

Life insurance companies have also been permitted to set up 

Segregated Funds which are invested in common stock and other eligible 

assets where the market value reflects changes in economic acti vi ty and the 

11 
In some contracts the payments depends on mortality and 

expense experience as well. 
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price level. Premiums are used to acquire "units" in the fund during 

the accumulation period, The number acquired for any premium depends 

on the current market values of a unit. At the end of the deferred 

period the current value of all the units acquired determines the 

periodical income. 

II.2.2 Pension Plans 

A pension plan means an arrangement by which a program is 

established to provide for the payment of specific amounts to employees 

after their retirement. At normal retirement age a pension becomes 

payable for life, usually with a guaranteed period. The amount of such 

pension will depend on the terms of the plan which may be classified 

as follow: 

a. Defined Contribution Plan.12 The benefit is determined by the amount 

of contributions. Contributions can be made either b~the-empl~yee or 

by the employer or both. 

b. Flat Benefit Plans. Provides a fixed benefit, say $10 monthly for 

each year of service. 

c. Unit Benefit Plans. The benefit is a function of years of employee 

service and/or earnings. 

There are two methods whereby life insurance companies in 

Canada have extended their services to pension funds: individual 

1 "" 13 d "t t po lCles, an group annulty con rac s. 

12Also known as "defined benefit plan". 

13Usually these are in the form of a deferred annuity (purchased 
by an employer for the benefit of an employee) discussed before. The 
pension plan then consists of a number of individual policies under the 
terms of a trust agreement for the purpose of carrying out the conditions 
of the plan. 
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II.2.2.1 Group Annuity Contract 

A group annuity is a contract between the plan sponsor and a 

life insurance company. It provides for the purchase each year of a 

deferred retirement annuity (fixed or variable) for each of the employees 

covered by the pension plan. Every year an additional deferred annuity 

in the appropriate amount will be purchased for the employee's account. 

At retirement, the employee will be entitled to the income from a 

series of deferred annuities purchased. The naming of beneficiaries, 

leave of absence provisions, portability, resting provisions,etc. are 

intergral parts of every plan. 

II.3 Participating And Non-Participating Contracts 

A policy providing for payment of dividends is called a partici

pating policy. Conversely, apolicy which does not provide for payment of 

dividends is a non-participating policy. Mutual companies which are 

owned by their policy owners normally write only participating policies. 

A stock company writes primarily non-participating policies, although 

many stock companies offer participating policies as well. 

Life insurance deals mainly with long-term contracts. When 

calculating its premiums the insurance company does not know the 

interest rates, mortality rates and expenses it is going to experience 

in the future. These must be estimated based on what has happened in 

the past and making allowance for any conditions which are expected to 

change in the future. A dividend is a refund of that portion of the 

premium paid that is in excess of the amount necessary for current 

benefit payments, expenses, and reserves required to cover future policy 



guarantees. 

According to Canadian federal insurance law as given in 

Section 83 of the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act 

"Every company ... shall keep separate and distinct 
accounts for participating and non-participating 
business." 
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From all net income on participating contracts (premiums and interest 

earnings less benefit payments and expenses) the company must set 

aside any additional funds required to cover future claims (increase 

actuarial reserves) and funds to allow for future unexpected 

fluctuations (contingency or surplus funds). The remaining funds will 

be available for dividend distribution to policy owners. 14 

II.4 Summary 

The principles underlying the three basic plans, term, whole 

life and endowment,are very important since all the other plans can be 

seen as variations or combinations of them. 

The principles underlying the three basic plans are very 

important since all the other plans can be seen as variations or 

combinations of them. 

As was explained above. all the three basic types of policies 

are written on the level premium basis thus contain provisions for a 

policy reserve. In the whole life and endowment policies. the revenue 

must eventually equal the face value of the contract because, at some 

point payments become certain. It is therefore clear. that an important 

source of funds for investment- occurs as a result of level premiums. 

In what follows, a description of the creation of funds for investments 

by life insurance companies is provided. 

14 
For further details see R.T. Jackson (1959). 



CHAPTER III 

SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR INVESTMENTS 

IlHow to have your cake and eat it too: 
Lend it out at interest." 

Anonymous 

At the end of 1979, life insurance companies had about 38.5 

billion dollars invested in Canada. This is an increase of about 150 

1 
percent since the beginning of the 1970's. At the same time, the 

price level more than doubled so that in real terms, the assets fell 

over this period. 

The main sources of funds available for investment have 

been: 

a. Premia collected in early policy years under the level premium 

plans that are in excess of those needed to pay claims and expenses 

for those years. 

b. The accumulation of funds under annuity contracts and pension plans. 

c. Funds left with the company under dividend options (Participating 

contracts). 

d. Funds left with the company under policy settlement options. For 

example, proceeds of policies which have become payable can be left 

with the company at interest. It also includes dividends similarly 

left at interest and prepaid future premiums. 

Among the sources mentioned above, the first two are of major 

importance and therefore, will be discussed in detail. 

lCanadian Life Insurance Facts, (1980). 

24 
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It was indicated earlier, that different types of policies 

give different mixtures of protection and savings. It is the saving 

element that generates funds for long-term investments. As a result, 

policies with larger savings component are the major contributors of 

investment funds. 

If all life insurance had to be purchased and premiums 

calculated on a year by year basis, the cost of life insurance would 

be higher each year with advancing age. This is a result of the 

increased probability of death as the insured ages. In order to 

avoid the problem of adjusting premiums annually, life insurance 

companies often use level premium policies. That is, policyholders 

pay the same premium each and every year, overpaying in the early 

years when mortality is low, and underpaying in later years when 

mortality is high, as shown in Figure 111.1. 2 Calculations of the 

necessary amount of level premiums are based on the nature of 

mortality tables and the present value concept. A simple model is 

developed below explaining the calculation of premiums for the three 

basic types of plans. This model is based on a verbal discussion and 

3 examples in A. Pedoe and C.E. Jack (1978), and is presented here for 

the benefit of the reader. 

Assume that all annual premiums are paid in advance in the 

sense that the first annual premium is paid at the beginning of the 

first year, that for the second year at the beginning of the second 

2Source: Pedoe and Jack. (1978), p. 68. 

3 See there pp. 59-84. 
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FIGURE III.l: Comparison of Net Level Annual Premiums: a) Straight 
Life, Age 35 at Entry, b) One-Year Term, c) Five-Year 
Term, CM(5) 3% per $1,000 Sum Insured 
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year, and so on. It is further assumed that death claims are payable 

at the end of the policy year in which death occurs. 4 

Define 

AP. 
1 

, , d h' l' n the l' th - The annual premlum pal to t e lnsurance company 

year. 

P, - Probability that the insured will die during the ith year 
1 

given that he "survived" until that year. 

SI - The sum insured. 

r - Expected rate of interest based on the expected earnings 

of the company on its investments. 

( d) .. d . 5 AR. - Actuarial i.e., expecte reserves ln perlo 1. 
1 

Consider first a five year term contract written on a level premium 

basis. We obtain the following five equations: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) AP
5 

= P (SI) 
5 l+r 

4In practice this is not so as claims are payable immediately 
following proof of death, 

5 
In the above model AP. represents "net premiums". The same 

model can be used when "gross pr~miums" are considered, In such a case, 
all overhead including agent's commissions and administration costs are 
included in r. It is then possible to consider r as the rate of return 
of the insured. 



where 

AP, = AP - for all i 
~ 

, 
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This system has a solution since we have five equations and five unknowns 

namely AP, ARI , AR2, AR3, AR4' Equation (5) is different from the other 

four equations as a result of the nature of the last year in a term 

contract. In the last year all funds accumulated must equal the expected 

claims. 

If a five years endowment contract is considered the same model 

can be used. Under this contract, as previously explained, the sum 

insured is paid on the maturity date (at the end of the 5th year in our 

example) if the insured is then living, or, on his or her previous 

death. Therefore Ps would be unity,6 and equation (5) will be written 

as: 

(SA) 

From the above model it follows, that any excess above the 

one year term rate paid in early years? is accumulated to meet claims 

payments in later years. Therefore, a major part of the early 

premiums can be put into a fund which grows by virtue of interest 

payments. The invested income earned reduces the size of the premium 

6When a straight life contract is considered Pi will be equal to 
unity when i = last year of actuarial life (for example 100), 

?For example, AP - Pl(;;r)= Rl for the first year. 
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required to make up the face amount of the policy.8 

Consider now the behaviour of investment funds accumulated 

under different contracts. In the case of endowment contracts, the 

fund available for investment increases constantly until the policy 

matures at the selected period. The combination of premium income 

and interest earnings on the fund are sufficient to pay the claims 

at maturity. The following diagram graphs the investment pool curve 

resulting from the sale of twenty years endowment contracts. 

8GroS's premiums and annuity cash inflow do not directly 
reveal the net amount provided for investment. Operating expenses 
(including sales commissions and taxes), claims and annuity benefits 
must be subtracted from gross premiums and annuity consideration while 
investment income on existing assets must be added before the net 
source of fund for investment is found. 
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Some explanation of the diagram in Figure 111.2, is required. 

The three curves drawn in the upper part are influenced by mortality 

rates. As a result of increasing death rates (policy holders are getting 

older), the total amount of claims paid out each year increases and the 

total premiums collected every year decreases slightly. The curve 

representing interest earnings plus premiums, however, has a positive 

9 slope. In the lower part of the diagram a cumulative curve is drawn 

representing the total amount of money in the fund. When the policy-

holders reach maturity age, say 60, and the policies mature, the total 

value of the fund is distributed. 

Figure 111.3 describes the behaviour of a fund for whole 

life contracts sold to a group of people at the age of 40. The saving 

element for one policy, never terminated by death, typically grows 

until it reaches the full amount of the policy at the limiting age of 

the mortality table. The fund for a group of policies presented in 

the lower part of Figure 111.3 rises, reaches a maximum and then starts 

to decline when claims exceeds interest earnings and assets have to be 

realized. 

91 t . . . I f n erest earn~ng are lncreaslng every year as a resu t 0 

accumulation of investable funds in past years. 



FIGURE III. 3: 10 Accumulation ,of Funds. for Whole Life Contracts 
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laThe explanation of the curves provided for Figure 111.2 is 
:relevant here. 
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One can see the similarities when the policyholders are between the ages 
40-60. After the age of 60. as a result of high mortality rates, there is 
a sharp drop in premium collection and an increase in claims every year. 
The premium plus interest curve reaches a peak (similar to the endowment 
case) and then starts to decline as a result of a drop in premiums and 
interest earnings (smaller fund). 
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As might be expected, a deferred annuity has a pattern similar to that 

of the endowment contract, due to the large savings element in these types of 

policies. As shown in the lower part of Figure ~4. the fund is created 

at the beginning, reaches a maximum and then is., .. l!'.educed by.the annual 

payments. 

FIGURE UI.4: Accumulation of Funds for Deferred (40-60) Annuities'. 
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Up to the age of sixty, policyholders are paying premiums and interest 

earnings plus premiums grow constantly. After the age of sixty, no 

premiums are collected (thus we have a non-continuous Premiums + 

Interest curve) and interest earnings fall. ll 

Unlike the other types of policies, term insurance is 

characterized by a very small saving element. Thus, term policies 

provide only a small amount of investment funds. Therefore, little 

investment income can be anticipated and the full cost of insurance 

protection must be collected as premiums from the term policy owner. 

In general, an insurance company sells several types of 

policies and of different maturities. As a result, the various 

investment fund profiles will be mixed together. It is also clear 

that any trend toward term insurance, will decrease the pool of funds 

administrated by the life insurance companies. 

11Th d " . e rop ln lnterest earnlngs 
in the funds invested. The "cash outflow" 
"cash inflow" (interest earnings). 

is a result of the decline 
(Annuity payments) exceed 



CHAPTER IV 

THE INTERDEPENDENCY BETWEEN INVESTMENT 

AND INSURANCE PORTFOLIOS 

"Man should always divide his wealth into 
three parts: one-third in land, one-third 
in commerce and one-third retained in his 
own hands." 

Babylonian Talmud 

Life insurance companies play the role of financial inter-

mediaries in financial markets. Financial intermediaries are 

business institutions which issue claims on themselves and use the 

proceeds to purchase other financial assets. In the process of 

conducting their business, they perform various brokerage functions in 

financial markets. Some of these institutions intermediate in the 

transfer of funds from surplus to deficit sectors. They intervene in 

the borrowing-lending process by offering wealth holders obligations 

which are more attractive than debt and equity issued by borrowers 

directly. Among the features intermediaries can offer are liquidity, 

reduced portfolio risk, lower investment costs, and insurance services 

for property, health or life protection. 

IV.l The Hedging Hypothesis 

It is often mentioned in the literature that financial 

institutions manage their investments so that the maturity composition 

of the asset portfolio matches, to some extent, the maturity composition 

of liabilities in order to reduce a variety of intermediaries risks. l 

lSee for example, F. Modigliani and R. Sutch (1966), or 
W.T. Terrell and W.J. Frazer Jr. (1972). 
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For example, it is argued that life insurance companies and other lenders 

with long term liabilities prefer assets with longer maturities. This 

is the market segmentation or hedging hypothesis. 

If an insurance company owns assets with a shorter term than 

its liabilities, there is a risk that the funds yielded by the asset at 

maturity could not be re-invested at the same yield. This makes it risky 

to promise a given yield to the original long term lenders (policy-

holders). If, on the contrary, the assets have a longer term than the 

liabilities, as the liabilities mature and are repaid, the longer term 

assets may lack liquidity and/or may have fallen in capital value. Thus, 

if the yields on investments made by the insurance company are less than 

those assumed in the original premiums, the company could be insolvent 

and not all claims could be met. Alternatively, where estimates of the 

future rates of interest are conservative, then after all claims are met, 

a surplus would exist. 

As pointed out earlier, these problems can be solved at least 

theoretically. By matching asset and liability maturities, such that the 

maturity value of assets plus interest income equal claims less premiums 

expected any year, the life insurance company can guarantee that all sums 

assured can be met. 2 This form of matching can be referred to as absolute 

matching. But, a life insurance company that only hedges anticipated 

outlays, runs the risk of involuntarily liquidating assets due to 

2In practice, it is not clear that the life insurance company 
will be able to find fixed interest redeemable securities with term as 
long as the longest contract. Furthermore, the guarantee can only be as 
good as the forecast of expected claims. 
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unexpected cash requirements. When consideration is given to hedging 

along with liquidity, one can expect that the maturity distribution of the 

assetswould be weighted more heavily by short-dated instrument. W.T. 

Terrell and W.J. Frazer, Sr. (1972) have investigated the maturity 

distribution of public debt held by institutional investors. They 

conclude that the distribution of 

"the various groups (pf public debtl are shown 
to be influenced by the liaBility structures 
of the institutions in question. Apparently 
funds are Being held in store for meeting an 
antici.pated need and for increasing the 
certainty of the availability of funds on 
prescribed terms. Thus, there is support 
for the presence of a liquidity-hedging motive." (p. 11) 

Figure IV.l below supports their conclusions for U.S. data. 

FIGURE IV.I: Marketable Interest-Bearing Debt: Measures of Maturity 

Profiles, Quarterly I, 1960 to II, 1969 
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b. Standard Deviation of Maturity by Institution 
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Source: W.T. Terrell and W.J. Frazer, Jr. (1972) (p. 17) 

The formal links between hedging and solvency were first 

explored by A.T. Haynes and R.J. Kirton (1952) who analysed the case 

where a change in interest rates has no effect on the solvency of life 

insurance companies. Under strict assumptions they proved that a change 

in interest rates has no effect on the solvency of a life insurance 

company that has a standard asset distribution. 3 A major weakness of 

their model is that it includes only redeemable fixed interest securities 

3The characteristics of a standard asset distribution are that 
the present value of the fund's net liabilities (where net liabilities 
are defined to be equal to the present value of future claims less 
future premiums) is just equal to the fund's assets and, that in the 
aggregate at each date, over the life of the fund, the sum of the bonds 
maturity, plus interest income is just equal to the claims coming 
due. 
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without recognizing the possibility that other types of assets may be 

preferred if it is expected they will provide the fund with a higher 

return. (for example, common stocks). 

A later study by B.J. Michaelsen and R.C. Goshay (1967) regard 

intermediaries as perpetual funds, with assets and liabilities maturing 

and being replaced continuously. They argue that: 

"To focus on the uncertainty of terminal value is 
to neglect the opportunity cost of foregoing gains 
that might occur from successful forecasting of 
interest rate movements" 

Because ... 

"long-term assets may be purchased just prior to 
unanticipated increase in interest rate." (p. 168) 

A more recent study by P.J. Franklin and C. Woodhead (1980) 

points out two instruments (jn addition to hedging) to prevent insolvency 

of life insurance companies: 

a. Shareholders capital and undistributed profits. 

b. Participating contracts. 

The second point may require some elaboration. In previous 

chapters it was pointed out that in dealing with participating contracts 

one is concerned with the determination of the amounts of overpayments 

and the distribution of these overpayments known as surplus. At the end 

of each year life insurance companies determine their liabilities (i.e" 

policy reserves and amounts owing by the company including amounts on 

deposits by policyholders) and their assets. The deduction of the 

liabilities from assets yields the surplus of each company at the date 



'f' d 5 spec1 l.e . 

Then, a decision has to be made as to the apportionment of 
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this surplus between (1) participating policyholders (2) shareholders' 

funds (in a stock company, and this is limited by law as described 

previously) (3) special reserves (4) amounts carried forward to increase 

the existing free surplus. It is clear from the above discussion that 

the life insurance company has many degrees of freedom in distributing 

its surplus and thus preventing insolvency.6 D.J. Franklin and C. Woodhead 

quote one of the most distinguished actuaries in the U.K., R.S. Sherman 

saying: 

" ... for most insurers in the United Kingdom, 
the proportion of with-profits business 
on the books is so high that the demonstration of 
solvency presents no problem." (p. 140) 

The previous discussion represents only one aspect of the 

relation between assets and liabilities debated in the literature namely, 

hedging. It was explained that hedging can safeguard against insolvency 

and thus there may be motives to match maturities. However, because the 

treatment of surplus provides so much protection of this sort, it is not 

clear that it is necessary for firms to closely match maturities. It is 

this line of argument that has lead us to look at other models of 

insurance companies and, in particular, to portfolio choice models. 

SA company may be accumulating special reserves to strengthen 
its policy-reserves or have a reason for setting aside special investment 
and contingency reserves and these special reserves would be added to 
total liabilities. 

6 The State of New York limits the amount of surplus the life 
insurance company can hold. For companies underwriting participating 
contracts the figure is 10 percent of the policy reserves and liabilities. 
In the case of Canadian companies surplus funds and special reserves 
equalled 7.5 percent of total assets at the end of 1977. 
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IV.2. The Portfolio Approach to the Relation Between Assets and Liabilities 

Finance researchers have been interested in the portfolio 

problems of intermediaries, abstracting from the important problems of 

liquidity and transactions demand. They see the insurance company as the 

management of a portfolio of insurance policies, in addition to the 

handling of an investment portfolio. Various models were suggested to 

determine simultaneously the optimal composition of insurance claims 

against the firm and its investment portfolio. 

Using the technique of portfolio analysis, it is possible to 

derive the set of what Markowitz (1952) calls "efficient" portfolios -

portfolios which satisfy the requirement that no combination of assets 

can produce a higher expected return without also producing a greater 

variability of return. The efficient frontier is drawn in Figure IV.2 

to be the line ABC. Markowitz provided the "proof" of the advantage of 

portfolio diversification. He showed that portfolio's risk depends not 

only on the risks (measured by the standard deviation) associated with 

the individual assets, but also on the nature of the relationships among 

FIGURE IV.2 Markowitz Efficient Set. 

Standard 
Deviation 

A 

C 

U 

Expected 
Return 
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assets. Assuming that investors desire a high expected return and a low 

variability of return, they will select a portfolio from among the set 

of efficient combinations. The specific portfolio selection will be 

determined by each investor's preferences as between risk and return. 

Often it is postulated that these preferences can be formalized in terms 

of a utility function and that the investor can be assumed to select 

portfolios which will maximize his expected utility. For example, if U 

(in Figure IV.2) represents an indifference curve, the utility maximizing 

efficient portfolio will be at point B. 

The usual portfolio analysis 7 assumes the absolute level of 

funds available for investment is fixed, and concerns itself only with 

the distribution of that given amount over the candidate opportunities. 

In a wide variety of applications this restriction is not desirable. 

Financial intermediaries can, presumably, benefit from an extension 

of the portfolio techniques to accommodate liabilities as having 

variable returns, especially if some correlation between the returns on 

investments and on underwriting activities exists. In those cases, 

Markowitz type portfolio analysis can be utilized to delineate the 

optimal balance sheet proportions by evaluating the risk and return of 

every asset simultaneously with the risk and cost of every liability. 

The solution tells which assets should be on the balance sheet, and in 

what proportions, as well as' which liabilities should be used to raise the 

necessary capital. The analysis encompasses the capital allocation and 

financial leverage decisions. The firm is the portfolio and the 

7 See for example: H.M. Markowitz (1952) or W. Sharpe (1963). 
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efficient frontier obtained is a set of balance sheets for the firm 

which have the maximum rate of return on equity at each level of 

equity risk and/or the minimum risk at each rate of return, R.A. Haugen 

and C.O. Kroncke (1970) have applied this approach to life insurance 

companies. The following discussion reviews their mode1. 8 

The insurance company can hold different proportions of its 

liabili ties in the various insurance policies. Th_e expected rate of 

cost for a portfolio of policies is equal to E(C) with standard 

deviation G(C) which are defined: 9 

(1) 

(2) 

where: 

n 
E(C) = L: X.E(C.) 

i=l 1. 1. 

n n 
G(C. ,C.)]1/2 G(C) = [ L: L: X.X. 

i=l j=l 1. J 1. J 

X. = porportion of total capital raised by the jth policy 
J 

n = number of policies in the portfolio 

In Figure IV.3 the efficient frontier of the expected cost is 

given by the boundary AFB. It is efficient in the sense that for any 

given expected costs, the standard deviation is minimized. Similarly, 

the mean and variance of the insurance company's return from its invest-

ments are: 

8A similar discussion can be found in D.J. Cummins (1975) 
pp. 17-27, and R.E. Graham (1974). 

9Al1 premiums are known and presumed to be paid at the inception 
of the planning period. A discussion on this point can be found in R.A. 
Haugen and C.O. Kroncke (1970) p. 42. 



FIGURE IV.3: The Efficient Set For an Insurance Company 

G(C) 

G(R) 

G(e) 

E (C) ,E (R) ,E (e) 

Source: R.A. Haugen and C.O. Kroncke (1970), p. 43. 

(3) 

(4) 

m 
E(R) = ~ Y.E(R.) 

. 11.1. 1.= 

G(R) 1/2 = [HY. Y.G (R. ,R.)] 
1. J 1. J 
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where Y. = The proportion of total assets held in the 1. 
.th 1. asset. 

m = Number of assets held. 

Line MGL is the set of efficient investments opportunities in the sense 

that for any given risk level G(R), no other portfolio offers a greater 

rate of return. 

H 
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An insurance company generates funds by selling insurance 

policies. Together with shareholders capital these funds are invested. 

If the ratio of total assets to equity is represented by i, i ~ 1, the 

mean and variance of rate of return on equity are defined to be: 

(5) E(e) = iE(R) + (l-i)E(C) 

(6) G(e) = [i 2G2 (R) + Cl_i)2G2(C) + 2i(1-i)G(R,C)]1/2 

where: G(R,C) = is the covariance between rates of 

return on the investment portfolio and 

rates of cost of the portfolio of 

insurance policies. 

Note that a positive E(C) (insurance costs) results in a 

lower E(e). This result is intuitively reasonable and is due to the 

negative coefficient of E(C) in equation (5). 

Using quadratic programming technique, it is possible to 

generate an efficient frontier of risk and return combinations on 

equity. Referring back to Figure IV~~ Line HZC is the efficient set of 

. bl 1 d .. lQ. atta~na e evere pos~t~ons. 

By defining Q = AE(e) - G(e) and maximizing this expression 

with respect to Y. and X. for all A, Q < A < a 
~ ~ 

subject to: a < Y. < 1 - 1 

a < X. < 1 
1 

i > 1 

the efficient frontier can be generated. 

Two comments are warranted: 

l(L . • T, -For any gIven rIS~ level no other position offers a greater 
rate of return to equity. 
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a. The insurance company can reduce G(e) by investing in 

securities with returns positively correlated with the cost of under-

writing insurance (G(R,C) has a negative coefficient in equation (6)). 

b. "The attainable levered equity positions (line HZC in 
Figure IV.3.) will not necessarily fall to the right of the set of 
available investment portfolios .... Indeed, if the insurance policies 
sold by the company were priced in competition with all other financial 
assets, the levered equity positions would all fall within the set of 
available investment opportunities." (Haugen and Kroncke, p. 45). 

In perfect competition policy holders will get a rate of return on their 

policy (rate of cost for the insurance company) equal to the rate of 

return on any other financial asset with the same risk. Thus, the rate 

of return on the investment portfolio and the rates of cost of the 

portfolio of insurance policies will be perfectly and positively 

correlated. If we define: 

G(R,C) = r(R,C).G(R)·G(C) 

where 

r(R,C) - is the correlation coefficient between R and C 

under the assumption of perfect competition we obtain: 

(7) 

(8) 

r(R,C) = 1 } 

G (R) = G (C) 
=> GCR,C) = G2 CR) 

and thus ll G(e) = G(R) and E(R) = E(e). 

Using similar approaches, an extensive literature for 

balance sheet optimization of insurance companies has developed in the 

IISubstitute equations (7) and (8) into (6) and equation (8) 
into (5). 
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last decade (C.G. Krouse (1970). O.J. Cummins (1975), Y. Kahane and 

D.J. Nye (1975), Y. Kahane (1977a), D. Stowe (1978)1 etc.) . The models 

discussed by these authors and others can be used to generate mean-

variance efficient frontiers for insurance company decision-making. 

Some of them provide guidance with regard to the selection of an operat-

ing point on the efficient frontier. This point can be selected through: 

a. Utility theory (C.G. Krouse (1970), D.H. Pyle (1971)) 

b. Ruin theory-safety first (A. Roy (1952), R.E. Graham 

(1974) ) 

c. Chance constrained models (H.E. Thompson, J.P. Matthews, 

and B.C.L. Li (1974), D. Stowe(1978)). 

A rigorous discussion on the relations between the above 

decision rules can be found in the literature and will not be reviewed 

12 here. However, it is important to note that ruin theory and chance 

constrained models were developed as part of the attempt to depart from 

the utility framework. Because of the arbitrary nature of a utility 

function, researchers tried to invoke criteria based on more objective 

concepts that would be easy to use in empirical work and wau Id not require 

any assumptions about the preference function of the insurance company. 

As will be shown in the following chapter, by taking advantage of the 

existing finance foundations and the concepts and techniques of modern 

demand system analysis,uti1ity theory can be used to provide guidance 

12 
See for example, D.H. Pyle and S.J. Turnovsky (1970) on 

the relation between safety first and expected utility maximization. 
On safety first and chance constrained models, see R.E. Graham (1974). 
J.D. Cummins and D.J .... l\iye (981) explored the linkages among quadratic 
programming and each_ of the above rules. 
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with regard to the selection of an operating point for a life insurance 

company. 

In his pioneering paper "On the Theory of Financial 

Intermediation", D.H. Pyle (1971) explored the conditions under which 

a firm, maximizing a preference function, will sell a given deposit 

liability and use the proceeds to purchase a given type of financial 

asset. The following discussion reviews his results within a mean -

. f k f f' . 1 . d" 13 varlance ramewor 0 lnanCla lnterme latl0n. 

Suppose a firm selects a portfolio of securities on the basis 

of a preference function F, defined over the meaIi and variance of the 

firm's terminal wealthJ Assume for simplicity that there are only three 

securities defined as: 

and 

Xo - Intermediary's holdings of the riskless security. 

Xl - Intermediary's holdings of loans. 

X
2 - Intermediary's holdings of deposits. 

i. - The holding period yields on security j such that 
J 

m. - E(i .) 
J J 

Sjk = E[(ij-mj}(ik-mk)J 

The firm's decision problem after substituting the balance 
2 

sheet constraint ~ X. = K into the preference function may be written 
j=O J 

as: 

where 

2 max F(Jl,G) 

l3See D.H. Pyle (J97l) pp. 742-745. 
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and 

mj = mj - m
O

' the so-called risk premia. 

The first order conditions for a maximum lead to the following 

optimal holdings of loans and deposits: 

* m
l
S22 - m

2
S

12 
X 1 = [ 2] 0 

S11S22-S12 

(9) 

(10) * 
m2sU - m2S12 

X 2 = [ 2] 0 
S11S22- Sl2 

where 

= - 1:. [~I~] 
2 dll dG2 

Since 0 is positive for ~~ > 0 and ::2 < 0, the signs of X*l and 

* X 2 are determined by the terms in brackets in (9) and (10). The signs 

* * of X 1 and X 2 will depend on the numerators of the two ratios since the 

denominator of the terms in brackets is positive as long as loans and 

deposits yields are not perfectly and positively correlated. Therefore 

the firm will engage in intermediation if and only if: 

m
l
S

22 
m

2
Sl2 

* (ll) > a i. e. , X > 0 
1 

(12) m2S11 m2sl2 < a * i. e .• X 2 < a 

Pyle has shown that for positive risk premia (m. ) on loans 
] 

--

and on deposits, 01) and (2) can-De reduced to: 



(5) 

where 
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s. 
J 

standard deviation of yield on security j. 

r jk - the correlation coefficient between the yields on securities 

j and k. 

"Inequality (5) implies that intermediation will be more likely: 

1. the smaller the risk premium on deposits (m
2

) and the 

larger the risk premiums on loans (ml ), 

2. the greater the positive dependence between loan and 

deposit yields Cr12), and 

3. the larger the standard deviation of deposit yields (S2) 

and the smaller the standard deviation on loan yields 

(Sl) . " (pp. 765-6) 

In his concluding remarks Pyle says: 

"By explicitly considering the dependence between the 
securities bought and sold by financial intermediaries, 
it has been shown that asset (liabilities) portfolios 
cannot, in general, be chosen independently of the 
parameters of liabi Ii ty (asset) yields." (p. 766) 

These theoretical results are supported by the empirical work 

carried out for the insurance industry~4 R. Daines (1968), in a statistical 

analysis of 131 mUltiple-line insurance companies showed the interaction 

between investments and underwritings arguing that " ... as the insurance 

exposure increases the common stock ratio tends to decrease" (p. 363). 

Y. Kahane and D. Nye (1975) have provided similar results. Their study, 

l4F. Black (1975) and J.e. Francis (1978) extended the Pyle 
model and tested it for commercial banks. 



" has utilized a model which recognizes the 
correlations among underwriting profits in various 
insurance lines, among investment profits, and also 
between insurance and investment activities. In some 
cases, the correlation coefficients were highly nega
tive, which emphasizes the importance of minimizing 
the variance of the return on the capital invested in 
the industry by diversifying simultaneously both the 
insurance and investment portfolios." (p. 596) 
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Similar results (highly negative correlation coefficient between rates 

of cost of underwriting life insurance and rates-of return on investments) 

were observed using data for Canadian life insurance companies. These 

results are summarized in Table IV.l. 

It would appear from the above discussion that underwriting 

and investment returns are dependent and one can only determine the 

optimal position by considering the insurance and the investment 

decision simultaneously. In what follows, a model is developed for a 

life insurance company, in which both investment and underwriting 

decisions are taken into account. 



TABLE IV.l:Correlation Coefficient Matrix for Aggregate Data (1945-1977) - Canadian Life Insurance Companies
15 

1 1.00000 

2 .99512 1.00000 

3 .98749 .99612 1.00000 

tl .96836 .98189 .99182 1.00000 

5 .96785 .98005 .99011 .99752 1.00000 

6 .96694 .97803 .98736 .99441 .99867 1.00000 

7 .96079 .97284 .98340 .99225 .99689 .99760 1. 00000 

8 .96172 .97259 .98042 .98913 .99333 .99460 .99608 1.00000 

9 .92869 .94580 .96283 .97979 .98416 .98624 .98999 .98926 1.00000 

10 -.33097 -.31634 -.31120 -.31050 -.32970 -.34313 -.32837 -.32730 -.32106 1.00000 

11 .98110 .97127 .96111 .94547 .94185 .94113 .93822 ".94282 .90573 -.33158 1.00000 

12 .• 91630 .91620 .92311 .93781 .93627 .93887 .94014 .94632 .94547 .38662 .92511 1.00000 

13 -.47500 -.47498 -.46906 -.45392 -.46069 -.46658 -.44799 -.43480 -.42968 .80759 -.44312 -.50242 

14 .93577 .95377 .96918 .98648 .99168 .99121 .99396 

15 -.72566 -.72358 -.72235 -.69072 -.67687 -.65867 -.64559 

where: 
1 234 567 

1 - Canadian Government Bonds 1-3 years 
2 Canadian Government Bonds 3-5 years 
3 - Canadian Government Bonds 5-10 years 
4 - Canadian Government Bonds 10+ 
5 - Provincial bonds 
6 - Municipal bonds 
7 - Industrial bonds 
8 - Conventional Mortgage 
9 - NHA Mortgage 

10 - TSE yields 

.98949 .98869 -.32164 .90659 .92803 

-.63470 -.58648 .12008 -.71684 -.55460 

8 9 10 11 12 

11 - 3 Month Treasury Bills 
12 Prime Rate 
13 - NYSE yields 
14 - Moody's Composite index 
15 - Cost of underwriting 

15Th d .. . e un erwrItIng costs were approxImated using the formula presented in Chapter VII. 

1.00000 

-.44542 1.00000 

.30210 -.61735 

13 14 

1.00000 

U1 
N 

15 



CHAPTER V 

THE SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF INSURANCE 

AND INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES 

As was explained earlier, in collecting premiums a life 

insurance company accumulates substantial amounts of reserve funds that 

can be used to meet unknown future claims. The funds are invested in 

financial instruments or real property. The role of the company 

management is to select from the available sets of opportunities 

those that are optimal with respect to its objectives. 

In this section, a model for the simultaneous determination 

of the efficient composition of insurance and investment activities of 

a life insurance company is constructed. Unlike some current models 

which use the quadratic programming technique to construct efficient 

sets, we use a utility maximization approach. As will be shown later 

this approach can be operationalized using flexible functional forms. 

In a 1978 paper S.D. Stowe argues that: 

"In the Markowitz model, the tangency between the 
efficiency frontier and the highest indifference 
curve is used to find the optimal portfolio that 
maximizes the economic unit's utility. This model 
was not used because no explicit relationship 
exists between the amount and cost of the life 
insurance company's liabilities and its portfolio 
choices. Consequently, this model does not yield 
explicit testable hypotheses." (p. 435) 

In a recent article D.J. Cummins and D.J. Nye (1981) 

investigate the linkages between quadratic programming, ruin theory 

and utility theory, and developed efficient frontiers, ruin probabilities 

and implicit risk aversion coefficients for an insurance company. They 
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point out that an operating point on the efficient frontier can be 

selected through utility theory and that 

" ... in some instances (utility theory)permits 
the analyst to infer the insurance company's risk 
aversion parameter." (p. 417) 

It is argued below that a utility dependent approach is 
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indeed applicable to portfolio analysis of life insurance companies 

and can potentially lead to more powerful results than those that 

have been found in the past. 

V.l Some Notes on the Mean-Variance Approach 

In Chapter IV, the two parameter portfolio model (mean and 

standard deviation) was introduced. Beginning with this section and 

for the balance of this study, the'two parameters model is adopted. 

Therefore, we now consider the model in more detail. We first give a 

general treatment of its major features and then discuss some of its 

different aspects. 

It is assumed that the representative investor's utility 

function is of the form: 

in which 

C 
T 

X 
T 

and 

T 

is' an m vector of quanti ties' consumed in period (T=t, ... , t+T) 

is an n vector of quantities of assets held at the end of T. 

is the number of periods in the unit~ planning horizon. 

The investor is assumed to maximize his utility subject to a 



set of appropriate budget equations. l 

J. Hadar (1971) has argued that: 

"If a consumer maximizes a multiperiod utility 
function which is constrained by a set of 
appropriate budget equations and if optimal plans 

·are subject to revision after every period, then 
there exists a one period utility function which, 
when maximized subject to a ·single budget constraint, 
yields a set of dynamical demand functions that trace 
out the time paths of the actual amounts consumed 
and held by the consumer in question." (p. 225) 

The above theorem known as the Collapsibility theorem is 

useful in transforming our problem from a multiperiod one into a 
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single period maximization problem. Thus, the investor? problem can be 

summarized as one of, 

maximizing Ut = U(C l , ... , Cm' Xl' ... Xn) 

subject to 

where 

m 
I 

j=l 
P. C. + 

] ] 

n 
I 

i=l 
IT. X. = K

t 1 1 

P.'s - are the commodity prices 
] 

IT. 's - are the asset prices 
1 

Kt - is total capital available to the investor 

One more simplification is necessary in order to obtain the. 

final formulation that will lead us to a two-parameter model. This is 

known as the mul tis·tage maximization procedure. To permit the construction 

lThis problem is known as an intertemporal utility maximization 
problem. For a detailed discussion see,for example, H.A.J. Green (1976), 
E. Malinvaud (1972) or J. Hadar (1971). 
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of demand systems involving only opportunity costs and quantities of 

assets, the utility function is assumed to be functionally se~arable 

between consumption goods and assets,in the assets. The investor choice 

of the assets can, therefore, be viewed as the second stage of a two 

stage maximization. The problem facing the investor at stage one is to 

allocate his capital between consumption and investment in some port-

folio. In the second stage, the investor chooses the mixture of assets 

ex. ts) in his portfolio. He is supposed to be interested only in the 
1 

terminal value that the portfolio will attain at the end of the 

decision period, the terminal value being subject to uncertainty.2 

Thus, the individual can be considered as an expected utility maximizer. 

This result is so general, however, that it yields nothing about 

observable behaviour. E.F. Fama (1976) states that: 

" ... We would like to simplify the decision problem 
so it involves only a few potentially measurable 
parameters and yields some simple proposition about 
how the typical investor behaves with respect to 
thes'e parameters." (p. 214) 

The first two moments of the distribution of the uncertain asset income 

seems to satisfy the properties laid by Fama and thus, may serve as the 

objects for investor? decisions. Those two moments (the mean, a 

measure of the central tendency of income,and the standard deviation~ 

serving as a measure of variability or riskiness) are utilized in the 

two-parameter portfolio model. The exact relationship between the mean 

2There are two assumptions inherent in such an approach 
a. Portfolio transactions are carried out only at the beginning of each 

period. 
b. Interest earnings will not be available for spending before the end 

of the period. 
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standard deviation approach. and the expected utilit~ approacfi to portfolio 

selection is to be explored below. We will examine under what conditions 

an expected utility maximizer is able to neglect all the features of 

the expected returns on his portfolio other than the mean and variance 

of their probability distribution. 

Define 

Let the initial wealth be symbolized by W . 
o 

WI - terminal value of the portfolio 

R - the proportionate portfolio yield 

Z = O+R)- the proportionate portfolio return 

Referring to the previous discussion W was defined by K -C = W . 
o 0 0 0 

Thus, the wealth available for portfolio investment is what was left 

of the original capital after subtracting current period consumption. 

The future wealth WI can be regarded as standing for KI - total 

capital one period from now. Thus we obtain that: 3 

W Z 
o 

Thus the expected utility rule can be applied to WI (representing 

potential consumption in the future period) 

U :: EU CWI ) 

The kth central moment of WI is: 

E[CW1-W1)k] = E[WOkCZ_Z)k]= ~Wok 
where 

mk - E[CZ_Z)k] is the kth central moment of Z. 

3 A tilde indicates a random variable. 
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By a Taylor's series expansion we can write the expected 

of the period wealth to be: 
_ (W Z) 

E{U(WOZ)+U'CWOZ)WOCZ-Z)+UII ~ W 2CZ-_Z-)2 } o + ••• 

utility of the end 

(X) UCi)(W Z) o i -----W m. o 1. . , 
1. • i=O 

Wh U Ci). h . th d· . f U d' ft· I ere IS t e 1. er1.Vatlve 0 an. means ac orla . In general, 

one can assume that the expected utility maximizer would take into 

account all the moments of the distribution. The key question is: 

Under what circumstances, if ever, are we allowed to say that U is a 

function of mean CWOZ) and the variance E[Wo2CZ-Z)2]?POSSible justifica

tion can be found in the properties we are willing to assume for the 

utility function UCWl ) or in the properties of the probability 

distribution of WI. 

Unless U is a second order polynomial, all the moments are 

required to evaluate alternative portfolios. As was explained before, 

for si~licity of analysis and because some general results can be 

derived and checked empirically, we would prefer to work with only the 

first two moments. Note from that, if U is linear, the decision 

depends only on the mean; if U is a second-degree polynomial, then the 

decision depends only on the mean and the variance. We call this the 

quadratic case. So, in general, for an investor to consider only the 

mean and the variance of his portfolio in making his decision and to 

be consistent with the expected utility hypothesis, he must have a 

quadratic utility function. If this was the only rationale for the 

mean-variance analysis, then it would be of little importance since not 



only is the quadratic utility a special case, but its behavioural 

implications are not realistic. 4 

The second condition under which the mean variance and the 
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expected utility approaches can be reconciled concerns the probability 

-distribution of WI" Using the Central Limit Theorem it is possible to 

show that: 

" the distribution of the sum of a large number 
N of random variables tends toward the normal 
probability distribution as N increases. Now portfolio 
income WI can be regarded as a random variable which 
is the sum of the individual random variables represented 
by returns on the component securities. Since the 
normal is a two-parameter distribution, the mean ~ 
and standard deviation G of the distribution summarize 
all the relevant information ... The tendency to 
normality is stronger, the closer to normal are the 
individual random variables and the more independently 
distributed they are one from another." 5 

Furthermore, the normal distribution is the only two-parameter distribu-

tion (of finite variance) which is also stable. The stability of the 

distribution guarantees that the sum or other linear combinations of 

normal variables remains normal. Thus, the assumption that the joint 

4For example, the quadratic utility function exhibits increasing 
absolute risk aversion CARA) i.e., d(ARA) > 0 which implies that the 

dW ' 
investor!S risk aversion increases with wealth. This property does not 
make much sense intuitively and was rejected empirically (see for 
example: Fried and Blume (1975)). 

However, it gains importance when the intertemporal (multi
period) portfolio selection problem is examined. While beyond the 
interest of this discussion, roughly the reason is that if the time 
interval between portfolio revisions is small, then the variations in 
wealth over the interval will be small and we may think of approximating 
his utility function by a quadratic function (i.e" three terms of the 
Taylor series). See for example R.C. Merton (1968). 

SSee T. Hirshleifer (1970), p. 282. 



distribution of security returns' is multivariate normal assures that 

the probability distributions of the portfolio returns are normal. 6 
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A mean-variance model is one where the choice among alternative 

portfolios depends only on the expected value (mean) and variance of 

the portfolio (or terminal wealth). Thus, the criterion function for 

choice for a "mean-variance investor" can be written as U [expected 

wealth, variance of wealth]. If such an investor is risk-averse then 

higher expected wealth is preferred and lower variance of wealth is 

av preferred, i.e. the mean is a "good", amean> 0 and the variance is 

av a "bad", . < O. This criterion implies that the only character-avar1ance 

istic of the distributions of individual securities' return that affect 

portfolio choice are the means, variances and covariances (between 

securities) of the returns. 

It can be concluded that expected utility can be expressed 

exactly in terms of mean and variance (standard-deviation) of wealth as 

arguments only if, as we have seen earlier in this section, either: 

a. the elementary-utility function is quadratic, or b. all the 

opportunities available have approximately normal probability distribu-

tions. The mean-variance model represents the first step in quantitatively 

introducing uncertainty into the ranking of portfolios. Classical 

methods of ranking portfolios use a single parameter measure such as 

(expected) rate of return or (expected) present discounted value. 

6Those results were fiercely debated in the literature after 
J. Tobin has published his article "Liquidity Preference as Behavior 
Towards Risk", (1958). The interested reader is referred to M.S. 
Feldstein (1969), J. Tobin (1969), K. Borch (1963), P .A. Samuelson 
(1970) and more recently S.C. Tsiang (1972), H. Levy (1974), G.O. 
Bierwag (1974), K. Borch (1974) and D.P. Baron (1977). 
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Although a one-parameter measure makes ranking quite easy (highest to 

lowest), it clearly does not reflect differences in portfolios due to 

uncertainty. With a two-parameter ranking, there is no simple ranking. 

The purpose of the mean-variance model is to show how to determine 

optimal portfolios and to make explicitly clear, the trade off between 

risk and return. 

V.2 The Utility Maximization Model 

A fundamental assumption of micro-economics theory is that 

economics units are engaged in some optimization process. As shown 

in the previous section, it is possible under certain conditions, to 

make investment decision in financial assets independently of the 

overall consumption-investment decision and the amount invested in 

non-financial assets. This means that the total amount of wealth to 

be invested in financial assets is exogenous to the model of portfolio 

behaviour so that the only decision of consequence is the proportion 

of wealth to be invested in each financial asset. 

The optimization activity of a life insurance company is more 

complicated than the one described above for the consumer. In this 

case it is necessary to evaluate the risk and return of every asset 

simultaneously with the risk and cost of capital of every liability. 

The selection of an appropriate combination of policies to issue 

(liabilities) and investments to make is required. The solution should 

indicate which assets should be on the balance sheet, and in what 

proportions, as well as which liabilities should be used to raise the 

necessary capital. 
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The problem may be thought of as one of choosing a particular 

mix of risky investments so as to maximize an objective function defined 

over mean and standard deviation subject to a set of constraints. The 

simultaneous optimization of both the insurance and investment portfolio 

is required, as explained in previous chapters, because of the correlation 

between the returns on investment and underwriting activities. 

Assume that there are n possible types of investm~nt and rn-n 

types of life insurance contracts. 

rv 
flit = 

= 

Define the following variable7 

W = initial wealth 
o 

j 
Rate of return on the .th investment 1 

i=l. .. n, in period t. 
.th 

l 
Rate of return on the 1 type of insurance contract 

i=n+l ... m in period t. 

I t t l'n the l· th t . . d t . 1 nves men asse In per10 ,1= ... n 

A . 1 f h' th f . ctuar1a reserves or tel type 0 Insurance contract 

in period t, 

i = n+l ... m 

Kot - Policy holder's surplus plus shareholder's equity in period t. 

(1) K = S + E ot ot ot 

7Random variables are denoted by tildes (rv). 
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where 

Sot - Policyholder's surplus in period t 

Eot - Shareholder's equity at the beginning of period t 

The profit of the company in period t. ~t is a linear combination of 

the random variables given by 

(2) 
'V 
1f

t 
= 

m 
'V 

L: 2it ~it 
i=l 

In order to get the rate of return on equity in 

both sides of equation (2) by Eot to obtain.
S 

'V 
period t, ~et we divide 

'V 
2it ~ 1f t 'V 

(3) -- = 1fet 
= L:(E)]:l't' Eot ot 1 

Equation (3) can be rewritten as follows: 

m 
(4) 

'V 'V 
1f = L: w. \lit et . 1 lt 1= 

where 

r 
Wit = 

1 
~ 

Th . tIL .... d . 1 e 1 asset to equlty ratlo ln perlo t, 1= , ...• n. 

Actuarial reserves to equity ratio for insurance line i 

in period t,i = n+l, ... , m. 

The investment leverage of the company is introduced into the model 

through the balance sheet (solvency) constraint. For each and every 

period the 2. 's (i = 1, ... , m) must be determined such as to equate 
1 

BAn alternative approach is to treat the surplus as' retained 
earnings and to divide equation 0) by K . For comparison with share
holders in other industries, the pres€ntot approach s€emsmore 
reasonable. 
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total assets with the sum of liabilities. Thus, the following relation-

ship must hold: 

m n 
(5) E tit + Kot = E tit' 

i=n+l i=l 

Equation (5) represents the balance sheet constraint; i.e., 

total liabilities = sum of actuarial reserves + equity 

+ surplus = total assets. 

Some explanation on the balance sheet constraint is in order. 

Unlike most models which utilize a similar approach,9 premiums collected 

from underwriting different types of insuranc~ do not appear in our model. 

The discuss10n in Chapter III shows explicitly that the funds raised for 

investment (known in the literature as the funds generating factors) 

differ among types of insurance. It has been suggested that "The 

reserves/premiums -ratios are not unreasonable as a first anproximation to 

the funds generating factor."lO To avoid the need for any assump-

tion about the relationship between premiums collected and invest-

able funds, the actuarial reserves for each type of contract are 

11 
utilized in our model. Furthermore, life insurance companies have 

!) 

Nye (1981). 
10 

See for example Y. Kahane (1977); J.D. Cummins and D.J. 

Cummins and Nye (1981) p. 422. 
11 / . t' , t' t Using the reserves prem1ums ra 10S as an approx1ma 10n 0 

the funds generating factor leads to our model. The balance sheet would 
take the following form 

m n 
E giPi + Ko = E 

i=n+l i=l 
t. 

1 

where p' are premiums collected in line i and gi is the funds generating 
facto~§ubstituting reserves/premiums for gi yields equation (5). It 
is important to note that Pi repres-ents the total amount of 
premiums collected in the past for different type of contracts currently 
in force. To avoid adding up $ collected in different year~ 
actuarial reserves were introduced in the model. 
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limited control over the funds generating factor. Interest rates and 

mortality rates do influence the actuarial reserves, the premiums collected 

and thus' the funds availaBle for inves·tment. It has' already been 

mentioned that the main responsibility of government supervision of the 

life insurance industry, is to ensure that the life insurance companies 

hold assets to cover the policy-reserves according to the official 

government basis. 12The higher the interest rate as'sumed in calculating 

the premium the lower is the premium. The lower the premium the 

lower the actuarial reserves and vice-versa. This follows from 

common-sense reasoning that the higher the rate of interest at which a 

company may expect to accumulate the funds in its hands, the lower 

need these funds be to meet definite future liabilities. A similar 

argument can be presented for mortality rates. Lower mortality means 

lower premiums, and it is clear that lower premiums and lower death 

claims offset each other in the accumulation which gives the actuarial 

reserves. But it is not known as a rule, what actuarial reserves will 

be necessary for a new mortality table until they are ca1cu1ated. 13 

In short, actuarial reserves were used in our model in order to avoid 

the problems which arise when using premiums as a variable re:!Jresenting 

the activities of the company in different types of contracts
1 

tQough 

this variable, too, is' not without its' problems', 

(6) 

Dividing equation (S) by E yields: 
ot 

m S 
at 

l: Wit +1+-- = 
i=n+l Eat 

12 
There are, of course, other liabilities which must be 

covered by assets. 

13Th .. f h e varlatlon ate actuarial-reserves between different 
mortality tables depends on the slope of the mortality curve. 
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Further, define, 

S 
~ = W (surplus to equity ratio) 
E
ot 

m+1,t 

Substituting the above definition into equation (6) enables us to write 

h 1 
. 14 

t e so vency constra1nt as: 

(7) 

or 

n 
L 

i=l 

m+l 
L 

i=l 

w. -
1 

X.=l 
1 

m+l 
L 

i=n+l 
w. = 1 

1 

r X. = W. 
1 1 

where 1 X. = -W. 
1 1 

i=l, ... , n 

i=n+1, ... , m+l 

The insurance company's investment preferences aTe assumed 

to lie cap.tured bY' an institutional uti Ii ty function of the 

form: 

(8) U(E,V) 

where E is the expected (end of the period) net worth and V is its 

standard deviation. 

2 m+l 
V =[W L 

0'1 1= 

m+l 
LX. X. G .. ] 1/2 

1 J 1J 
j=l 

\fuere G .. is the covariance of end of the period expected 
1J 

return on asset i and j. This model is specified in expected returns and 

standard deviation of returns space. It is the analogue to a mode 1 ~ vazian 

(976) constructed in expected prices and variance of prices 'spaces', 

14 
Equation (7) holds for each and every period of time and 

thus the subscripts t were dropped. 

l5p d' . .,. or a 1SCUSS1on on 1nstltut10na1 utility functions see~ 
J .B. Michaelsen and R,C, Goshay (1967). 
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The relation between his specification and the above model is shown in 

Appendix V.A. at the end of this chapter. It seems to us that the utili-

zation of expected returns (as opposed to prices) is preferred when 

empirical work is to be carried out since information on prices of 

different financial assets is not available. 

The utility function is assumed to be continuous and twice 

differentiable with UE > 0 and Uv < O. The subscript E denotes the 

partial derivative of U with respect to E and similarly, the V subscript 

denotes the partial derivative of U with respect to V. In other words, 

the insurance company is assumed to be risk averse with indifference 

curves in the E-V space which are upward sloping and convex from below. 16 

The insurance company is assumed to choose those proportions 

to invest in each financial asset and the proportions of underwriting in 

each type of insurance contract so as to maximize the utility function 

(8) subject to the constraint in (7) and the non-negativity conditions 

(9) 

X. 
1 

IX. ' 
. 1 
1 

X. >O,i=l 
1- J 

17 ..• , m+l 

The solution may then be expressed in terms of the ratios 

( . 1 ) h . h h' f h . th 1= , ... , n w lC represents t e ratlo 0 tel asset to total 

assets and the ratios li=n+l, •.. ,~) which represent the actuarial 

reserves for insurance contract of type i as a proportion of total 

actuarial reserves. Furthermore, X l' the surplus to equity ratio m+ 

which can be interpreted as the "cushion" of the firm is also obtained. 

16
Th 

. 
e convex1ty conditions are not implied by U > 0, U

v 
< 0 

but are explained later in the text. E 

l7 In fact, as we observe all the companies to hold all the 
assets chosen, we expect the strict inequality to hold. 
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The specification of the model in this form18 allows us to capture 

another solvency consideration which relates to the amount of new 

business sold. The sale of new life insurance and annuity business 

causes a strain on the insurance company's surplus. That is because 

the actuarial reserves the company is legally required to set up in the 

year the policies are issued normally exceed the amount of money the 

company has available after payment of expenses involved in issuing the 

1 " 19 po lCles. A dramatic increase in the sale of new contracts could 

conceivably force a company to temporarily suspend sales. 

V.3 A Comparative Static Analysis 

Of Portfolio Adjustment 

In his 1976 paper Aivazian points out the relation between 

our problem and traditional consumer and producer theory. Even though 

his model is specified in prices space many of his comments are valid 

here. He states that: 

year. 

"In traditional consumer theory the preference function 
is defined directly over commodities, i.e., the under
lying properties of commodities are only implicitly taken 
into account in the preference function. With no explicit 
information of how the properties of commodities enter 
into the preference function, one can make no restriction 
within such a framework on how demand would be affected by 
changes in these properties. On the other hand, in port
folio theory an asset is demanded indirectly because of 
its contributions to various well-defined (desirable and 
undesirable) portfolio characteristics and not for other 
intrinsic properties. Thus the demand for an asset can 
be more properly regarded as analogous to the demand 
for a factor of production." (p. 2) 

l8S ·f· h I pecl Ylng t e surp us as a separate category. 

19 
For example, high commission to the agent in the first 
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It is shown below that analysis of assets and liabilities demands 

which explicitly takes into account the underlying productive character-

istics, expected returns and standard deviations, provides more meaning-

ful interpretations of the nature of portfolio adjustment of life 

insurance companies. 

Formally, the insurance company's assets (liabilities) choice 

framework can be described by the program: 

(10) Maximize U(E,V) 

where 

Xl' ... , Xm+l 
m+l 

Subject to r 
i=l 

m+l 

X. = 1 
~ 

X. ~ 0 
~ 

'" E = W II + r x.~.J 
o i=l ~ ~ 

2 m+l m+l 1/2 
V =[W r r X.X. G .. 1 

o i=l j=l ~ J ~r 

20 

Solving the utility maximization program in (10) yields the 

first-order conditions: 

aL 
W UE~' W 2 U v-1r X.G .. A ax. = + = o ~ b V . J ~J 

~ J 
(11) 

aL 1 rx. a (i, j 1, m+l) aT = - = = ... , 
i ~ 

where A is the lagrange multiplier -1 and V is l/V, 

.'The second- order conditions for a maxinnnn require that the 

principal minors of the determinant D, obtained by totally- differentiating 

20A similar specification of the insurance company's utility 
function can be found in D.J. Cummins and J.D. Nye (1981) even though 
the analysis which follows differs substantially from theirs. A similar 
discussion can be found in V. Aivazian, J. Callen, I. Krinsky and C.C.Y. 
Kwan (1981); though their specification of the utility function is some
what different. 
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the firs~order conditions in (11) with respect to the X. '5, alternate 
1 

in sign. 

In particular, 

Zll .......... ,Zl' m+l 1 

(12) D = 

1 

1 .................... 1 o 

and the elements' Zij are given by: 

(13) 
f 

a2L 
X X = z .. a . a. 1J 

1 J 

3 m+l m+1 
= W 2UEE~i~J'+V-~ UEV(~i L X.G .. + ~. L X.G .. ) 

o 0 i=l 1 J1 Jj=l J 1J 

4 -2 -3 m+1 m+1 -1 2 
+ W (UVVY -UyV ) E X.G .. L X.G .. + Y W UyG .. 

o i=l 1 J1 j =1 J 1J 0 1J 

We assume these second-order conditions' hold, though later we report 

on tests on whether theYsin fact, do. 

(il The effect of a change in expected return. 

The quantities lield oy an insurance company will always satisfy 

Equation (1l}. Changes in expected returns and the standard deviations 

21 of returns will normally alter its' assets mix, but the new quantities 

mus·t still satisfy (1). In order to find the magnitude of the effect 

2lThe same is true when liabilities are considered. i.e. , 
i :; n+l •.• m+l. For simplifying reasons, assets are used in the 
discussion unless' different results are obtained when liabilities 
are involved, 
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of a change in the jth asset expected return on the quantity demanded 

of asset i, holding the G .. elements constant, one can totally 
1J 

differentiate (11) with respect to ~. Thus we obtain the matrix 
r 

equation: 

............. . Zl , m+1 

Z. 1 •••••••••••• ,ZJ' ,m+1 
J ' 

(14) 

1 

where: 

Where air = 1 for i = r 
= 0 for i .,. r 

ax 
Solving for ~ yields: 

~r 

(15) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

o 

aX. 
_J 

a~. 
J 

= T. 
J 

o 

Similar equations' have been obtained or' Aivazian [1976} and otners. 22 

22S' ( ee A1vazian p. 7) equation (10) or Aivazian, Callen, 
Krinsky and Kwan (1981). (p. 4) equation (5). 
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Equation OS) enahles us to calculate the demand elasticity 

of asset i with respect to the expected return on asset j (i, j=l, , .. 

m+l). 

(16) 

(ii) 

ax. ~. 
1 ~ n (X. , ~ .) = -", - X 

1 J aj.l. • 
J 1 

The effect of a change in the variance-covariance matrix. 

Following an analogous procedure it is possible to derive 

the effect of a change in Grf on Xk . By differentiating the fir$t-order 
" aXR conditions in (l11 with respect to Grf and solving for ~'we get 

rf 

(17) 

1 D' k +W V- X _1_ ] o Uvv E E.G .. 
i j J 1J 0 

and the demand elasticities of asset i with respect to the change in the 

variance covariance matrix will be 

(18) n (X. ,G .. ) = 
1 1J 

ax. 
1 

aGo . 
1J 

G •• 
21.. 

X. 
1 

(iii) On ~he Exist~nce of Some Exogenous Variables. 

The purpose of any economic model is to provide answers to a 

series of if - then statements: what would happen to the set of endo-

genous variables (the X. 's in our model) for any assumed change in the 
1 

values of the exogenous variables (the ~. 's and G .. 's). 
1 1J 

The life insurance company's asset choice framework presented 

in equation (10) assumeg that all the assets on its balance sheet are 

endogenous variables. That is, the insurance company wishes to deter-
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mine the optimal holdings of cash, government securities, mortgages, 

equities, etc. given a set of expected returns and a variance-covariance 

matrix. It is often argued that the holdings of some assets are 

23 determined exogenously. Policy loans, for example, constitute an 

investment made not by the decision of company management, but by the 

actions of a policyholder. 24 Thus, we consider a variant of the basic 

model in which one element in the balance sheet is exogenously determined. 

Assume X is determined exogenously. Thus the maximization 
p 

. 2S program ~s: 

(lOa) Maximize U(E, V) 

X. 
~ 

i = P 
m+1 

Subject to E X. = 1 - X 
i=l 1 p 

ifP 

X. > 0 (ifP) 
1 

where, as before 

E = Wo [1 + EX.p.], 
~ 1 

and 2 1/2 
V = [W 0 l: l: X. X . G. • ] • 

i j ~ J 1J 

The first-order conditions, assuming a regular interior maximum are: 

23
S ee for example A.I. Brodt (1982) p. 6. 

24
The policy loan is granted upon the security of the cash 

value already built up in the policy. Sections G3 (1) and (5) of the 
Canadian and British Insurance Act provides for them. 

25 Por a discussion on this specification see Appendix V.B 
at the end of this chapter. 
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aL W 2V- l U 
m+l -

ax. = WOUEll i + ( r X.G .. + X G. ) = A i~j f: p o v j J 1J P 1p 
1 

Olal 
m+l aL 

"IT = 1 - X r x. = 0 
P i 1 

Here only m+l first-order conditions exist, one fewer than 

in equation set (11). 

As before the quantities held by an insurance company will 

always satisfy equation (lla), and changes in X will normally alter 
p 

the asset mix. In order to find the effect of a change in X on the 
p 

quantity demanded of asset i, holding G .. 
1J 

constant, 

(19) 

26 where: 

totally differentiate (lla) with 

Zl,l .......... , , ,Zl ,mml 1 

Z. 1 . . • . . . • . . . . ' . Zj ,m+l 1 
J, 

Z m+l, I' .......... Zm+l ,m~l 1 

1 ......... , .... , .. 1 0 

J 

W 2y -l(U _ V-lU ) ~ X G ] 
A vv v '" ... 

j J 1J 

and ll. (i, j = 1, ... , m+l) 
1 

respect to X 
aX1 

p 

r 51 
ax 

p 

ax. -1. . 
5 . 

ax J 
P = 

ax m+1 5 
ax m+l 

p 

aA 
0 

ax J J p 

26 Note, however, that the bordered Hessian is of dimension 
Cm+l) by (m+1) since column p and row p were dropped. 
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and o. = 1 for i = P 1p 

= 0 for i f:. p 

ax m D. r 
-WOUEEl1p 

1r -- = ~l1.-- -ax . 11 D 
P 1= 

2 -1 m 
Wo V [WOUEV.~ 

1=1 

m 
+ W

0
2V- I (U

vv 
_ V-IU ) 

m 
Uv ~ G. ~ 

i 1p V i=l 
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D. 
11.G. 

1r 
-- + 1 1p D 

m D. 1r 
~ X.G .. G. D] 

j=l J 1J 1p 

The s-igns of equations 05) (J 7) and C20J are impossible to 

determine since no information is available on whether UEE ' UEV ' UVV ' 

Gij etc. are positive or negative. In the following chapter, specific 

utility functions are introduced and the equations to he estimated 

are derived. The estimated coefficient will enable us to compute the 

above relations and thus obtain their signs. 
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APPENDIX V.A 

The relations between prices and expected return in a 

Define: 

utility framework 

W - Initial wealth 
o 

H. - Desired quantity of asset i 
1 

P. - Initial price of i 
1 

F. - Terminal pri.ce of i (end of the period) 
1 

v _ Covariance between end of the period prices 
ij 

i and j 

A - lagrange multiplier 

E - expected wealth 
p 

V - variance of wealth 
p 

of asset 

The demand for a risky asset is derived by maximizing the investor's 

utility function subject to the investor's initial wealth available for 

portfolio investment, W . 
o 

The maximization program will be: 

(l.A) L = U(E V ) - UP.H. p' P 1 1 

n n n 
where: E = L: H. F.; V = L: L: H.H.v .. 

P i=l 1 1 P i=l j=l 1 J IJ 

Define the expected return on asset i to be 

(2.A) fl· = 
1 

If we define X. 
1 

F. - P. 
1 1 F. P.fl· P. + = + 

P. 1 1 1 1 

1 

H.P. 
1 1 = -..-w-- to be the portion of wealth invested in asset i 

o 



we obtain that 

(3.A) 
w X. 

o 1 H. =--
1 P. 

1 

Substitute (2.A) and (3.A) into the definition of E we obtain: p 

(4.A) 

(S.A) 

E 
P 

= }:H.F. = 
ill 

w X. 
I~ (P.~. + P.) = 

1 1 1 P. 
1. 

n 
W [1+ L X.~.] 

o . 1 1. 1 
1= 

(i=l, ... ,n) 

V .. = COV(F.,F.) = COV(P.~. + P., P.~. + P.) 
1J 1 J 1 1 1 J J J 

= P.P. COV(~.,~.) = P.P.G .. 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1J 

where G .. = covariance between expected return on asset i and j. 
1J 

When substituting (S.A) and (3.A) into the definition of Vp yields: 

(6.A) v 
p 

= ErH.H. V .. 
1 J 1J 

w X. 
= LI~ P. 

1 

w X. 
~pO P.P. G .. = 

. 1 J 1J 
J 

W 2 HX.X. G .. 
o 1 J 1J 
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Using the results obtained in (4.A) and (6.A) the utility maximization 

program defined in (l.A) will get the following form: 

max U[w (l+IX.~.), w 
o 1. 1. 0 

s.t. 
n 
I 

i=l 
X. = 1 

1 

2 
I L X.X. G .. J 
i j 1 J 1J 
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APPENDIX V.B 

The maximization problem and the 

presence of exogenous variables 

Equation (6) in Chapter V was obtained by dividing through 

the balance sheet constraint by equities. When one of the assets on 

the balance sheet is determined exogenously, there are two ways to 

specify the maximization program. 

where, 

are: 

(1) 

A. 

Maximize U CE, V) 

X. 
1 

i#p 

S.T. 

A. 

X. = I-X 
1 P 

X. 1 in the ratio of asset Cliabili ty) = 
Q, 1 

A 
X = -E. and where A p Q, p 

E = W [1+LX.~.+X ~ ] 
o i#p1 1 P P 

V = 
2 

[W (L L X.X.G .. 
o . . 1 J 1J 

1 J 
i,j#p 

is exogenous. 

+ 2X LX.G .)]1/2 
P j J PJ 

i to equities 

The firs~order conditions of the above maximization program 

oL = W UEu. + oX. 0 1 
1 

W 2v- Iu (L X G 
O V 

.,. 
j J 1J 

i,j#p 

+ X G .) = A 
P PJ 

(i#p) 



(2) EX. = 0 
1 

i#p 

Using equation (1) we obtain that for each asset pair i,r 

Ci#r and i,r#p): 

or 

(3) 

-1 --
UE(~'-~ )+W Y Uy(EX.CG .. -G .)+X G .-X G .) = 0 

1 r 0 j J 1J rJ P PJ P PJ 

i,j#p 

-1 
UE(~'-~ )+W Y Uy(EX.(G .. -G .)) = 0 

1 r 0 j J 1J rJ 

Equation (3) is identical to equation (17) in Chapter YI 

which is used to derive the share equation. 

where: 

B. 

The second specification for the maximization problem is: 

Maximi ze U (E, Y) 

S. 
1 

S.T. 

A. 

E S.=1 
i~p 1 
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S. - _1_ the ratio of asset (liability) i 
1 - Q,-A (i#p) to equity 

P 
plus asset p. 

Q,-A A 
E = [(~) LS·~· + -R ~ + l]W 

Q, '.L 1 1 Q. P 0 
1FP 

y = [W 2(T2 E E 
o 

i j 

A 2 A 
S.S.G .. + (--E..) G 2 + ....E. T 

1 J 1J Q, P Q, 

i,j#p 

ES.G .]1/2 
. J PJ 
J 

j#p 



where 
'l-A 

T = --2. 
'l 

and the first-order conditions are: 

(4 ) 

(5 ) 

2 -1 2 
+ W V Uv (T l: S . G. . 

o . J l.J 
J 
i,j~p 

A 
+ -!- T G .) = A 

x, PJ 

In what follows it will be shown that the share equations 

obtained from (4) and (5) are identical to the share equations 

obtained in the previous problem. 

Proof: 

Using the definitions for X. , X and S. we get: 
l. p l. 

A 
(6) 'lX. = A. , X =-E. 

l. l. P 'l 

X. 
( 7 ) S. (£- A ) £X. S. l. 

= ~ = 
l. P l. l. I-X 

P 

X. 9.,-A X. 
( 8 ) 

l. --2. = T => -2= S. -= S. £ T J l. 

Substi tuting (8) into (4) yields: 

Xi 2 1 X. A X. 
WoUE rrllS • +W V- U

v 
(-sl. IX.G .. + -E.. s l. G .) = A 

i l. 0 i J l.J £ i PJ 
( 9 ) 

or, 

(10) = AS.= [-TAJ x. 
l. l. 

2 -1 -W UEX,~, + W V UV(X.IX.G .. + X X.G .) 
o l. l. 0 l. J l.J P l. PJ 

j,i~p 

A 
Since T is a constant, T can be viewed as the lagrange 

multiplier. 

By utilizing equation (5) and (8) we get: 
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(11 ) 
x. 

1 
L S. = -T = 1 => L X. = 

hfp 1 i#p 1 

T => l: X. 
.J. 1 
lr-P 

= 1 - X 
P 
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Equations (10) and (11) are identical to equations (2) and (3) utilized 

in order to obtain the share equations. 

QED 



CHAPTER VI 

THE THEORY AT WORK 

The theory presented in the previous chapter offers a frame-

work within which we can attempt to organize and interpret the data. 

In this chapter, we try to show how the theory can be made specific 

and check its usefulness in empirical work. In what follows, the use 

of Flexible Functional Forms as a tool will be explained and the 

particular results of each case will be referred to the general theory. 

Following the important paper by Diewert (1971) many research-

1 ers are now using what have come to be known as "Flexible Functional Forms" 

method (hereafter FFF method). Deaton and Muellbauer (1980b) state tfiat 

this method is used 

" to approximate the direct utility function, 
or the cost function by some specific functional 
form that has enough parameters to be regarded as 
a reasonable approximation to whatever the true 
unknown function may be." (p. 74) 

FFF provide a second-order local approximation, but their approximated 

2 global properties are usually unknown. 

Recently, Honohan (1980) has tested the standard theory of 

portfolio selection for the U.K. life insurance industry. In his 

empirical estimation he used Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) 

utility functions (defined over mean and standard deviation) in order to 

, 

I See for example, A. Deaton and J. Muellbauer (19800), P, Simmon 
and D. Weiserbs (1979), A.D. Woodland (1979) and E.R. Berndt, 
M.N. Darrough and W.E. Diewert (1977). 

2See Simmon and Weiserbs. 
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obtain among other things, "reliable estimates of the risk-return 

trade off.,,3 We, on the other hand, instead of restricting ourselves 

to the CES case, will ex'plore a more general flexible functional form. 

Our functions are more "flexible" in the sense that they do not a priori 

constrain the elasticity of substitution between mean and variance to 

be constant. 

VI.l. Flexible Functional Forms and Risky Assets 

In a paper which analysed the demand for risky assets 

by the personal sector in the U.K., Aivazian, Callen, Krinsky 

and Kwan (1981) utilized the FFF method in their empirical estimation. 

Following their approach we specify a general Box-Cox utility function 

which takes on the generalized square root quadratic, the generalized 

Leontief, the generalized quadratic and the translog utility functions 

as special cases. 

The insurance company is assumed to maximize an "institutional 

utility function", defined over mean and standard deviation, of the 

4 following form: 

(1) 

where E(A), V(A) and u(a) are the Box-Cox transformationS functions 

defined as: 

(2) U(8) = (U28 - 1)/28 

3 
See p. 29. 

~We use standard deviation as a risk measure. A similar 
specification can be applied when the variance is used. 

SFor further details on the properties of the transformation 
see G.E.P. Box and D.R. Cox (1964) and P. Zarembka (1974). 
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(3) E a 1 = LEt. -11/A 

(4) VO.) = (VA - 1)/1.. 

Four alternative cases of the general transformation will be considered, 

In each case the parameters A and a take different values and thus the 

institutional utility function specified in (1) takes on different 

flexible functional forms. 

CASE I. B,A + 0 Ufo) = lnU; E(A) = lnE 

v(A) = lnV. 

(Since lim (XA -l)/A = In X by l'Hospital's rule). 
A-+O 

This case yields the translog utility function 

(5) lnU = CXo + cx l lnE 2 + cx2 lnV + 1/2cx3 (lnE) + 

1/2cx4 (lnV) 2 
+ CXs (lnE) (lnV) 

CASE II. o,A + 1/2 Ufo) = U-l; E(A) = 2(El / 2 - 1) 

yeA) = 2(Vl / 2 - 1) 

The utility function will then assume the form: 

(6) U = 2cx
3
E + 2cx

4
V + 4CX

S
El/2V1/ 2 + (2cx

l 
- 4cx

3 
- 4CX

S
)El / 2 

1/2 +(2cx2 - 4cx4 - 4cxS)V + 2cx3 + 2cx4 + 4cxS - 2cx l - 2cx2 + 1. 

This is known as the generalized Leontief utility function. 

CASE III. o,A = 1 Ufo) = (U2 - 1)/2; EeA) = E -1 

yeA) = V-I 

In this case a square rooted quadratic utility function is obtained 

(7) 
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CASE IV. 

The quadratic function itself (rather than the square rooted one) can be 

obtained by setting 0 = 1/2 and A = 1. Appelbaum (1979) points out 

that the quadratic function yields share equations identical to the 

square rooted quadratic. Therefore. no special treatment is required 

in the empirical section since it is share equations that are 

estimated. This follows. as will be shown later. since 0 does not 

appear in the estimating system (the share equations) in any of the 

cases described. Thus we have. 

o = 1/2 }; = 1; 

ECA) = E-l; 

UCo) = U -1 

yeA) = V-I. 

Substituting the above into equation (1) yields the following utility 

function: 

(8) 

The similarities between equations (7) and (8) require no further 

explanation. 

VI.2. Demand Functions 

Before solving the utility maximization problem that leads 

to the share equations, it is convenient to find expressions for UE' 

UV' UEE ' Uvv and UEV . Those are derived below from the general 

utility function (1). 

(9) 
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(0) au a.SE(')]V
A

-
l 

Uv = av = [0.2 + a.4V(A) + A 

'"I2U A 2 21..-2 1..-2 C' l)V(') EA- 2 
u = _0 _ = 0.

1 
(A-l)E - + a.

3
E + a.

3
(A-l)E(A)E + 0.5 A- A 

EE aE2 (11) 

(12) 
a2u A 2 1..-2 21..-2 (1)VA- 2E (A) U = - = a. (A-l)V - + 0.

4 
(A-l)V(A)V + 0.4 V + 0.5 1..-

vv av2 2 

(13) 

In Chapter V demand elasticities for different assets ,rere 

calculated DY'maximizing a general utility function. Explicit demand 

equations- were not obtained since no as-sumptions' were made about the 

particular functional form of the utility function. For any particular 

FFF (as an approximation to the utility function), it is poss-ible to 

derive the demand for assets (liabilities) by an insurance company 

as follows: 

The first order conditions corresponding to the utility function (1) can 

De found by substituting equations (0) to (13) to equation (11) of the 

last chapter. Hence, 

(14) 
aL 
ax. = 

1 

A-I 
a.lWO~' [WO(l+ LX.~.)] 

1 . 1 1 
1 

+ a.
2

W
O 

2 

+ a.3WQ~i 

2 
+ a.

4
W

o 

[W 2 L: L 
Aj2 

X. X.G .. ] a i j 1 J 1J 

A 
[WQCl+ I;X.~.)J -1 

{ 1 1 1 } 

A 

L A/2 

-1 (L X.G .. ) 
• J 1J 
J 

A-I 
• [Wo_(l+ LX.}l.)] 

.11. 
1 

[W
2 ~ X.X .G .. J 

{ a 1 j 1 J 1J 

A 

__ ~_-,,--~ __ -_l} . [Wo2 L L X.X.G .. ]A/2-1.[Lx.G .. J 
i j 1 J 1J j J 1J 

2 L L JA/ 2 
A-I [Wo i j X.X.G.. 1 

+ a. 5WO~ . [Wo (1 + LX. ~ • ) ] { ___ ,,--_1-...;...J--.,;1 J'---__ -_} 
1 - 1. 1 A 
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. O:X.G .. )-..,=0 
. J 1J 
J 

(J 5) elL I:X.-l = a 
ely = . 1 

1 

i,j=l .,. m+l 

w~ere L is the la~rangian and y_is the lagrange ~ulti~lier, 

E = W [1 + o 
m+l 

I: 
i=l 

X.]1. ] 
1 1 

v = [W 2 I: I: X.X.G .. ]1/2 
a i j 1 J 1J 

Using the \l.hove de.fint,tions for E and V and s.ubs.ti tuting into 

equation (1S1 yield: 6 

(16) 

1..-2 
+ aSE(A)].V . (I:X.G .. ) = y 

J 1J 

A~ a practical matter~ we can use the first-order conditions in order to 

derive the "reduced form" of the model that will enable us to obtain 

"good" estimates of the parameters of the utility function. The basic 

characteristic of a reduced form is that the original system has been 

solved to express the values of the endogenous variables as functions 

of all the other variables in the system, so that each equation of the 

reduced form contains only one current endogenous variable. 

Using (16) we obtain that for each asset p?ir i~r li~r); 

6Using the definitions for UE (equation (9)) and Uv (equation 
(10)) and substituting them into equation (16) one can obtain. 

2 -1 
W UE].l.+WOV UV(I:X.G .. ) = which is similar to equation (11) o 1 . ] 1J 

J 
in Chapter V. 



(17) 
-1 m+l 

UE (1l.-}1 ) + WaUyY I l: X. (G .. -G .)] = O. 
1 r - j=l J 1J rJ 

TIte interpretation of (17) is that the marginal contriIrution of one 

asset relative to another to utilitY' through both mean and standard 

deviation of the portfolio must De just offsetting. 

(17a) 

By rearranging (17) one can get: 

m+1 
l: X. (G .. -G .) 

m=l J 1J rJ 
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Since there are m+1 assets in the model, there are m equations 

like (17) which together with equation (16) can be written using matrix 

notation as: 

X k . -1 * = Z . II (18) 

Xl 

where: X = 

X m+1 (mx1) 

A-I 

k 
UE [a1+a3E(A)+aSY(A)]E 

= -1 = 1..-2 
WaUyY Waf a2 +a 4 Y (A) +aSE (A)]Y 

GZ1 ' GZ2 ' GZ3 ' ... ,GZm+1 

Z = 

G* G* G* G* m+1,1, m+1,2, m+1,3, ... , m+1,m+1 

1, 1, 1, 1 (m+1 x m+1) 



and 

* = II 

G*. 
rJ 

III - ll2 

III - llm+l 

11k (m+l x 1) 

= G .. - G . 
1J TJ 

(r = 2, 

(j = 1, 

. .. , m+l) 

... , m+l) 

By adding to (lS)V, a serially uncorrelated multivariate normal 

disturbance, we obtain the demand system to be estimated: 7,S 

(lSa) -1 * X = k . Z . II + v 

where 

v = 

vm+l (m+l x 1) 

7For further discussion on the stochastic specification of 
the system see Chapter VII. 

S9 

SThe system in (lSa) is not a true reduced form since U
E 

and 
U are functions of E and V which themselves are functions of the asset 
sKares - the exogenous variables. This specification however is common 
in the literature. See for example, P. Honohan (19S0), Levy, H., and 
H.M. Markowitz (1979). 



Rewriting (18) element-by-element without the errors we have 

* X. = k 
1 

m+l 
l: 

j=l 
* * h· .~. 
1J 1 

i = 1, ... , m+ 1. 

where the * indicates optimal values. Thus, the relative proportion 

of asset i to asset k held is: 

m+l 
* * l: T) .. ~. X. j=l 1J 1 

1 i, k = 1, m+l -- = ... , 
* m+1 

Xk * l: T)kjllk 
j=l 

where: 
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-1 -1 
T) .. are defined as the elements of Z ,i.e., Z = [ n .. ]. 
1J 1J 

This ratio is independent of k and hence independent of 

initial wealth or the particular utility function being maximized. 

This means that all risk averse utility maximizers whose utility 

function can be expressed as solely a function of the mean and 

variance of terminal wealth and who face the same sets of securities 

(defined by their mean, variance and covariance) will hold the same 

relati ve proportions of assets Cliabili ties) in their optimal 

portfolios. This result occurs frequentl~ in the portfolio litera-

ture and is known as a separation theorem. 

The share equations corresponding to the translog. the s~uare rooted 

quadratic and the general Leontief utility functions can be obtained 

from equation (18) by selecting the appropriate A. Since 8 does not 

appear in the ahove equations, it is clear that the share equations 

relating to the quadratic and the square rooted quadratic utility 

functions are identical since in both cases A=l. 
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The second-order conditions for a maximum are obtained by 

differentiating (14) and (15) with respect to the Xj's. 

a2
L 2 A-2 

ax.ax. = alWO~i~j(A-l)E 
1 J 

(19) 

4 A-4 2 A-2 
+ a

2
[W

O
(A-2)V (l:X.G .• )(EX.G •• )+WOV G .. ] 

. 1 J 1 . J 1J 1J 
1 J 

2 2A-2 A-2 
+ a3WO~i~j[E +(A-l)E(A)E ] 

2 2 2A-4 2 A-4 
+ a

4
W

O
[W

O
V (EX.G •. ) (EX.G .. )+WOV(A) (A-2)V (EX.G .• ) (EX.G .. ) 

j J 1J i 1 J 1 i 1 J 1 J 1J 

2 A-2 3 A-I A-2 
+ aSWO~·~.(A-l)E V(A)+aSWO~.E V (EX.G .. ) 

1 J 1 1 J1 

4 A-4 
+ a

S
W

O
(A-2)V E(A)(EX.G . . )(EX.G .. ) 

. J 1J . 1 J1 
J 1 

3 A-2 A-I 2 A-2 
+ aSWOV E 11. (EX.G . • ) +aSWOV E (A)G .. 

J . J 1J 1J 
J 

Rearranging equation (19) yields (l9a} 

(l9a) 
a2 L 2 A-2 A-2 2A-2 

-....,..-- = W
0

11
1
.11

J
. [al(A-l)E +a

3
(A-l)E(A)E +a 3E 

ax. ax. 
1 J 

A-2 3 A-I A-2( . X G )] + a (A-l)E V(A)]+W [a E V l.l1EX.G .. +11.E ... 
S 0 5 . 1 J 1 J. J 1J 

1 J 

4 1..-4 21..-4 1..-4 
+ W (EX.G .. )(l:X.G . . ){[a

2
(A-l)V +a

4
V +o,4(A-l)V(\)V o . 1 J 1 . J 1J 

1 J 

\-2 
+ o,SE(A)]V G .. 

1J 
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Using the definitions of UV' VEE' Uvv and UEV in equations (10), 

(11), (12) and (13) respectively one can get: 

(20) 
a2L 

ax. ax. 
1 J 

= z ... 
1] 

2 3 -1 
= WOUEE~'~'+WOV UEV(~·EX.G .. +~.EX.G .. ) 1 J 1 i- 1 J 1 J J 1 J 

4 -2 -3 -1 2 
+ WO(V U -UVV )(EX.G .. )(EX.G .. )+V WOUvG .. 

VV i 1 J 1 j J 1J 1J 

Equation (20) is identical to equation (12) in Chapter V , derived from 

the general model. 

In order to compute the comparative static r~sults, one must 

examine the effect of changes in ~ and G .. on the X. 'so By differentia-
r 1J 1 

9 ting the first-order conditions with respect to ~. we get: 
J 

(21) 

2 A-4 2 aXi ax; 
+ ct 2WO[1/2(A-2)V Wo (-" - EX.G .. +---...o!.. EX.G .. ) (EX.G .. ) 

a)1r J" J 1J a)1 . 1 1J . J 1J r 1 J 

2A-2 ax. A-I 
+ ct 3Wo[E WO(~ )1.+X ))1.+E(A)E O. a)1r J r 1 1r 

A 2 ax. 
+ E(A)(A-l)E - Wo(~ )1.+X ))1.] 

a).l J r 1 
r 

2 2A-4 2 aXi ax. 
+ ct4

Wo [1/2V Wo (-~ - EX.G .. +~ EX. G .. )(EX.G .. ) 
0)1 r . J 1J 0)1 r . 1 J 1 . J 1J 

J 1 J 

9 
The following , results are derived under the assumption 

that G .. is not changing~ i.e., the covariance between the return 
on ass~t i and the return on asset j is constant for all i, j=l, 
... , m+l. 
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1 A 4 2 ax. aX. 
+V(A)-2(A-2)V - W

O
(_l l:X.G .. ~ l:X.G .. ) (l:X.G .. ) 

all . J 1J all . 1 J 1 . J 1J r J r 1 J 

A 2ax . 
+ V(A)V - ~ G .. J 

all r 1J 

A-I A-2 2 aXi ~ 
+ 1/2E V WO(-'" -l:X.G .. + '" ~X.G .. )l1.J 

all r j J 1J all r i 1 J 1 1 

2 A-4 2 a\ ax. 
+ a sW

o
[I/2(A-2)V E(A)W

O
(-" - l:X.G .. + ~ l:X.G .. )(l:X.G .. ) 
all r j J 1J all r 1 J 1 J 1J 

A-I A-2 ax. A-2 aX. 
+ E V Wo(~ 11.+X ) (l:X.G .. )+V E(A) (~ .. )J 

all r J r j J 1J all r 1J 

8. = 1 
1r 

for i = r 

=0 for i F r 

Equation (21) can be written as: 

(22) 

3 A-I A-2 ~ 
+ WO[aSE V (l1.l:X.G .. +ll.~X.G .. )]" 

1 1 J1 J J 1J all r 

4 A-4 2A-4 A-4 
+ WO(l:X.G .. )(l:X.G .. )[a

2
(A-2)V +a

4
V +a

4
V(A) (A-2)V 

. 1 J 1 . J 1J 
1 J 



\-2 \-2 3 \-1 \-2 
+ a 3(\-1)E E(\)+aS(\-l)E yeA)] - X WO(aSE v IX.G .. ) 

r j J 1J 

Using the definition of Z .. in (20) and equations (9), (11) and (13) 
1J 

we obtain: 

(23) 

One can carry the same operation as performed in (21) for all 

i, j = l, ... m+l to obtain the matrix equation (14) in Chapter Y and 
ax. 

the solution for a~l will be identical to the one derived for the 

general model. 
10 r 

Using an analogous procedure, it is possible to find the 

effect of a change in G .. on the holdings of any asset i, i = 1, ... , 
1J 

m+l. Differentiating the first-order conditions with respect to Grf 
yields: 

(24) ax. aG f 
1 r 

\-2 ax. 
(IX.G .. ) + v (---..L. G .. + X + X

f
)] 

j J 1 JaG rf 1 J r 

3 2\-2 \-2 aX. 
+ a3WO~.~.(E +E(\) (\-l)E )~ 

1 J a rf 

10~ee equation (15) in Chapter y . 
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4 2 ax. aX. 
+ V(A)1/2(A-2)VA- WO(2Xr Xf + ----G1 r X.G .. + ~G rX.G .. ) 

a rf j J IJ 0 rf i 1 Jl 

A 2 ax. 
(rx.G .. ) + V(A)V - (~G G .. +X +Xf ) 
j J IJ 0 rf IJ r 

ax. ax. 
-G1 rX.G .. + ---L-G r x.G .. ] 
a rf j J IJ a rf i 1 Jl 

2 A-4 2 aX i ~ 
+ a 5Wo [1/2(A-2)V E(A)WO(2X Xf + ~G rX.G .. + ~G rX.G .. ) 

r 0 f' J IJ 0 f' 1 J 1 r J r 1 

1.-2 A-I ~ O:X.G .. )+V E Wo "G 11.(rx.G .. ) 
i 1 Jl 0 rf J j J IJ 

A 2 ax. 
+ v - E (A) (---L- G .. +X +X )] - -.lL = 0 

aGrf IJ r f aGrf 

Rearranging equation (24) and substituting for 2ij , UV' UEV ' and Uvv 
from equations (19a), (10), (13) and (12) respectively yields: 

ax. 2 -1 (25) 2 .. 
1 ay --+--= -WOV UV(Xroir+Xfoif) IJ aGrf aGrf 

-1 3 -1 L: X.G .. ] -v XrXfWO[UEVl1i+WOV Uvv j J IJ 

where <5. = 1 for i = r 8if = 1 for i = f lr 

= 0 for i f: r = 0 for i f: f 

Equation (25), when written in matrix forrn)is identical to equation (17) 

in Chapter V , and can be written as follows: 



(26) 

E EX .G .. Dik] 
i j J 1J D 

In t~e following C~apter, the share equations specified in equation 

elSa) are estimated. Based on the parameters obtained from the 

regression, marginal utilities and elasticities of substitution are 

calculated. 
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CHAPTER VII 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

"The res'lll ts of a portfolio analysis 
are no more than the logical consequence 
of its information concerning securities." 

Harry Markowitz 

Although we may have cleared away some of the undergrowth 

surrounding the investment process of life insurance companies, we 

are still left with the task of attempting to capture as much of 

these problems as possible in our empirical analysis. In this 

chapter, we wish to start the discussion of the estimating of our model, 

taking into account the various considerations stressed elsewhere in 

this study. 

In carrying out our empirical work we have essentially two 

choices (though not mutually exclusive) in the sample selection. We 

can utilize an "industry'" level approach using aggregate time series 

data and/or we can adopt a "micro" strategy by investigating the 

investment behaviour of individual companies. Ideally, to follow both 

strategies together is to be preferred in that they are complementary. 

Micro studies in general permit a more in depth analysis of investment 

intentions. However, these studies suffer from extrapolation dif-

ficulties when one tries to draw industry-wide conclusions. Macro 

studies, however, do offer an opportunity to understand the activities 

of the whole life insurance sector within the financial markets, but 

unfortunately, aggregation brings about sacrifices in terms of data 

sources, investment attitudes and the like. 
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Our brief, as we believe is already evident from previous 

chapters, is to follow a "micro" type approach which is consistent 

with the theoretical model developed. It is the objective of the 

empirical work presented below, to illustrate the portfolio optimiza-

tion of financial intermediaries in the presence of some relevant 

constraints. Unlike most prior research,l this model is implemented 

using data for individual life insurance companies rather than data 

for the entire industry. In so doing, we avoid making assumptions 

(like symmetry, linear homogeneity) required to justify the aggrega-

tion over individual companies, and thus avoid any bias which could 

result from imposing restrictions that may be inappropriate. 

Furthermore, a "micro" type approach allows uS,to test whether or not 

significant differences exist between companies in their attitudes 

toward risk. 

VII.1 The Data 

The annual data used in the empirical part of the thesis 

was obtained from the reports of the Superintendent of Insurance for 

Canada (1955-1977).2 

A sample comprising the 8 largest Canadian life insurance 

companies (ranked by asset size) on December 31, 1977, was taken. 

The total asset value of the sampled companies was 21.7 billion dollars 

which represents about 70 percent of total industry assets. 

1 
See for example P. Honohan (1980), Y. Kahane and D. Nye 

(1975) . 

2 Canada, Department of Insurance, Report of The Superintendent 
of Insurance, (Ottawa; Queen's Printer, various years). 
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The companies included in the sample were: 

a. Canada Life 

b. Confederation Life 

c. Great West Life 

d. Imperial Life 

e. London Life 

f. Manufacturers' Life 

g. Mutual Life of Canada 

h. Sun Life 

We categorized the financial holdings of these life 

insurance companies into five asset and two liab'i Ii ties types. The 

3 groups of assets are: 

a. Canadian Bonds (CB) 

b. Foreign Bonds (FB) - mainly U.K. and U.S. bonds 

c. Canadian Stocks (CS) 

d. Foreign Stocks (FS) 

e. Mortgage Loans and Real Estate CMLRE) 

On the liabilities side we calculated the "net actuarial 

reserves" and surplus. These are defined as: 

f. Net Actuarial Reserves (NAR). 

Reserves for contracts in force (the major component) 

plus claims under consideration, plus amount on 

deposits, plus provisions for profit to policy-

3Since segregated funds come under different regulations, 
the assets (liabilities) included in them were not accounted for, 
in our analysis. 
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holders, plus other liabilities, less policy 

loans, less cash, less investment income due and 

accrued, less outstanding insurance premiums and 

annuity consideration, less other assets. 

Policy loans were transferred from the asset side to liability side in 

order to obtain discretionary assets at the end of each period. By 

doing so, we actually calculated the net actuarial reserves that the 

company should hold in order to fulfill its contractual obligations. 

g. Surplus or Retained Earnings (SR). 

'This consists of capital stock paid, shareholders 

funds and insurance funds. 

Firms are maximizing their objective function subject to 

their beliefs about future rates of return. Therefore, in estimating 

expected rates of return in order to utilize them in our regression 

analysis, the implicit assumption is that the firms beliefs about 

future rates coincide with ou~ estimates. In a real world environ-

ment, the best approach would have been to combine objective and 

subjective information in estimating the parameters of the rate of 

return distribution. Since insurance companies subjective data was 

not available, those parameters were estimated using historical time 

series for the period 1945-1977. 4 Different market indices were 

used in order to approximate the distribution of the rates of return 

on the above investments. By doing so, it was implicitly assumed 

4The index method suggested by Y. Kahane (1977al OT the 
innovative approach of estimating the subjective covariances of 
assets yield along Bayesian lines suggested by P. Honohan (1980) 
provide alternative solutions for this problem. 
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that life insurance companies' stocks, bonds, mortgages, etc., were well 

diversified and included a representative cross section of the securities 

available in the market. This assumption appears tenable but it is 

possible that the investment portfolio of life insurance companies is 

of different composition than the market portfolio due to the portfolio 

effect itself~ i.e., correlation between the investment and insurance 

portfolio or because of regulation affecting the insurance company 

investment. Although portfolio differences could bias the results, no 

substantial differences are believed to exist. 

Annual holding period returns .for Canadian bonds were 

calculated using a weighted average of past annual yields on S-lO 

years Canadian Government Bonds, Canadian Provincial Bonds and 

Canadian Industrial Bonds. 

The annual yields on foreign bonds were obtained ina 

similar way, after being adjusted for exchange-rate fluctuations. Yields 

on British Government Stocks (medium dated) were used as an approxima-

tion for the annual yields on U.K. bonds, while the return on U.S. 

bonds was based upon Moody's composite yields index. S A weighted 

average was calculated using the actual holdings of U.K. and U.S. 

bonds by each insurance company. 

For Canadian stocks, the relevant measure is the return due 

on both dividends and capital gains. As a proxy for this measure, 

the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) index adjusted for dividends was used 

SIn order to obtain "real yields" on those assets, the rate 
of change in the exchange rate was added to the rate of change in 
those indices. The same mechanism was utilized when yields on foreign 
stocks were calculated. 
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which implies that the Canadian s-tock portfolio of each life insurance 

company'can be represented by the TSE index. 

Data from the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin on U.K. 

stock yields, and the rate of change in the Standard and Poor's 

(S&P) 500 Stock Index for the New York Stock Exchange plus the sap 

dividend/price ratio for common stocks, were utilized in computing 

the annual return on foreign stocks. 6 

Conventional mortgages rates and NHA mortgages were used in 

calculating the annual return on mortgage loans and real estate. 

The total expected profit for an insurance company, as 

previously explained, is the sum of its investment and underwriting 

profits. The underwriting profit (cost) for a life insurance company 

is difficult to estimate. Since life insurance policies tend to be 

long term, any estimate of underwriting profits must make some 

assumptions about future interest rates, mortality rates and expenses. 

If one assumes that actuarial reserves provide a good measure of expected 

future claims and expenses, then it is possible to estimate the under-
., 

writing profits as:' 

Underwriting profit • revenues - costs. 

8 where: 

revenues = premiums + annuity payments collected. 

6Among the foreign bonds (stocks) held by insurance companies 
in Canada, one can find bonds issued by countries other than the U.K. 
or the U.S. It is assumed that the yields on those bonds (stocks) were 
identical to those on U.S. bonds (stocks). 

7In calculating underwriting profits we used aggregate data 
for all the Canadian companies and thus obtained an average rate of profit. 

8A similar approach was used by S. Kellner and G.F. }1athewson 
(1980) . 
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and, 

costs = claims paid + change in actuarial reserves 

+ taxes, licences and fees + commissions and 

general expenses + policy dividends. 

The expenses of life insurance companies for a particular 

policy tend to be high in the first year and then drop significantly 

in subsequent years. In order to allow for this uneven distribution, 

the actual first year expenses were averaged over a ten year period 

which is the average length of a policy. 

For each of the categories mentioned, a series of observations 

was constructed for the period 1945-1977. (33 data points). Then, ten 

years of yield data are employed in order to calculate mean returns 

and variances for each asset as well as sample covariances between 

asset yields. These sample estimates were then used to calculate 

the expected return and variance of the portfolio held by each of the 

eight companies at the end of 1955. The shares used eX. 's) for 1955 
1. 

were the actual proportions of every asset (liability) held by each 

company at the end of that year. The calculated portfolio sample mean 

and variance for 1955 represents one data point to be utilized in 

estimating the share equations. The second and subsequent data points 

are calculated using the "rolling sample" updating technique. The 

sample means, variances and covariances are recalculated dropping the 

1945 data and adding the data for 1956. These new estimates together 

with the asset proportions held by the insurance company at the end 

of 1956 provided the 1956 portfolio mean, variance and covariance and, 

hence, another data point. By this updating procedure a time series 
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of 23 data points was generated and utilized to estimate tne utility 

function parameters. Table VII.l contains an example of the actual 

holdings and their associated expected returns for one company.9 

It was assumed in our model that life insurance companies 

measure the expected utility of choices among risky assets by looking 

at the mean and variance of their portfolio provided by combinations 

of those assets. By looking only at mean and variance. we are necessar-

ily assuming that no other statistics are necessary to describe the 

distribution of end of period wealth. Unless investors have a 

special type of utility function (quadratic utility function). it is 

necessary to assume that returns have a normal distribution. or at 

least one which can be completely described by the mean and variance. 

To determine whether the normal distribution is reasonable to use. 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of goodness of fit were conducted on the 

10 expected rates of return series for the companies in the sample. 

In this test, it is assumed that a sample of size n is drawn 

from a population with a cumulative distribution F(X). Define the 

empirical distribution function Fn(X) to be the step function 

Fn(X) = * for XCi) ~ X ~ X(i+l) 

where k is the number of observations not greater than X and the sample 

values (X(l)' ...• X(n)) are arranged in ascending order. Under the 

null hypothesis that the sample has been drawn from the specified 

9Appendix B contains the data utilized in the estimations 
for each of the eight companies in our sample. 

lOFor further discussion on the test see R.V. Mises (1964) 
or B.V. Gnedenko (1962). S.S. Shapiro and M.B. Wilk (1965) offer 
another test for normality. 



TABLE VII.1: Asset Holdings By Imperial Life of Canada and Their Associated 
Expected Returns 

End 
of 
Year 

1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

CB 

83367. 
79109. 
83477. 
86332. 
92137. 

106150. 
115744. 
113902. 
112314. 
114826. 
96334. 
90463. 
96340. 
95962. 
84518. 

100498. 
106643. 
106443. 
99232. 
98355. 

118529. 
115084. 
136948. 

.0335 

.0345 

.0361 

.0375 

.0396 

.0417 

.0436 

.0451 

.0463 

.0474 

.0492 

.0517 

.0538 

.0562 

.0596 

.0624 

.0644 

.0666 

.0691 

.0730 

.0769 

.0809 

.0836 

FB 

30604. 
31959. 
33612. 
36705. 
42157. 
45259. 
48200. 
48899. 
53339. 
54970. 
60019. 
64676. 
68049. 
63096. 
65154. 
58546. 
63772. 
67192. 
61208. 
62442. 
52266. 
50838. 
54855. 

.0082 

.0094 

.0112 

.0176 

.0184 

.0235 

.0393 

.0465 

.0550 

.0573 

.0589 

.0607 

.0619 

.0572 

.0586 

.0605 

.0618 

.0603 

.0586 

.0604 

.0672 

.0580 

.0666 

a. Holdings (000 $) 

CS 

7211. 
7465. 
784l. 
8585. 
8097. 
8269. 
8494. 
8985. 

10209. 
14230. 
29427. 
31125. 
31082. 
34150. 
39023. 
40050. 
42581. 
46978. 
51838. 
51447. 
55215. 
61125. 
49804. 

FS 

5056. 
586l. 
6447. 
6137. 
6880. 
7002. 
7513. 
7905. 
8524. 
903l. 
8069. 
9413. 

11171. 
14059. 
15337. 
14317. 
16817. 
20405. 
2176l. 
22547. 
23681. 
23598. 
23952. 

MLRE 

73813. 
86841. 
90951. 
97956. 

102513. 
101292. 
105740. 
125887. 
142694. 
156932. 
180036. 
196828. 
201909. 
207633. 
212577 . 
208214. 
215378. 
226884. 
243343. 
260506. 
281926. 
297740. 
317229. 

NAR 

-189280. 
-198730. 
-208619. 
-220760. 
-234455. 
-248194. 
-263402. 
-280984. 
-300213. 
-320457. 
-341429. 
-357227. 
-370857. 
-355340. 
-367154. 
-366443. 
-387763. 
-411434. 
-420762. 
-438183. 
-475228. 
-497262. 
-529154. 

b. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

.1378 

.1349 

.1146 

.1170 

.1233 

.1180 

.1225 

.0940 

.0984 

.1223 

.1196 

.0893 

.0806 

.0908 

.1069 

.0842 

.0974 

.0898 

.0986 

.0774 

.0608 

.0557 

.0592 

.1784 

.1793 

.1628 

.1580 

.1780 

.1818 

.1729 

.1496 

.1580 

.1659 

.1474 

.1124 

.1072 

.1250 

.1177 

.0789 

.0902 

.0894 

.0865 

.0445 

.0520 

.0566 

.0736 

.0514 

.0519 

.0525 

.0533 

.0541 

.0551 

.0561 

.0571 

.0581 

.0589 

.0598 

.0608 

.0619 

.0632 

.0648 

.0667 

.0635 

.0703 

.0722 

.0745 

.0772 

.0801 

.0828 

.0260 

.0254 

.0256 

.0259 

.0270 

.0304 

.0312 

.0324 

.0336 

.0349 

.0378 

.0399 

.0417 

.0432 

.0451 

.0460 

.0453 

.0448 

.0447 

.0437 

.0434 

.0429 

.0434 

Foreign Stocks (FS) 

SR 

10771. 
12505. 
13709. 
14955. 
17329. 
19778. 
22289. 
24594. 
26867. 
29532. 
32456. 
35278. 
37694. 
49560. 
49455. 
55182. 
57428. 
56468. 
56620. 
57114. 
56389. 
51123. 
~3634. 

Definitions: Canadian Bonds (CB) 
Foreign Bonds (FB) 
Canadian Stocks (CS) 
Surplus (SR) 

Mortgage Loans and Real Estate (MLRE) 
Net Actuarial Reserves (NARJ 

Sources: Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, various issues 
Bank of Canada Review, various issues 
Report of the Superintendent of Insurance, various years. 
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distribution (normal in our case), F n(X) should be fairly close to F (x)) 

the theoretical cumulative function. 

Define 

D = max I F (X) - F(X) j. n 

For a two-tailed test we reject the hypothetical distribution if D 

exceeds the critical values for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 

Table VII.2 contains the results of the test for the rates 

of return series as shown in Table VI.l. 

TABLE VII.2: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Results* (Imperial Life) 

CRITICAL VALUES (N=23) 
COMPUTED Significance. Level 

ASSET D .20 .10 .05 .02 .01 

CB .112454 

FB .306176 

CS .129206 .216 .247 .275 .307 .330 

FS .168938 

MLRE .117837 

NAR .210525 

* Reject the hypothetical distribution F(X) if D 
exceeds the tabulated (critical) value. n 

= maxlF (X)-F(X) I 
n 

Since the computed D's are generally less than the critical 

values (at the 10 percent level) for the asset returns, one would 

normally fail to reject the normality hypothesis for this company. 

Similar results were obtained for the other companies in the 
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sample. II On the basis of the above results it was concluded that it 

is reasonable to assume that all the distributions of returns are 

normal. 

VII.2 Method of Estimation 

Equation (lSa) in Chapter VI represents a company's system 

of demand equations. In order to estimate this system, which is non-

linear in the parameters (in k), one needs a non-linear estimation 

method. The best known and well-established method of estimation to 

deal with, is the maximum-likelihood method. Maximum· likelihood 

(ML) estimators are consistent and asymptotically efficient. 

Furthermore, if the researcher is willing to assume that the disturbances 

are normally distributed, the estimators. are also asymptotically 

11 d " "b d 12 norma y 1str1 ute • Another advantage of the ML method is that it 

lIThe fact that FB's return violates the assumption (at the 
20 percent level) will have only a marginal effect because it represents 
a small proportion of the companies' portfolio. The test results for 
all the companies in the sample are tabulated in Appendix VII.A at the 
end of this chapter. 

l2This specification ignores the requirement that budget shares 
must be between zero and one by giving positive probability to shares 
outside this range. The Dirichlet distribution, for example, which 
limits shares to the unit simplex, would have been a more appropriate 
stochastic specification. However, Woodland (1979) provides justifica
tion for the continued use of the normal distribution specification in 
the estimation of share equations by showing that there are no substan
tial differences in empirical results using the normal model estimator 
rather than the Dirichlet model. He explains that; 

"Application of the two estimators to three different 
actual data sets resulted in the estimates very close 
to each other for each set. Moreover, the calculated 
standard errors were very close. These results to
gether with those arising from the sampling experiments 
suggest that the normal model is rather robust with 
respect to stochastic specification. While further 
evidence from alternative sampling experiments is 

continued 
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is linked up with the likelihood ratio test, to test overall hypotheses 

about the system. The likelihood ratio test uses the likelihood 

values that are a simple by-product of the method of estimation. 13 

In the system to be estimated 

X = k . z-l~* + v 

We define the column vector of disturbances at time t as: 

t = 1, ... T. 

desirable, the results of this paper suggest that, 
while the normal model may not be a theoretically 
appropriate specification for share equations, it 
may, for a large number of data sets, yield valid 
results." (pp. 381-382) 

l3The algorithm used in our study is a Quazi-Newton method. 
The basis of this iterative technique may be outlined as follows: 

Let n(h), a scalar function of a vector of parameters h, be 
the function to be maximized. Then we seek some solution to the first 
order condition 

(1) an 0 
ah. = 

1 

(i = 1, ... , n) 

and we assume that (1) is non-linear in the hIs. By choosing some 
arbitrary point h , hopefully close to the maximum, we are able to 
write the followiRg approximation: 

(II en a2n 
(2) ail = ah

o 
+ ah dh I oh 

If we define H to be the Hessian, and setting the left hand side of 
(2) equal to zgro, we obtain a "step" oh given by: 

(3) ah = _H- l ~ = _H-lg 
o ah 0 0 

o 

where g is the gradient of the function at the point. An iterative 
procedu~e can be built upon this basis. If the starting point (h ) 
chosen is in the complex region, the steps, oh, will yield to 0 

succesively higher values of nCh). 
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and the as'sociated (assumed constant) disturbance variance-

covariance matrix as Q. 

Since the expenditure shares sum to unity, the m+1 components 

in vet) add up to zero at each annual obse~vation. Thus, Q in each of 

our models is singular and nondiagona1. As Barten (1969) points out 

this is a reflection of the fact that: 

n ••• shifts in one direction for some commodities 
have to be compensated by ... shifts in the 
opposite direction for other commodities to stay 
within the limits of the budget." (p. 16) 

If the estimation procedure is to be efficient, the 

disturbance covariances must be taken into account. Because the 

(m+l) by (m+l) estimated disturbances covariance matrix is also 

singular, it is not possible to estimate the full system of m+l 

equations by the traditional ML method. 14 To avoid this problem, one 

equation is arbitrarily dropped in each of our models. Thus, we 

define a new vector v*(t) as vet) with one element (assume the m+l) 

deleted. We assume that the "new" random vector v-*(t) is independently 

joint normally distributed with mean vector zero and a nonsingular 

variance-covariance matrix Q*, t=l, ... T. The density of the "new" 

vector v*(t) can be written as: 

(1) f(v*(t)) = 2IT- 1/2m • IQ*I- 1/2 exp - l/2(v*(t)) 'Q*-lv*(t) 

and the likelihood function: 

L(v*) = ITt f(v*(t)) = 2IT- 1/2 TmIQ*I-1/2T 

exp - 1/2 E (v*(t)) 'Q*-lv*(t) 
t 

14 h d " f () " d f" d T e ens1ty 0 v t 1S not e 1ne . 
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Barten (1969) has shown that the value of the right-hand side of (1): 

" ... does not depend on the index of the deleted 
component of vet). In other words, for the 
purpose of maximization of the likelihood function 
it is completely irrelevant what component is deleted 
or, equivalently, what equation is dropped from the 
system." (p. 25) 15 16 

The disadvantages of the use of ML procedure are its computa-

tional difficulties in dimensions higher than one, and it may not be 

surprising, therefore, that considerable difficulty was encountered 

in obtaining clear cut global maxima. Furthermore, the possibility 

of nonconvergance of the iterative procedure exists. However, in our 

model and data, the likelihood surfaces appeared to provide clearly 

defined and easily approachable peaks. 

VII.3 Choosing the Best Utility Function 

In our previous discussion, it was pointed out that one of 

the main purposes of our paper is to compare and discriminate among 

three "flexible" functional forms. It is impossible to discriminate 

between the three forms on pure economic grounds since each of the 

forms can represent arbitrary well-behaved preferences in the 

15 The results reported hereafter confirm Barten theoretical 
proof. The parameters estimated and the value of the log likelihood 
function in each one of the models estimated and for each one of the 
companies in the sample, were invariant to the equation omitted. 
Furthermore, it was found very helpful to omit different equations in 
the process of searching for the global maximum. 

16 The Barten proof relates only to Full Information Maximum 
Likelihood (FIML) parameter estimates. Independently, S. Kmenta and 
R.F. Gilbert (1968) showed that iterated OLS converged to FIML using 
Monte Carlo techniques and P. Dhrymes (1973) proved this convergence 
analytically; that is, he proved that iterated Seemingly Unrelated 
Regression (SUR) is asymptotically equivalent to FIML. It is this 
later technique that is, in fact, used in this thesis. 
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neighbourhood of a given point with an accuracy of the second order. 

A priori, we are also unable to choose among the forms on econometric 

grounds. The estimation of each one of the forms, suggested in Chapter 

VI, involves the same dependent variable, the same number of free 

parameters and the maximization of a similar likelihood function. In 

order to use traditional tests, a fourth form is estimated,namely the 

unrestricted system where A is a free parameter. Thus, the three 

"original" forms are nested (i.e., they are a special case of the 

unrestricted A case). Therefore, four different budget share models 

were estimated for each of the companies in the sample; the trans log 

(A=O), the generalized Leontief (A=I/2), the square root quadratic (A=l), 

and the unrestricted system where A is a free parameter. Since the 

share equations are homogeneous of degree zero in the a. parameters, 
1 

these parameters were normalized with respect to a
l

. 

Table VII.3, summarizes the results for all the companies 

and each of the estimated systems. The unrestricted A model involves 

nonlinear estimation of five free parameters. In all the other 

versions only f.our free parameters must be estimated. 

In two out of the eight companies in the sample the 

unrestricted system yielded a parameter estimate for A of -.35644 

(Confederation Life) and -.21243 (Imperial Life) which are close to 

the value of the trans log. For all the other companies the estimated 

A was above one (i.e., close to the square root quadratic case). More 

rigorously, it can be shown that -2 tnL is ~symptotic~lly distributed 

2 
X (1) where L is the ratio of the value of the unrestricted likelihood 



ln~Tmp~v~~- - ---------

. 
-', ,Company 

Canada Confedera- Great Imperial London Manufac- Mutual Sun Functionaf ..... , .... Life tion Life West Life Life Life turers Life Life Life Form .... 
' ..... 

Trans10g A=O 
a2= .2772 2 3.8176 -1535.5 -8.4822 -.13497 11. 438 .66413 91.360 
a1 (2.8607) (-8.5305) 

a3= . 79269E-02 .014994 16.735 .13615 .083799 -.16732 -.18877 -.48689 
a1 (.5542) (1. 3736) 

a4= .19279 -.20157 221. 98 1.2541 -l. 0439 -1. 2807 -.27084 -8.4536 
ar (-1. 3632) (5.9170) 

a5= -.12187 - .13224 -23.442 -.32559 .95045E-02 .12970 .16084 .52820 
ar (-3.3786) (-2.2773) 

Log likelihood -31.12020 -38.96212 -50.88252 -48.21299 46.12006 -61.68767 -1.594262 10.14806 
function 

Generalized 
Leontief A=1/2 

a2= 7.2368 26.536 -61. 239 -82.842 -18.000 85.951 41.706 8528.0 
ar 
a3= .59502E-04 .28619E-04 .12081E-02 .12632E-02 -.19558E-02 -.13324E-02 -.43970E-02 -.14787E-01 
ar 
a4= .65741E-01 -.59687E-01 .63705 .37849 .12939 -.21722 -.23589 -10.254 
ar 
as -.58278E-02 -.52400E-02 - .13386E-01 -.18460E-01 -.85631E-02 .52606E-02 .26577E-01 .28348E-01 
--= a1 

Log likelihood -30.27213 -39.3622 -50.57360 -48.40701 50.82598 -62.18549 .7784979 10.20590 
function 
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Company Canada Confedera- Great Imperial London Manufac- Mutual Sun 
Functional Life tion Life West Life Life Life turers Life Life Life 
Form 

Square root 
quadratic A=l 

a2= 111.93 22 9.37 -189.10 766.50 -294.92 452.58 440.63 4694.4 
a1 (2.1735) (-.82216) (-1.3657) (7.5307) (2.8973) (.07169) 

a3= .10246E-06 -.58599E-06 .32624E-05 .30565E-05 -.85646E-05 -.23563E-05 -.12885E-04 -.45928E-06 
a1 (.27085) (3.1815) (-1. 9268) (-9.6562) (-2.9545) (-.073028) 

a4 .90072E-02 -.83549E-02 .76979E-01 -.31013 .99077E-01 -.10198E-01 -.24414E-01 .15500E-01 
a1 (1.7781) (1.6725) (7.0301) (-7.5017) (-2.3241) ( .11216) 

a5 - . 11671E-03 -.81381E-04 -.27042E-03 -.49869E-03 . 39424E-03 .54272E-04 .55426E-03 -.12032E-03 --a1 (3.2846) (-5.0454) (1. 0743) (5.8542) (2.3496) (-.11267) 

Log likelihood -29.56254 -39.94553 -49.86024 -48.44756 54.87833 -60.59928 3.230978 10.26184 
function 

Unrestricted 
A 2.1399 -.35644 4.2465 -.21243 2.3987 2.1417 2.5113 1.3750 
a2= . 17705E+05 5.0588 -200.71 -.27070E+08 -.18294E+08 .19938E+05 . 29672E+06 4694.5 
ar 
a3= -.61006E-12 .91655 .21296E-23 .63702E+07 -.62196E-02 -.55568E-12 -.66896E-13 .11367E-08 
ar 
a4= . 19672E-04 -.51072 .56692E-07 . 14036E+08 .29668E+08 -.42099E-05 -.28900E-05 . 39564E-02 
ar 
a5= -.40612E-08 -1. 3168 -.79778E-16 -.7152E+07 348.28 .71643E-09 .10529E-08 -.24123E-05 
a1 

Log likelihood -27.75845 -38.75193 -46.82290 -48.13855 58.35373 -57.86796 8.140257 10.28788 
function 
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function to the value of the restricted likelihood function. 17 

Table VII.4 contains the test statistics (-2tnLJ for all the 

companies in the sample. For example, the likelihood ratio test 

statistics for the three restricted models, when Manufacturers' Life 

data is us,ed are: 7.659 CTLOG), 8.635 (GL) and 5.463 (SRQ), while 

the .01 chi-square critical value is 6.635. This implies that with 

our annual data for Manufacturers' Life we cannot reject the square 

root quadratic as our utility function but we can reject the other two 

h 10 • • f' 1 1 18 at t e "6 Slgnl lcance eve. For two companies,London Life and 

Mutual Life, we rejected all the three functional forms at the 1% 

significance level. However, at least for London Life we cannot 

reject (SRQ) as our utility function at the 0.5% significance level. 

To summarize: 

a. For 7 out of 8 companies we could not reject the square root 

quadratic utility function at 0.5% significance level and for 6 

out of 8 at 1% significance level. 

b. When the three functional forms were ranked based on the test 

results (i.e., - 2 tnL) for 6 out of 8 companies the SRQ came 

out first while the TLOG came out first twice. The GL form was 

never chosen as our utility function. It seems from the results 

reported above that the SRQ utility function best represents the 

preferences of Canadian life insurance companies. 

17See Berndt, Hall, Hall ,and Hausman (1974) on this point. 

l8S . b d . . ome cautl0n must e use ln interpretlng our test results, 
since we are using an asymptotic test with only 23 observations. 
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TABLE VII.4: Likelihood Ratio Test Results for Three Functional Forms 

Test Statistic* .01 Chi-
Company 

1..=0 1..=1/2 1..=1 Square 

-2btL -2htL -2htL Number of Critical 
Restrictions Value 

Canada 6.723 5.027 3.608 1 6.635 
Life 

Confederation 0.420 1.221 2.387 1 6.635 
Life 

Great West 8.119 7.501 6.075 1 6.635 
Life 

Imperial 0.149 0.537 .309 1 6.635 
Life 

London 24.467 15.056 6.951 1 6.635 
Life 

Manufacturers 7.639 8.635 5.463 1 6.635 
Life 

Mutual 19.469 14.724 9.779 1 6.635 
Life 

Sun 0.280 0.164 0.052 1 6.635 
Life 

* - U.n.Lrvx 2 (1) . In this case X
2
.95 (1) = 3.84; X

2
.99 (1) = 6.635; ..x2

.995 0) = 

TABLE VII.5: The Sign of UE/UV for the Companies in the Sample 

Company Sign 

Canada Life 
Confederation Life 
Great West Life 
Imperial Life 
London Life 
Manufacturers Life 
Mutual Life 
Sun Life 

<0 
<0 
<0 
>0 
>0 
<0 
>0 
<0 

7.879 
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VII.4 The Validation of the Chosen Forms 

From the theory of asset demand, we expected the following: 

a. the sign of UE/UV to be negative. 

b. the own elasticity with respect to expected return to be positive 

for all assets and negative for liabilities. (i.e., an increase 

in the expected return on an asset will increase the proportion of 

this asset held by the company, while an increase in the expected 

cost of a liability will reduce the proportion of this liability 

held by the company- the company will underwrite less policies of 

t · 1 • "\19 a par lCU ar lnsurance contract~ 

c. the own elasticity with respect to risk (as measured by the standard 

deviation) to be negative for all assets and liabilities. 

d. the principal minors of the bordered Hessian (Chapter V, equation 

(12)) to alternate in sign. Second-order conditions for a maximum 

require that the principle minors of the determinant 0, obtained 

by totally differentiating the equation system (11) in Chapter V 

with respect to the X. IS, alternate in sign. 
1 

Table VII.5, lists the sign of UE/UV for 1977 derived from 

the "best" utility function. We estimated the UE/UV ratio for each 

year of our sample. The results reported for 1977 are reasonably 

representative and the generalizations which follow apply to the 

19Note however that these results are not obtained directly 
from the theory and our expectations with regard to their signs is 
based on previous studies. See for example, Barret, Gray and Parkin 
(1975), Kahane and Nye (1975) Bhattacharyya (1978) etc. For a 
theoretical discussion on the signs see, for example, Beirwag and 
Grove (1968) or Aivazian (1976). 
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entire period 1955_1977. 20 ,21 In five out of eight companies UE and Uv 
were of opposite signs as predicted by the theory, Interestingly enough, 

two out of the three companies for which UE and Uv have the same sign are 

London Life and Mutual Life. These companies are the ones for which all 

the functional forms were rejected at a 1 percent significance level. 

The parameters used for computing U
E 

and Uv for those two companies, were 

obtained from the forms with the lowest value of -2inL. Imperial Life is 

the third company for which UE/Uv is positive. In this case we computed 

UE/Uy using the estimated parameters obtained from the other two forms as 

well. It turns out that UE and Uy are of the same sign, no matter what 

form is used. 

The signs of UE and Uy play a major role in determining the 

elasticities of demand with respect to expected returns and variances. 

This point requires some elaboration. The mean, or expected return, of 

a portfolio is just a weighted average of the expected returns on the 

securities in the portfolio. The contribution of a security to the ex-

, '" pected return on a portfolio lS X'~" the expected return on the security 
1 1 

weighted by the proportion of portfolio funds invested in the security. 

Equation (15) in Chapter Y shows the effect on ~ of a change in the pro

ductivity of asset r (i.e., how the weight of asset k will change as a 

result of a change in the expected return on asset r). Formally 22 

20rn the case of Mutual Life where all the forms were rejected, 
we uS'ed the form with the lowest test statistic (i. e., SRQ). 

21Th I' 11 hId h f e same comment app les to ate resu ts reporte ere a ter. 

22Equations (1) and (2) were derived in Chapter Y and are 
identical to equations (15) and (17) there, 



(1) 
2 m+l 

[W UEE L 
o . 1 1= 

D· k 
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A similar expression can be derived to show the effect of a 

change in the variance of the expected return of asset r on the holdings 

of asset k. In particular: 

(2) 
aXk _2y- l U w2X Drk y-l x2 w3 
aG2 = y 0 r D r 0 

r 
Dik D· k 

[UEy ~ W y-l U L L G .. _1_] 
]..Ii T+ o W i j 1J D 

1 

y. Aivazian (1976) identifies the last term in equations (1) and (2) as 

the average productivity effect and the first term on the right-hand side 

as the pure marginal effect. 23 In our case the marginal productivity 

effects are larger in magnitude than the average productivity effects 
d~ dXk and hence the signs of -a-- and ---2 are determined by the first terms on 

]..Ir dG 
the right-hand side of equations r(l) and (2). These marginal product-

ivity terms are obviously of opposite sign if UE and Uy are of opposite 

sign as indeed they were in five out of eight companies in the sample. 

Table VII.6 contains the own elasticities of substitution 

with respect to expected return and variance. For the companies with 

opposite signs for UE and U
Y

' all assets (liability) own elasticities 

of substitution with respect to expected return are positive (negative). 

As expected, the opposite holds for the own elasticities with respect 

23 See pp. 6-9 of Aivazian. 



Own Canada Confedera- Great Imperial London Manufac- Mutual Sun 
Interest Life tion Life West Life Life turers Life Life 
Elasticity Life Life 

CB 1.9770 6.1236 .96787 -2.2593 -.15893 2.6145 -.75981 .90802 

FB .03476 .05503 .03055 -.01348 -1.3981 .00998 -3.0260 .02341 

CS .03257 .07899 .012919 -.00946 -.01149 .05728 -.01355 .01398 

FS .01647 .06253 .00704 -.00681 -.31959 .00842 -.01344 .00799 

MLRE 1.1946 3.2935 .34041 -.96275 -.07712 1.2341 -.47335 .51912 

NAR -.08472 -.000843 -.02115 -.000101 .016831 -.05743 -.09302 -.05102 

Own Elasticity 
with respect to 
Variance 

CB -18.527 -19.570 -20.664 -2.0000 -12.974 -27.795 -15.017 -19.222 

FB -2.5911 -2.3387 -2.8288 -2.1104 -2.8828 -2.2260 -2.8718 -4.4521 

CS -5.4661 -4.9190 -6.5958 -4.0835 -6.4886 -5.9134 -6.0208 -5.9305 

FS -5.1921 -4.0720 -6.0543 -3.5137 -5.9735 -5.4341 -5.6035 -8.4747 

MLRE -14.791 -15.741 -16.898 -15.382 -10.519 -23.374 -11.810 -15.959 

NAR -1.0429 -.40323 -.88672 -.39761 -1. 0554 -.71845 -.02424 -1.7195 

* These elasticities were calculated for 1977 and are based on the parameters obtained from the "best" 
utility function. 
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to the variance. Therefore, the utility functions chosen for those 

companies yields signs which are consistent with the theory. Further-

h d ·· f . f' d 24 more, t e necessary con 1t10ns 0 curvature are sat1s 1e . Interest-

ingly enough, it can be seen that the last row in the upper part of 

Table VII.6 contains negative numbers for seven out of the eight 

companies in the sample. This row contains the own interest 

elasticities of the net actuarial reserves, thus suggesting that when 

expected costs of underwriting insurance goes up the insurance company 

reduces the proportion of net actuarial reserves it holds on its balance 

sheet. Those results are consistant with our intuition. The purpose 

of a life insurance company (like all other financial intermediaries) 

is to make a profit by purchasing various securities yielding more than 

the return they must pay on their liabilities and on operations. An 

increase in the expected cost of underwriting Ceteris Paribus, will 

reduce expected profits. Thus, for example, those policies which 

generate less reserves will be less profitable since they are expected 

to generate less investment profits. Therefore, the insurance company 

will consider those policies "undesired", reducing or limiting their 

25 sales. 

The own elasticities with respect to variance reveal a clear-

24 We also checked the signs of the principle minors of the 
bordered Hessian but unfortunately these were ambiguous. This result 
does not contradict the theory. It just means that the sufficient 
conditions for a maximum were not obtained. 

25 It should be noted that the desirability of a particular 
policy {from the insurance company's point of view}_ is determined 
according to ,the "performance" of each type of policy with all other 
ones, and not only on the basis of the expected return on this 
activity in isolation. 
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cut pattern for all companies. An increase in the variance of the 

expected return (cost) of an asset (liability) will lead to a 

reduction in the proportion of it held in the balance sheet of the 

company. Those elasticities are smaller in magnitude for FB, FS, and 

CS in comparison with the elasticities of CB and MLRE. These results 

suggest that in the margin when a life insurance company invests in 

FB, FS and CS, it expects to face a relatively higher risk (as measured 

by the standard deviation) then it expects when it buys CB or MLRE which 

presumably play the role of the "safer" asset on the balance sheet. The 

higher risk on FS, FB and CS is a result of the nature of the market 

(stock markets) and exchange rate fluctuation (FB and FS). Thus an 

increase in the standard deviation of expected return on those 

assets will lead to a lesser effect (reducing holdings) than the same 

change in the standard deviation of expected return on CB or MLRE. 

Finally, the own variance elasticities of NAR are the smallest for all 

companies. After all, even if costs of underwriting insurance vary, 

the life insurance company must continue underwriting insurance as long 

as it wants to stay in business. 

Before referring to the cross elasticities some elaboration 

on the own elasticities with respect to the variance is required. From 

inspecting equation (8) in Chapter V, it is clear that the contribution 

of a s'ecuri ty to the variance of a portfolio's return is a complicated 

matter. One important point, emphasized by writing V as in equation (8), 

is that when the number of securities in the portfolio is large, 

individual security return variances are much less numerous in V than 
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are covariances. In particular, if we have n securities in our 

portfolio, V will contain n terms for the security return variances, 

where there are nen-l) covariances. In computing the above 

elasticities, only the elasticities with respect to the variances were 

computed. Those elasticities reflect the change in holdings of an 

ass'et as a result of a change in the variance of the asset' s e~ected 

return, Ceteris' Paribus. From the information in Table IV.I in 

Chapter IV, it is evident that any change in one asset's expected 

return on variance will have an effect on its correlation with other 

assets and thus affect the optimal portfolio allocation. This kind of 

an argument can explain the high magnitude of the own elasticities 

with respect to the variance obtained. 

Theoretically, the off diagonal elasticities with respect to 

expected returns can be of any sign. Intuition provides no help in 

predicting those signs because of the many variables influencing them. 

TaBle VII.7 lists the signs of the cross elasticities. 26 For the five 

companies with the opposite sign27 for U
E 

and Uv we obtain that an 

increase in the expected return on CB will lead to a reduction in the 

proportion of MLRE held. Furthermore, those elasticities which represent 

a substitutability relationship are fairly high. Over all, with the 

exception of NAR, the elasticities of substitution between CB and FB, 

26Appendix VII.C at the end of this chapter contains the 
estimated elasticities of substitution with respect to variances and 
expected returns. 

27A . d l' h . C d L'f s mentlone ear ler t e companles are: ana ale, 
Confederation Life, Great West Life, Manufacturer's Life and Sun Life. 
The discussion here often relates only to those companies. 



TABLE VII.7: Signs of the Cross Elasticities with Respect to Expected 
Return for the End of 1977 (by Company) 

1. Canada Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + + 
FB + + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + + 
MLRE + + + + 
NAR + 

2. Confederation Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + 
FB + + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + + 
NAR + + + + 

3. Great West Life , 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + + 
FB + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + + + + + 
NAR + 

4. Imperial Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + 
FB + + + 
CS + + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + + + + 
NAR 

5. London Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + 
FB + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + 
NAR + + + + + + 
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TABLE VII.7: continued 
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6. Manufacturer's Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + + 
FB + + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + + 
NAR + 

7. Mutual Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + + + 
FB + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + 
MLRE + + + + + 
NAR 

8. Sun Life 

CB FB CS FS MLRE NAR 

CB + + + + 
FB + + + + 
CS + + + 
FS + + + + 
MLRE + + + + 
NAR + 

Definitions: 
CB - Canadian Bonds 
FB - Foreign Bonds 
CS - Canadian Stock 
FS - Foreign Stock 
MLRE - Mortgage Loans and Real Estate 
NAR - Net Actuarial Reserves 
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FS and CS are positive whicnmeans that foreign bonds, foreign stocks 

and Canadian stocks are complementary to Canadian bonds. 28 

As to be expected the elasticity of substitution between CS 

and FS are fairly low but represent substitutability relationship. 

Other than this there is evidence of strong substitutability between 

MLRE and all the other assets in the balance sheet. 

Three out of the eight companies in the sample were stock 

companies at the end of 1977. The three are: Great West Life, Imperial 

Life and London Life. 29 The other five companies were mutua1s. The 

small sample used in this study (in terms of the number of companies) 

makes the comparison between mutua1s and stock companies difficult. More

over, only for Great West Life the ratio UE/UV turned out to be negative. 30 

Table VII.8 contains the own elasticities of assets with respect to 

expected returns and variances for Great West Life and Canada Life. 

Canada Life was chosen for the comparison since its size (in terms of 

1 ) .. . 1 G W L' f 31 tota assets 1S Slm1 ar to reat est 1 e. 

28There is however one exception. Foreign stocks appear to be 
substitutes for Canadian bonds in the case of Confederation Life. 

29Four out of the five mutual life insurance companies in the 
sample were mutualized after section 91 of the Canadian and British 
Insurance Companies Act was passed in 1957. The companies and the dates 
of their mutualization are: Canada Life and Sun Life, (1962) Confederation 
and Manufacturers (1968). The reasons for mutualization can be found 
in Pedoe and Jack (1978) pp. 97-101. Mutual Life was a mutual company 
since 1870. 

30 That two out of the three stock companies fail to support 
the theoretical prediction is somewhat disturbing. 

31Total assets owned by Canada Life and Great West Life at 
the end of 1977 was 2.2 and 2.8 billion dollars respectively. 



TABLE VII.8: Great West Life (S) and Canada Life (M) -
A Comparison of Own E1asticities* 

Own Elasticities With Respect to 

Variance Expected 
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Return 

Canada Great (3)- (1) - (2);)(100 Canada Great (6)= (4~ ~~5) ~10C ASSET Life (M) West (S) (1) Life (M) West (S) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

CB 1-18.527 -20.664 -11.5% 1.97700 0.96787 51.0% 

FB 2.5911 - 2.8288 - 9.2% 0.03476 0.03553 -2.2% 

CS I- 5.4661 - 6.5958 -20.7% 0.03257 0.01292 60.3% 

FS I- 5.1921 - 6.0543 -16.6% 0.01647 0.00704 57.3% 

MLRE 1-14.791 -16.898 -14.2% 1.19460 0.34041 71.5% 

NAR I- 1.0429 - .88672 15.0% -.08472 - .02115 75.0% 

* (M) and (5) are included to remind the reader which company is a Mutual 
and which is a Stock company. 

The own elasticities with respect to variances are larger in 

magnitude for the stock company than for the mutual life insurance 

company for all the assets under consideration, and smaller for net 

actuarial reserves, (i.e., Canada Life will reduce the proportion of an 

asset held by less than Great West Life for the same change in the 

variance of the assets expected return). However, when elasticities 

with respect to expected return are considered, Canada Life's 

elasticities are larger in magnitude than those of Great West Life. 

Those results may indicate that Great West Life is following a more 

conservative approach in conducting its business. An examination of 
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the elasticities reported in Table VII.6 shows that this is also true 

of most of the other mutual companies. 

It is hard to draw firm conclusions from the above exercise, 

to what extent mutual and stock life insurance companies are similar or 

not similar in their business practice. Nevertheless, the common belief 

that,in general,mutual companies follow a riskier path in the way they 

32 
conduct their business is supported by the results in this study. 

32See for example Klemkosky (973), Mcdonald (1974) and Kon 
and Jen (978). 
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APPENDIX VII.A 

The Ko1mogorov-Smirnov Test Resu1ts* 

COMPUTED D'S BY COMPANY (N=23) 

ASSET Confed- Great- Manufact-
Canada eration West London urer's Mutual Sun 
Life Life Life Life Life Life Life 

CB .112454 .112454 .112454 .112454 .112454 .112454 .112454 

FB .290196 .299262 .247237 .247194 .274116 .254381 .269921 

CS .129206 .129206 .129206 .129206 .129206 .129206 .129206 

FS .167527 .143707 .197242 .197242 .197598 .197242 .188448 

MLRE .129681 .123283 .129552 .158721 .121799 .154767 .133274 

AR .210525 .210525 .210525 .210525 .210525 .210525 .210525 

*Reject the hypothetical distribution F(X) if Dn = maxlF eX) - F(X)/ exceeds 
the tabulated values. The critical values (n~23) are: ~330 for 1 percent 
significance level, .307 for 2 percent, .275 for 5 percent .247 for 10 per
cent and .216 for 20 percent significance level. 
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Estimated Elasticites of Substitution 129 

(End of 1977) With Respect to Expected Return and Variance 

1. Canada Life 

A. Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.1 Q770£_ CI .tl871E-OI ."78~"f-tl .42tHe-OI -.IiOe4EoC:1 -.13211£_00 
• "OSlf .co • ~47I>CE-01 .87S((£-02 .1t 7"£-02 -.IH50£000 - .100IQE-01 
.?J3G4E·C:C .lellH-OI .H~itE-CI -.E075'1£-O< -.117 HE - tC -.101(4~£-01 

.11?!lr·oo .5BO'lF-()Z -.710i?(-C2 .It'I>8E-OI -.1i'701£·00 • 1 ",,83E-02 
-. I J3~5£'CJ -. ;SI 7H-Ol .117t 3£-CI .123105£-01 .IIQ'''E-CI .H 3'1E-OI 
.18q~Jf-Ol -.~3lSle-ti -.510~GE-Cl - .t27~'E-OI -.1~2S1E·CC -.e, 711.E-OI 

B. Variance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-.)85l7['Ol -. H2SlE '01 -"I>'1ItE-OI -.tH!:OE-OI .21 U!>E -02 -.3I.50e-01 
-.I~I13£-CI -.25911£ -01 -.I:IIO~lE-CC - .12~~CE -ot .H~IUo(1 -.451:1 n_oo 
-.zo'zse-ci -.72Z34e-00 -.5.lItIE-01 •• ouoeool oIHueoCl -.I"I8EoOI 
-.I?7t'lr·CI -. ~5letE -00 .17H!£-01 -.51~lIE'OI .15'57e - C I -.181011>£000 

.1I00.e-02 .;170H-01 .lb5He-01 .4 H 18E-OI -.IH'IIE.C2 .317<;lEoOO 
-.qeAb,e-cc - olbe 1<;[ -Oli -.IOHU-Ol - .315HEoot .I~I'II£·OC -. 10'Z'l£ -01 

2. Confederation Life 

A_ Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
.I>IZ31>£001 • n'IU-OI .I>OH'IE-OI -.21270E-OI -.5102.e£'01 -"53""'00 .1 b 3 eSF - 00 .550lS£-01 .llli J7£-0l -,1511105£-01 -. 352'1lE - 00 .50'1811£-01 .80 "'IE -00 .1771 2£-01 .7I1'19lE-01 -.31>'1881;-01 -,11 OUE '00 -.11l19foOO .)b035"-00 -.7011>3£-01 -.(o394Z£-01 .1o2SIIE-OI -,'25(o5e·oc • neOlE-OI - • 34 80 I>E - 0 1 - .10410£'00 -.54974£-01 - .1015)E-Ol • 32'135e '01 .I'II'I'E_OO .31437£-CO ,39170£-01 .53H7E-OI .55")f-01 -.132'101; - 00 .8'3'1'1£-03 

B. Variance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) 
-0I'I570£-OZ -.2geOlI;001 -.51>940E·01 -.I''IOI>E'OI .ZIo318£'Ol -.JllliE-OI -.51110ge_00 -.l3387e-Ol -.571 C .e.oo .52977e-00 .151I1lE·01 .1 '178.e.oo 
-.Z5'13'1£_01 -. IZ'I2S£-0~ -.''Il'iOeoOI .lOIo2'1E·01 .323791' 0 01 -.91""51:_00 -.ll'lSlE.Ol • 211 37£ 0 01 .3101651;'01 -'''07201' 0 01 .le878"-01 •• 1286e·oo .IOQS1EoOZ .320751' -01 .Z'I592E-Ol .9'1C13e.oo -.157'1"-02 .I1'105e-Ol -.90759£_00 • Z 7SZ5£ -00 -.59225£'00 .IHOlE·OC • eOIo32E '00 - ... 0323e-00 
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3. Great West Life 

A. Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.91>7117E·00 .6~8J'IE-OZ .1 JS 16E-OI .~9'1JZE-OZ -.U7'1I1E-GO -.~9887e-01 

.897I11E-02 • JOS HE-Ol .HOllE-OZ -.950Z9E-Ol -.JZ~I>~-OI -.IHHE-OZ 

.68l17se-Ol .71665e-oz .lZ9 I'IE-O 1 -.HllU-OZ -. ~0510e-0 1 -.Zl6JOE-01 

.HUIIE-Ol -.H7UE-OZ -.57516E-02 .10398E-02 -. 5H711E-0 1 .8041Ze-02 

-. J 1118e -00 .111]]E-OZ .6"01IE-OZ ."IHE-OZ • J"'041e -00 .10685e-01 

.llzeze-oz -.189311:-01 -.129I1E-Ol -.H6211E-Ol -. 25930e-0 I -.2 I,,~e-Ol 

B. Variance 

(1) (2). (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-.2066",E'02 -.29Z50e-00 -.57111e·01 -.675J5e·01 ... 52'5le·oz -.3580"'E·01 

-.1826"'E·00 -. lUSSE .01 -.1123'1E+Ol .19]1",e·01 .1 54Zge+0 I -.J'~2"E·00 

- .... 81ge.Ol -.l1Z25e-00 -.1>595 8E'0 1 .52831e'01 .1918bE·01 -.1102 .... e·01 

-.110"lE·01 • 50710e .00 .llZOIlE+OI -.bO,..le'OI .2780'e+01 .21100"E-00 

• 611 'I90e '01 • Jill lU,OO .U10n+Ol .260"'1e-Ol -.16898E+02 .9ZJlOE-OI 

-.511131e+00 -.1I"150e-01 -.Ha ... e+oo .25255£·00 .65'10Ile-Ol -.811117Ze·00 

4. Imneria1 . Life 

A. Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-.ll5'13E-01 -. 21 ~'I'IE-Ol -.2H35e-01 -.1>107HE-02 .219I1E·Cl .8)Jl~e-Ol 

-.II12ne-OI -.!HalE-OI .HUeE-O) .2'1380E-0' 01 3102E+CO -.15331E-OI 

-.11595e-00 .5'15 )5E-03 -.H551E-02 .67UIE-02 .1110 75e- GO .1>57]0e-OZ 

_.'1I"I)E-OI • )9'1'5'1e-02 .935G"e-02 -. &806f>E-Ol .IHue+cc -.2UllE-OI 

.9616'1E·00 .2"8He-01 .182 .... f-Ol .1 .. 9 .... e-01 -.'1t275f+CO -.97195f-02 

-. 5'10lo0E-0 I -.1315I>f-01 -.1H07E-OI - .15 70ZE-Ol -.H6"'IE-C2 -.10081oE-Ol 

B. Variance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-.20000e·02 -.3'1807e·01 -.11230f'02 -.t5109f·01 .HJ8,e+oz -.2071)E·01 

-.80106e-oo -.2110 .. e-01 -."1)t2E·00 .5H2I1E-00 • 20291E +ca .2~~1 8E.00 

-.101>05E.01 -.211> lle -00 -,"083~£'01 .21135£+01 • 11101o£'C I -.21'1Z5E·00 

-.83118e-oo .31125E-00 .2'11t5e·01 - 0351) 7E_0 I • 18 .. I>IE-OI .31588E'00 

.837'17E-OI • 2"~ He -01 ..... Z2te·01 .35"1U+01 -.1'382£ .e2 .20671E-00 

-.31]8ge+00 .210'13E-00 -.55652E·00 • 5l118£ -00 •• 1322'1e·00 -.3'111>1£'00 



(1) 

-.15nn -00 

-.~5Q~lto(C 

- .5C~r.OE-C I 

-.IQIC<;(·(I 

.3~2 1'~-C1 

.205?~(-1l 

(1) 

-.(ZQHE·( 2 

-.llQ~~E·C2 

-._3\18£,01 

-.161'77E'C3 

.~5'2((·01 

- •• .. OC6f+C(I 

(1) 
.l/oHn'OI 

• i1 5'OE-0 1 

.J1H1E'~C 

.11222E-00 

-.IH1'e·CI 

.1aB]E-01 

( 1) 

-.2779 5E .02 

-. Z 15HE 'CO 

-. J\2~ lE -0 1 

-.111>~'E-01 

.I~ 176E .C2 

-.12JbOE·01 

(2) 

-. ~561H-C" 

-.IJ'I'!If·GI 

-. I "'6Cf -cz 
.<He'E·or 

-.lt1JIE-OI 

.2351H-OI 

(2). 

- .1.IOtE-OZ 

-. <aal H .01 

-. HOIlE-Ot 

.'Cll~E·OO 

.B'6H-OZ 

- .lJHJE-OJ 

(2) 
.IC7/00E-CO 

.9'1767E-02 

.2)06IE-OI 

-.a'lHOE-02 

-.~~o.,ce-ol 

-. t I' J~e -01 

(2) 

-. U5 /<E' 01 

-.lU~CE·OI 

-. J716lE -01 

.12]1]E-OI 

• ~51hCE '01 

.2H1!E '00 
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5. London Life 

A. Expected Return 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

-. ~a65 If-02 -.Hun-Ol .133I18E -00 .56'10'lE-02 

-.15013E-00 .'12316£-01 .2HZ'IE-CI .10~5~E-00 

-.ll~~~E-OI .na9f-0' .2H05E-01 .20392E-OI 
• 3Z I I ~E _ 00 -. Jl9,'IE'OC .2iqHE-(1 -.377a3E-00 

-.IH I~E-GI -.lleUE-OI -.l111IE-Cl - •• II>I>'1E-O, 

.17Jl~E-CI .17~3~E-01 .z 2 '6'1E-0 I .168HE-OI 

B. Variance 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

-olZ~10E'01 -.258l'1E-Ol .Zl'I83E_C2 - .Z02HE-Ol 

-. a5'1~-E'02 .172a'IE-OI .371~2E·C] -. H85tE-02 

-."",aUE-ot .101l5E-00 ... 1Il3E-'! -.He20E'Ot 

.Je2i_E_03 -.59735£-01 ._CO'l"'E_(3 .765'1£,02 

.ZZ7t~E-OO .1lZllE-01 -.ICH'I£.C2 -.5Zlf:l£·OO 

-.<'160n·OO .za"'llE-Ol -.ebf:ZZE ,00 -.1055"'£001 

6. Manufacturers' Life 

A. Expected Return 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

.SOO51E-OI .9"81E-OI -.lI36QE·CI -. 1It07'E'00 

.1I00CE-02 -.IH71E-Ol -.HIOZE-OI .bI>3'''E-GZ 

• 57l1~E-0 1 -.l\lHE-OI -.17183E·CO -.99201E-OI 

-.QozeCE-02 .8H IIE-02 -.12JJ'IE-GC .90105£-02 

-.JO~l·E-Ol -. Hl'II>E-Ol .IZ3HE-01 ./o5aI>2E-01 

-.011 <IE-OI -.53 110E-0 1 -.I.'22E.(0 -. 5H21E-0 1 

B. Variance 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

_-. <l~l'E'OI -.116CH·02 dIO'lbE'CZ -.I>HebE·OI 

-.IJ"'HE·OO .111IJE_00 .IIJ6~E·OO .8]j~ IE-OI 

-.5913 4e·01 .150JH-Q2 .JZO~IE·CI -.JICII>E-OI 

.95UIE·00 -.HHIE·OI • 22020e.o I· • 15/o22E -00 

.nOHE-QO .18<;HE·Ol -.2JJ7.e '02 .2JfIl~E-01 

-.182~lE·CO .Z8HH.OC .1Z,81PCI -.ll8~'E.OO 
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7. Mutual Life 

A. Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-. 7~'H If oCC • ~5~ aoe-Cl • ~OZ I tf-Ol .~07ue-01 .8100 I 'Ie. co .59150e-01 

-.IQ7~!£·CI -. ~C2,,(f.C I -.JC)·l£·(C .203ZIE-OC "~lotte'CI .Ill)'/£-OO 

-. in",,!,- -c ) -. 3111 ~f-02 -.IH"'U-GI .1828tte-ol .87281£-( I .1It'lOlE-ill 

-.IOH9f ocr .1~"'jH-OI .252t IE-GI -. 13 •• )E-O I .1 ~]'IttE-CO -.5Illote-OI 

• b.d~)[ oCC • tq'j Jee-Ol .Hun-G! .lHSo;£-OI -.HJ35E-CO .11185£-01 

-.l"l~t:f·cr -.15HEf-00 -.llttHe-tC -.11 Ole -OC -.12835E-CO -.93020e-01 

B. Variance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-.I~OI7E·C7 -.71lJlE-C2 -.251ete-01 -.2111U.OI .1Io5100E·(2 -.IOIC7E·OI 

-.3~lc.eoC2 -.2 H 18£ -01 -.e9ttHE-OZ .6365U-02 .IOH3E-Ol -.52137E-OI 

-.I~513f-rl -. II"bGE-OI . -.t02(U-(l • 36~ ll1e-o I .IH89E-CI -.6]331£-00 

- • ~o R 7 ~E - 0 1 • J 1713e-01 .6OH~E-Ol -.56035e-Ol • lH58E'Cl .Hll1E-Ol 

.IO'ClE-C' .1'UQf-OI .153~<E-OI .~"'(l6E·Ol -.11810e-C2 .68iIlU-00 

-.4t-1l~f·CO -. q~"OE-O) -.09Je;e·oo .t~5 .. ze-Ot .'105be-tll -.2.2'''£-01 

8. Sun Life 

A. Expected Return 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
• qO~CZE' 00 .35061£-01 .20HOE-OI .21272E-OI -. 75l06£ -(0 -.811)32£-01 
,'1777£-01 .2101<£-tl .715iCf-OZ • eo09H-02 -. "lOIE-CI -.I"a2E-01 
.qOI77~-r.1 .1 JJZH-CI .13'HCf-OI - .16 :ege-Ol -. )'1CSZ£-C I -.378']£-01 
.H72JE-O\ .1]~&'"f -1;2 • Jl91'~-OJ .79~16E-02 -.22 29ge-c I -. J )60qE-OI 

-.5COOlE-CC -.11"'i~f-t;l • ]J1Hf-02 ... 20lE-02 .5Iqllf-CC 0I501loE-01 
.211o2'E-OI -.2J5CH-<'1 -. a5~a-01 -.2ttt2E-01 -. "~1jOI!JE-C J -.H~19£-01 

B. Variance 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
-.19222E-(2 -.n7SIE'CI -. 55'1~Cf-01 - .1111 qSe-02 .23a •• e-e2 - •• 7130E·01 
-.751)Zf·CC -. "5ZIf .el -.lll~7f-01 -.27170E_OI • t J2 58E' 0& -.10CJ5E.01 
-oIqI68E.0 I - .HIllE '01 -.591(~£-&1 .~12!6E-01 .1<2'15£-01 -.19~3SE·01 

-.9!"9f·QC -. I'Z73f -01 • n71~f-&O -.~oH7E_OI • 7:!5"~E·CO -.83t6QE.00 
.IOql~f-O~ .< ,qHf -01 .11>51(£,01 .5t<HE-CI -.15~5q£'C2 .'lZ~'E-OO 

-.12375f·CI -.ZZQ53E·CI -.I51~IE-OI - .J5ez'e-01 .ZI~70E·00 -017195£+01 



Definitions: 

(1) = Canadian Bonds 
(2) = Foreign Bonds 
(3) = Canadian Stocks 
(4) = Foreign Stocks 
(5) = Mortgage Loans and Real Estate 
(6) = Net Actuarial Reserves 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

"The Theory of Economics does not furnish 
a body of settled conclusions immediately 
applicable to a policy. It is a method 
rather than a doctrine, an apparatus of 
the mind, a technique of thinking, which 
helps its possessor to draw correct 
conclusions." I 

J.M. Keynes 

VIII.I Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter we wish to offer an overview on our study 

as well as to indicate areas for further research. 

In recent years, considerable effort has been directed 

toward establishing the nature of the investment behaviour of life 

insurance companies. In this dissertation an extended portfolio model 

was developed for the simultaneous determination of the efficient 

composition of insurance and investment activities of a life insurance 

company. The model takes advantage of the existing finance foundation 

and the concepts and techniques of modern demand system analysis. 

Unlike the current models which use quadratic programming 

techniques and are interested in the construction of efficient asset 

choice sets, we use a utility maximization approach that determines the 

optimal choice on the efficient set. A two parameter portfolio model 

was constructed utilizing elements of utility theory and of the theory 

of insurance. The model provided us with the proportion of assets 

1 J.M. Keynes, Editor's Introduction, Cambridge Economic 
Handbooks, Cambridge University Press, 1922. 
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held in the balance sheet as well as which liabilities are used to 

raise the necessary capital. Legal quantitative and qualitative 

restrictions on portfolio composition, the accounting procedures 

imposed by the Superintendent of Insurance, Federal and provincial 

tax laws, risk, expected costs and expected returns are all elements 

that could be dealt simultaneously within this model. 
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The model developed had sufficient empirical content to yield 

hypotheses about life insurance portfolio behaviour and thus could be 

tested using the appropriate econometric techniques. A comparative 

static analysis which yielded elasticities of substitution between 

financial assets and liabilities was provided. The estimation of those 

elasticities in the context of a flexible functional form model, forms· 

the central part of this dissertation. More specifically, by utilizing 

a mean-variance portfolio framework and a general Box-Cox utility 

function we were able to model the demand for assets and liabilities 

by an insurance company. In particular, we have compared three 

"flexible" functional forms - the trans log, the generalized Leontief 

and the square root quadratic. On empirical grounds we found that, in 

general, the square root quadratic best fits the data. For 7 out of 

the 8 companies in our sample we could not reject the square root 

quadratic utility function at 0.5% significance level. Furthermore, 

when the three functional forms were ranked based on a likelihood test 

(i.e., on -2 .e.nL) for six out of eight companies the square root 

quadratic came first while the trans log came out first twice. 

We tried also to validate the square root quadratic approxima

tion by showing that broadly speaking, it yields signs for the 
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elasticities of substitution with respect to expected return and 

variances, which are consistent both with the theory and with previous 

empirical findings. For the companies with opposite signs for UE and 

UV' all assets (liabilities) own elasticities of substitution with 

respect to expected return were found to be positive (negative). As 

expected the opposite held for the own elasticities with respect to 

the variance. For the same companies we found substitutability relation

ship between Canadian bonds and Mortgage loans. On the other hand, 

foreign bonds, foreign stocks and Canadian stocks were found to be 

complementary to Canadian bonds. 

A by-product of the model developed is the ability to 

compare stock and mutual life insurance companies. It was hard to draw 

firm conclusions from the comparison because of the small sample used 

in the study. Nevertheless, the common belief that in general mutual 

companies follow a riskier path in the way they conduct their business 

was' supported by the results in this study. 

In their role as one of the largest financial intermediaries, 

life insurance companies have substantial obligations to millions of 

households and are major suppliers of funds to several financial 

markets. Consequently, the life insurance industry directly affects 

these sectors of the economy with which it deals and is of interest 

to those who regulate and tax the industry. Thus we believe that the 

results obtained in this study will benefit future financial research 

and will provide considerable insight into life insurance investment 

behaviour. The present study is,therefore, a first step in attempting 

to analyze the behaviour of life insurance companies by using some of 
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the modern tools connnonly used by economists'. 

VIII.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

There are four groups of suggestions for further work that 

follow from this thesis. The first is concerned with the specification 

of the liability side of the insurance company's portfolio. The 

liabilities in our study were divided into two types. Ideally, one 

should recognize at least five classes of liabilities based on the 

potential contract types that the firm writes each year: a) ordinary 

life insurance, b) group life insurance written for groups of consumers, 

c) ordinary annuities sold to individual consumers, d) group 

annuities and e) surplus. Unfortunately, from the data obtained from 

the Superintendent of Insurance for Canada, it was impossible to 

deri ve the costs associated wi th underwriting each of these types of 

contracts and thus we were forced to consider only two broad types of 

liabilities insurance on the one hand and surplus on the other. Any 

extension in this direction should reveal more information about the 

degree of substitutability between financial assets and different types 

of liabilities. 

The second group of suggestions for further work lies in the 

specification and calculation of expected returns. Many different 

formulations have been used in the literature; rational expectations, 

distributed lag models, perfect foresight, or the innovative approach 

of estimating subjective covariances of assets'yields along Baysian 

lines, to mention a few. It should be determined whether these 

alternative specifications affect the results reached based on the 

simple adaptive expectations used here. 
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The third group of suggestions relates directly to the second 

and is concerned with inflation. In our formulation, nominal interest 

rates have been used. Thus we have implicitly assumed that all 

financial assets and liabilities are equally affected by inflation. 

Since inflation is an important phenomena in modern society a more 

explicit treatment of it seems desirable. One alternative specification 

that might be employed is to use expected real interest rates, calculated 

based on expected inflation. 

Finally, the effect of taxation, which we considered marginal 

for the period under consideration could be easily introduced into 

the model and this also seems desirable. 



APPENDIX A 

GOVERNMENT REGULATION AND INVESTI1ENT 

The significant feature of supervision of life insurance in 

Canada is the dual control exercised by the federal and provincial 

governments. In general, it can be said that the provinces have 

exclusive jurisdiction in the area of the insurance contract, as well 

as in the area of licensing insurance agents, brokers and adjusters.
l 

The federal government concerns itself mainly with the financial sound-

ness of the insurance companies. 

The regulations affecting the investment policies of life 

insurance companies are outlined in the Canadian and British Insurance 

Companies Act and the Foreign Insurance Companies Act. These regulations 

apply to all Canadian and foreign insurance companies doing business in 

Canada and are designed to ensure that companies continue to be solvent. 

Why government supervision? The following example reveals 

the answer. 

Define a life insurance contract using the following two 

variables: 2 

p - the premium collected by the company under the contract. 

c - a stochastic variable which the company pays to settle 

insurance claims made under the contract. 

I It is also the provinces' role to parallel the supervIsIon 
of the federal government for those companies operating under provincial 
charter exclusively. 

2For simplicity we abstract from time consideration. 
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Assume the company has acquired a portfolio of insurance 

cons tracts such that: 

P = ~p. - total amount of premiums collected. 
. 1 
1 
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C = ~c. 
i 1 

total amount paid to settle claims, where FCC) is 

the distribution of C. 

If the expost claim payments exceed the premium collected i.e., C > P, 

the company will suffer a loss. The probability of such an event is: 

Pr (C > P) = 1 - FCP) 

If the company has no reserves, it will be unable to meet its obligations 

if the underwriting loss would occur. When the above probability is 

significantly different from zero, the life insurance contract sold 

will not give adequate protection. Life insurance and annuity policies 

may have a period of existance of forty years or more. To ensure the 

payment of the amounts due during and at the end of such long periods 

it is usual to require that the company will set aside certain amounts, 

reserve funds or equity capital, that can be drawn upon to cover under-

writing losses. If those reserves amount to R, the probability that 

the company will be unable to meet its obligations and declared 

insolvent is: 

Pr C C > R + P) = 1 - F (R + P) 

In order to prevent insolvency R has to be large enough so 

that the public will have confidence in the company and thus will buy 

the contracts it sells. No individual policyholder can be expected to 

be in a position to ascertain that the proper reserves are accumulated. 

Therefore, in most countries the government stepped in to protect the 
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insurance-buying public. 3 

Since it is practically impossible to set reserves requirements 

so high that the probability of insolvency will be zero, the objective 

of the supervision can be achieved if the following inequality is 

satisfied by the company: 

(1) Pr (C > R + P) = 1 - F (R + P) ~ ct 

where 1 - ct can be considered as the "minimum quality" contract offered 

by the company. 

In his 1962 submission to the Royal Commission on Banking and 

Finance, the Superintendent of Insurance wrote: 

"the main purposes of the legislation and of the 
Departmental examination of companies in implementa-
tion of that legislation, have been to ensure that 
each and every company licensed or registered with 
the Department is in a sound condition ... In the 
main, these purposes have been attained by requiring 
(1) the maintenance in Canada by all out-of-Canada 
companies of adequate assets and of records and accounts 
of their transactions; (2) the placing of sound values 
on the assets of all companies; (3) the proper deter
mination of the liabilities of all companies; (4) the 
regular examination of the records and accounts of 
companies to see that these requirements are met by 
companies on a continuing basis; and (5) the publication 
of a detailed annual report on all companies, giving full 
information for the insuring public and affording a basis 
for informed criticism within the industry itself." 
(pp. 41-42) 

In order to satisfy equation (1), the superintendent tries 

to influence ct (by setting up qualities of asset that will be permitted) 

and R (by providing standards for the valuation of assets and amounts 

of reserve liabilities). 

3 Often, government supervls10n has been established at the 
request of the insurance companies since they found it difficult to do 
business without some official approval. 
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The investments standards are set in sections 63 to 68 of the 

Canadian and British Insurance Act, and schedule I of the Foreign 

Insurance Companies Act. We outline briefly below the authorized 

4 investments according to the Federal Insurance Act. 

A. Bonds: 

Government, provincial and municipal bonds issued or 

guaranteed by the Government of: Canada, the United Kingdom and 

specified countries of, or formerly of the British Commonwealth, or the 

United States of America, or of a country where the company is carrying 

on business may be purchased with no restrictions as to the quality or 

quantity. 

Corporate bonds may be purchased without limits provided they 

are fully secured by mortgages or real estate, plant or by equipment 

used in the transaction of its business, or securities which would 

qualify for a life insurance investment. 

Corporation debentures may be purchased without limit, 

subject to certain tests based on the dividend record of the corpora-

tion or its guarantor. 

B. Mortgages: 

There is no limit on the proportion of assets which may be 

invested in mortgage loans on real estate, provided that a particular 

mortgage in which the investment is made will not exceed three quarters 

4For a rigorous discussion on government supervision and the 
early history of the legislation see E.P. Neufeld (1972) pp. 232-242, 
D.J. Baum (1973), pp. 95-108, J.W. Burns (1973), pp. 1075-1077, A. Pedoe 
and C.E. Jack (1978), pp. 371-397, or in the appropriate act. The above 
review refers to the legislation in force up to the end of 1977, since 
the sample used in the empirical part is for the period 1955 - 1977. 
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of the value of the real estate. The loan to value ratio was restricted 

to 60 per cent until 1961 and to 66 2/3 per cent until 1964. Mortgage 

loans in excess of the three quarters limit may be purchased in certain 

cases- where the excess is guaranteed by the government or by a ~olicy of 

mortgage insurance. This permits investments under the National Housing 

Act with ratio up to 95% of the value of the real estate. 

C. Real Estate for the Production of Income: 

Up to 1948, Canadian life insurance companies were only 

allowed to own real estate for their own use and occupancy. Since 

then, the law permits it to own incoming producing real estate under 

the following restrictions: "Ca) a lease of the real estate is made 

to or guaranteed by a corporation whose preferred or common shares 

would he an eligible investment as outlined below, and (b) 85 per cent 

of the amount invested is to be repaid within 30 years or the period 

of the lease if less. The amount of the investment in anyone parcel 

of real estate is limited to 20 per cent of the total assets of the 

5 company." 

D. Stocks: 

Preferred shares of a corporation are permitted without limit 

subject to certain tests based on the dividend payed on these shares in 

the last five years. 

Common shares of corporation that paid in each of the five 

years including the last year of the period dividend upon its common 

shares of at least 4 per cent, or earned during that period an equal 

5 
A. Pedoe and C.E. Jack (1978) p. 403. 
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amount for the payment of dividend may be purchased. However, not 

more than 30 per cent of the outstanding common shares of one corpora-

tion may be held. Common shares of other life insurance corporations 

transacting business in Canada cannot be acquired. Finally, the 

amount of holding of common shares permitted (book value) is limited to 

25 per cent of the company's total assets (book value). Up to 1932 

there were no regulations relating to the quantity of common shares 

holdings. The depression and the stock market crash of 1925 influenced 

the decision to limit the common shares holdings. The act at first 

stipulated that investments in common shares be limited to 25 per cent 

of total assets, but at the request of the life insurance companies this 

was changed to 15 per cent. In 1965, after the recommendation of the 

Royal Commission on Banking and Finance6 the limit was increased back 

to 25 per cent. 

E. "Basket Clause": 

In 1948 the "basket clause" was first introduced, which 

permitted Canadian life insurance companies to acquire investments 

not permitted otherwise. The total of such investments was limited 

first to 3 per cent then to 5 per cent and since 1965 to 7 per cent 

of the company's total assets. The purpose of the 1948 amendment was 

to enable the companies to invest within a narrow limit income-

producing real estate and in bonds and stocks which were considered 

desirable by the life insurance industry and yet were not previously 

permitted by law. Under this clause, the upper limit on anyone parcel 

6 Canada, Laws, Statutes, etc. An Act to amend certain Acts 
administered in the Department of Insurance, 1965, 13 ELIZ. II 
eCho 40, p. 351). 
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of real estate is 1 per cent of the total assets of the company. 

The legal solvency of life insurance companies is determined 

by the excess of valued assets over liaib1ities. The difference between 

the two determines the free surplus available. which indicates the 

financial strength of the company. Since the determination of the 

actuarial reserves is based on an inflexible formula related to the 

cash surrender values guaranteed in the policy, any fluctuation in 

the value of assets owned will affect the surplus and indirectly the 

legal solvency of life insurance companies. 

Two methods are used in Canada in evaluating debt type assets: 

amortized value and market cost. 

A. Amortized Value: 

In 1950, Canadian life insurance companies were permitted to 

use, for redeemable securities, the amortized value instead of the 

market value. Section 73 (1) in the Canadian and British Insurance 

Companies Act define amortized value to be: 

" ... a value so determined that if the security were 
purchased at that date and at that value, the yield 
would be the same as the yields with reference to the 
original purchase price." 

The 1950 amendment insulates' the valuation of mortgages and government 

bonds holdings of life insurance companies from the volatile influence 

of interest rates. 

B. Market Value: 

Up to 1965 assets not carried on an amortized value basis 

including stocks were evaluated by "market value" as published by the 

Superintendent of Insurance. "When the market values are unduly depressed, 

the Minister of Finance is permitted to authorize values in excess of the 



market value but not greater than those used in the last proceeding 

financial statement or the Dook value for securities acquired in the 

inter m." 7 After 1965 this section of the act was amended to allow 
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a three year average of market value to be used for non-amortized 

securities. "With this change, together with the use of amortized values 

as outlined above, and the use in a serious emergency of "authorized" 

values, it can no longer be said that asset valuation imposes a 

significant handicap on life insurance companies operating in Canada.,,8 

7 A. Pedoe and C.E. Jack (1978) p. 408. 

8 E.P. Neufeld (1972) p. 268. 



APPENDIX B 

ASSET HOLDINGS BY COMPANY, AND THEIR 
ASSOCIATE EXPECTED RETURNS 
(End of the year, 1955-1977) 

l. Canada Life 

A. Holdings (000$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1222105. 11561111. 6t 2 t:. 255]9; 2i16S"~ -'+'+'D'l'i. 32573. 
124<;2b. 115'+'16. 7664. 2715]. 2'+0'3<;1. -"801~C. 35500. 12:3!3. 121155. lit: 53. ]Ol.n. l6a 122. -51320;2. 38203. 
1::73(8. 1291 H. 10C)4. 2707'1. 290tb5. -5390ce. 55132. 
l'ie19. 12'1475. 1052'1. 313'1b. 3L3025. -51:101<;. '1(;170. 
1::«;C75. 127370. 12900. 3/::')59. 328111. -59683'0. "il81. I" C;,,! 8. 13"227. 16'+ C 9. 390'19. 3')0«;33. -6'+1315. '181'11. 
H 37<;". 13851'+. 18727. '+2'+12. 3162e,+. -t89631. 50160. 
1Hen. 1'06958. 213<;3. '+" 752. 398031. -73'+61 ~. 55336. 2U<;33. 1570'+2. 25<;'+9. '+ 7 '19 2. Hb5'l2. -7Q33'iC. 61118. 
2It6H. 177092. 305'H. 5C '10 7. '+'+ 9 a 2 <;. -85772t. 673'tl. 213H8. Ie6125. 34357. '+" 5,+ 2. '+77132. -88'1533. 7l391. 22::?C5. 1 e2745. 3t:'+5«;. 51 '117. ,+89682. -'10758,. 76921. 
221H2. 1811718. 4075b. 54852. '+96511. -919885. 82'13". 2eEt'57. 1 e51 n. 4678'). 55')29. 525<;<;5. -«;38933. 83230. 222'lOO. 177633. '1688<;. 52720. 535582. -9507 ('t. 85000. 23EC53. 186186. 57256. 01596. 5'+5338.-1001122. 87307. 
2::H23. 188116. tH9'.: • 6't7'12. 557367.-10226i2. 90071. 
2~t~'58. 19'+309. 68593. 6G2l3. 611'1"1.-1107110. 9300'1. H«;'519. 179361. 6821'.:. 7/63" • 6'17475.-11432t5. 'l891S. 31Q7"5. 187235. 72973. 7599!3 • 670283.-12260(9. 100225. 
3~ Ht:b. 181608. 76'02:: • 7 E 080. 683585.-13122t'l. 107"273. 'oH'i33. 1565't5. 80822. 80510. 720372.-13978"'1. 117333. 

s. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0335 .0108 .1378 .1752 .0513 .0260 .03"5 .0118 .13"9 .1161 .0'518 • C 25 'I .0361 • a 133 .11'16 .1598 .0524 .0256 .0375 .0190 .1170 .1558 .0531 .(259 .0396 .0197 .1233 .175" • 0 53 9 .0270 .0"17 .0247 .1180 .1717 .0548 .C304 .0436 .0387 .1225 • 1709 .0558 .0312 .0'151 .0457 .C9"0 .1481 .0568 .C324 .0463 .0541 .0984 .1570 .0577 .0336 .0474 .0561 .1223 .1650 .0'586 .e349 .0492 .0572 .1196 .1't73 .0595 .0378 .0517 .0584 .OeC;3 .1118 .0605 .0399 .0538 .0600 • C 80 6 .1067 .ObI6 .0417 .0562 .0579 • e90 8 .1213 .0628 • (432 .0596 .0596 .1069 .11 ItO .0644 • C'I 51 .062" .0612 .01l42 .0755 .0662 .0"60 .0644 .0620 .0'174 .0881 .0 681 .C453 .0666 .0602 .0898 .083'5 .0699 .0448 .0691 .0586 .0986 .0834 .071 q .(447 .0730 .0604 .0774 .0460 .0743 .0437 .0769 .0676 • C60 8 .0474 .0(70 .C434 .0809 • 0606 .0557 .0550 .0800 .(429 
.0836 .0696 • C592 .O~63 .e827 .(43" 
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2. Confederation Life 

A. Holdings (00.0$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

ii5e82~ 87019~ '12'1 'to 1122'1. 8783q~ -279157. 21051. 121337. 8691i3. 'tH". 131'13. 99'1"5. -296033. 29089. 128356. 93036. "511. 1291'1. 1060q6. -312357. 32556. 13'3800. q811i 9. 39"2. 16217. 113't59. -332920. 32681. 131't68. 1071't6. 3323. 16026. 12"690. -35518 8. 3 "065. 1'5"610. 110650. 3136. 11833. 133itlO. -38106". 38575. 11'5339. 109"27. 'tl90. Ib6't0. 136513. -3975C5. ",.60". 111356. 109981. 5213. 11939. 15'1176. -"lItlt67. ""600. Ii 5'119. 118738. 't'j68. 1.b866. 1.16061. -""36"". ;893". It 5535. 123176. 74181. 20000. 206161. -"69 .. C 6. 5H53. lU831. 12290 ... 6710. 15636. 253256. -"973'i6. 50001.. 133719. 123095. 8113. 1.7"16. 266180. -517316. 51607. IH191. 12l1t65. 12081. 19516. 2959"7. -533656. 55616. 1"0367. 116171. 32122. 20825. 302123. -5U1'1l. 1 6U1 • le9710. 127307. 27232. 19960. 323211. -5"9503. 57917. 123612. 1"99"3. 19718. 1"65"_ 3H997. -581238. 61686. li5864. 15866". 21321. 17511. 330351. -618863. 8"91't. 20 ~12't. 111141. 2792 2. 18881. 3399q2. -6112't8. 9 3U8. 253036. 163907. 32162. 2702". 3591"8. -13922". 96713. 283200. H6010. 32"26. 2'1521. 383851. -182590. 8H2". '3C ~qql_ 155560. 35Q15. 21926. "'t"168. -861210. . 91352. 
3HCll. 175209. 50a2b. 21219. 't8"621. -963335. 108551. 3tl715. 195331. 59960. 2'1535. 582306.-110"66~. 11'1193. 

B. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0335 .0081 .1318 .1112 .051't .02bO 

.03lt5 .0092 .13't9 .1109 .0519 .025" .0361 .0110 .11't6 .1553 .052b .0256 

.0375 .0173 .1110 .1522 .0533 .0259 

.0396 .0181 .1233 .1131 .05't2 .0270 

.01tl1 .02H .1160 .17bO .0551 .030" 

.0436 .0391 .1225 .lb96 .0562 .0312 

.Olt51 .0'162 .09"0 .1't10 .0572 .0321t 

.0463 .05"6 .098" .15b6 .0581 .0336 

.0 It? " .0567 .1223 • Ib 29 .0589 .0349 

.Olt92 .0576 .119b .1."" 2 .0591 .0378 

.0517 .0591 .0893 .1104 .0bO 1 .0399 

.0538 .0605 .060b .10b8 .Ob17 .0'tl7 

.0562 .0593 .0'106 .1232 .0629 .0"32 .0596 .0006 .1069 .1152 .06,,5 .0" 51 

.062 't .0021 .06"2 .0772 .000" .0460 

.061t't .0625 .0911t .0910 .0082 .Olt53 

.0066 .0590 .0898 .0938 .0700 .0",,8 

.0691 .0578 .0966 .0696 .0721 .0't"7 

.0130 .0593 .071 " • Olt 70 .OH7 .0"37 .0769 .0666 .0608 • 056 3 .0175 .C"3" .0809 .0631 .0551 • 0603 .0606 .0"29 .0830 • 0719 .0592 • 0169 .0633 .0"3" 
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3. Great West Life 

A. Holdings (0.0.0$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1632ib~ i07051~ 1'728. 13098. 22"936~ -"80766. 29"63. it 3156. 115711. 2213. 15059. 252883. -516355. 32667. 
167272. 125001. 1877. 16"02. 270683. -51t't" q O. 36805. 
117529. 132't26. 1 Q97. 17'103. 295'17'1. -582906. 'tl983. 
1773'16. 1 '13889. 2317. l8H3. 3352 H. -631221. '15990. 
If3058. 132588. 2022. 20cH9. 373970. -600383. 5210". 2C ,,973. 133533 • 3009. 2't056. 397't88. -70't617. 58H2. 
217232. 12872'1. 3008. 27279. ""2H". -75362'1. 65563. 
226281. 123'13". 6353. 312" 2. ,,81357. -H6H5. 72272. 
251C't2. 121510. 12377. 3'tl63. 520,,73. -85951~. 800'16. 
~8 0" JO' 1~5~1~. 1~"89. ~84B: ~'I19fO' -91~~"5. 87896. 157 O. 1 " 6 • 1 2 7. 5 8 7. -96 71. Q"5&9. 
35000". 120593. 19"3'1. 5929". 568765.-101576". 102H6. 367851. 127262. 28151. 5&92'0. 590071.-1058935. I11H". 31i169. 13105". "2617. 61303. 69 1 6 86 • - 11 30 77 7 • 113052. 336607. 1376'17. 351'18. 51'tl5. 706"55.-1151987. 115285. 
3~ ""22. H231'1. '10023. 66399. 75'105'1.-1227720. 120092. 
3H316. 1'18685. '12663. 7't200. 815362.-132262'1. 12'160'1. 
387'115. 152"59. '19871. 803" 8. 871'181.-1'110212. 131362. 4C 8 315. 1'17129. 69872. 803U. 922738.-1492103. 136352. 
"25006. 1 7908 9. 91999. 93Bl2. 1015617.-1663192. 1't23'tl. 
"36861. 203999. 105859. 10't7'15. 11'19910.-1853018. 1'18350. "e; 38 70. 18&017. 108'1'15. 100959. 13&0251.~2093670. 155872. 

B. Exp~cted Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0335 .0317 .1378 .1870 .0513 .0260 
.03'15 .031" .13'19 .1886 .0517 .025'1 
.0361 .0309 .11'16 .171 " .0523 .0256 
.0375 .0330 .1170 .1650 .0530 .0259 
.0396 .0335 .1233 .1818 .0539 .0270 
.O'tl 7 .0361 .111:10 .1792 .05,,8 .030'1 
.0'136 .0369 .1225 .1731 .0558 .0312 
.0'151 .0"37 .09'10 .1512 .0568 .032't 
.0'163 .05UI .098'1 • 1578 .0577 .0336 
.0'l7't .0528 .1223 • l09 'I .0586 .03'19 
.0'192 .0532 .1196 .156 1 .0595 .0378 
.0517 .0532 .0893 .117 5 .0605 .0399 
.0538 .0562 .0806 • 1109 .0616 .0" 1 7 
.0562 • 0601 .0908 .1226 .0629 .C'I32 
.0596 .06cH .1069 • 116 'I .06'17 .0'051 
.062" ,Ob31 .08'12 .0763 .0667 .0'160 
.00'1 " .Ob25 .097't .0933 .Oo1l6 .0'153 
.06b6 .0597 .089a .0801l .0705 .OH8 
.0691 .0581 .a986 .0829 .0726 .0"1"'7 
.0730 .0596 .077'1 .0'197 .0751 .0'137 
.0769 • 06H .0601:1 .0'133 .0778 .0'l3't 
.0809 • 0692 .05~7 .0505 .0809 .0'12«; 
.0836 .0785 .0592 .057b .0837 .0"lH 
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4. London Life 

A. Holdings (000$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

lec~Z&. 497~ ZC 5 'I ~ 13& • 303950. -450HO. 36803. 
1U:79. 497. 2C6l. 136. 364644. -487lt 10. H307. 
lEtIC8. 498. 250<;. 165. 403e3Z. -52720 3. 45'109. 
liZ~49. 498. 2]0 e. 1&9. 432310. -55&8:6. 50898. 
lS~441. 498. 2309. 169. 474'132. -615H". 5 70 & 7. 
Zne50. "98. 2502. 204. 519"4'1. -665234. 622&9. 
Z!C150. 498. 2<125. 204. 565937. -7314H. & 82 5 6. 
21He8. 499. 4173. 400. &4371t:. -7953E:'1. 73227. 
2277C9. 499. 3096. 359. 70756 e. -8&0312. 78919. 
2'C'iQ2. 499. 30'1Il. 359. 762821. -94271,. 84942. 
2 q e eo. 499. 5&25. 359. 660775.-1016944. 92194. 
<425C4. 963. 7195. 402. 941l7'12.-1ontc6. 102770. 
2H117. 1475. 7412. 402. 1023231.-11&66'14. 111743. 
24~:22. 1613 • 6525. 553. 1112432.-12446(2. 12'1043. 
23:5tO. 1314. 13257. 553. 1172100.-129245~. 128325. 
,:<;076. 1315. 14831. 548. 1203325.-1325&24. 133471. 
(fCe27. 131&. 17394. 41 7. 1225855.-1368265. 137544. 
ZHE07. 1218. 19524. 41&. 1282821.-1450045. 140741. 
33:133. 1. 268 & 2. 41&. 13835C3.-1603807. 140108. 
371<;48. 1. 290ze. &98. 1499432.-17573C'1. 143798. 
427013. 1. 29757. &98. 1564619.-1669735. 152353. 
5H':Z3. 1. 30454. 1973. 1623160.-20198~7. 162234. 
E:E: 5139. 1362. 40039. 696. 1752205.- 229320 It. 166238. 

B. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0335 .0317 .1378 .187C .0511 .e2&0 

.0345 .0314 .1349 .1 e 8 t .0515 .025't 

.01& 1 .0310 .114 & .17 1 't .0520 .025& 

.0375 .033C .1170 .1650 .0527 .C259 

.039b .0336 .1233 .181t! .C53't .0270 

.0417 .0~b1 .1180 .1792 .C542 .0304 

.043& .0369 • 1225 .1731 .0552 • 0312 .0451 .0,,37 .09"0 .1512 .05&1 .C32't 

.0"& 3 .0518 • C91l4 • 1578 • C':i11 • C33& .0474 .052~ • 1223 .le9't .0':i80 .03't9 

.0492 .0532 • 11'16 • 1561 .0588 .0378 

.O"H 7 .0532 • G 89 3 .1175 .0598 .0399 

.0'538 • 0502 • 0 ~o t • II 09 .C609 • Cit 17 

.0'562 .C601 • C<;O Il • 122 & .Ob21 .C432 

.0596 .0&21 .1 Cb 9 • 11 t '0 .Ot) 5 • C'o 51 

.0&24 .0&31 .GIl"2 • 0783 .Cb'.>2 .0'0&0 

.Ob't 4 .0625 .0 '174 • 0'1 33 .0669 • C4 53 

.Obbb .0':i97 .G~'it! .0808 .Cb87 • C't4 8 

.Oh91 .0581 .CGSb .0629 .C705 .C'o't7 

.0730 .05'16 .0774 .0'097 • C727 .0437 

.0769 .Ot7'1 • C 60 8 • 0'0 33 • C 751 .C43't 

.0809 .06'12 .C557 .0505 • a 778 .0'029 

.063 & .0785 • C592 .0576 .C805 ,C'o3'1 
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S. Manufacturer's Life 

A. Holdings (000$) 

(1) CZ) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

HI283. 25~052 • 5C3«;. 3 ~ 66 3 ~ 1~~'Ji2. -550055. ;«;~5~. 
IHCll. 2C308~ • 3~3i. '3e385. IB3C~5. -59H 2 8. 5~53'1. 
1~ei15. 27371~ • 25 '56. 313b2. 2283'50. -627b6t. 67032. 
l';:HZ. 302Z8~. e08. 2 ~'I 13. 25871<;. -66BOt8. 72118. 
H<;3t:9. 3266'19. 787. 3'5972. 289612. -7 ~50" (. 77349. 
1Qj50. 3553~0. 902. ~ 7997. 321C53. -791~ 33. 82609. 
1~t1;7. 3;Z361. ~353. b87li6. 375~17. -855173. 92091. 
Ij~'3C;5. 3;~287. ~<;6q. 8t:9~'I. ~23732. -9361C5. <;8222. 
1 c; 1 ~ 96. 361995. 620;0. 8 ~ 6b5. ~B9799.-1031;t:7. 1061i36. 
2C~;C;9. 388750. 13269. q 911. 55713q.-l1~5~~2. 115132. 
(; tC;t:7. 397877. 1~289. QCJ52J. b1362C;.-lZ3~Oi7. 128201i. 
2~12"18. "107229. 20633. 112203. b8b'5q3.-133b3~~. 1'tl75Z. 

. 2~C;;t5. ;25329. 27728 • 13;067. 73~201.-1~2b7CO. 153990. 
2Ht:56. <136960. '13285. 1~7526. 785q5CJ.-15078~6. ltb530. 
U e618. ;Z0666. 8788;. Ib'50;6. 740923.-1556;;6. 168b91. 
2H353. "It:Z767. 87Z'I6. 16706d. 8200Z".-lb"l"4(1. 179059. 
3(7359. 531712. 9;172. 1568bO. 843CJZ2.-17724<;7. 181528. 
3E~"11. 523169. 103932. 16~b15. 8b3"98.-185Z0 10. 11l9615. 
<I~ 2 c; 58. 5078;7. 9~2t:5. 175C72. 96BZ8t.-200;~<;1. IB937. 
;~12C7. 52~28q. 90901. Ib37bl. 1046620.-Z10711t. 199668. 
~HHit. 591023. 93480. 189302. 1121i551.-231391'i. 23't705. 
63~i36. 693H 1. 728Z1. 2;2797. 11;9"56.-25;;;23. 2~879B. 
7!ISC9. 8567H. bbaa9. 183706. 1223055.-2801622. 280321i. 

B. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.0335 .0210 .1378 .1809 .0512 .C2bO 

.0 3;5 .021; .1)49 • lin 8 .0516 .C25'1 
.03b 1 .0220 .1146 .lE:54 .C522 • (2 5b 
.0175 .02'5Q .1170 .lE:OS .0530 .0259 
.039 b .0266 .1233 .17 88 .0538 .0270 
• 0'117 .0303 .1180 .1775 .C5'18 .030; 
.0'136 .0380 .1225 .1729 • a 558 .C312 
.0'151 .0449 .0940 .1512 .05b8 .0324 
.0463 .0532 .C98; .15e9 • eS78 .0336 
.0474 .0548 .1223 .1697 .C587 .0349 
.0;<)2 • 0557 .119 b .1553 .0596 .0378 
• 0517 .0 '5b 5 .ce9] .1181 .Ob07 .C399 
.0536 .0567 • C 8C 6 .1125 .Ob20 • Cit 17 
.0562 .0'395 • e9C 8 .1252 .Cb34 .0432 
.0'5% .0612 .101l9 .11 8 2 .0652 .0451 
.Ob24 .0 e2 5 .0642 .07Q7 .0b73 • C "Ib a 
.0 64 4 .0624 .0974 .0948 • 0693 .0453 
.Ob66 .0595 • C BIl8 .Oe49 • C 713 .C;48 
.06'11 .0578 .G9B6 .0852 .0735 • C4;7 
.0730 .0593 .077; .0495 .0765 .C437 
.07b9 • 0671 .Ob08 • 04 b 2 .0796 .043'1 
.0809 .Ob62 .0557 .0524 .C830 .C429 
.OB1b .0751 .0592 .0620 .OB59 .C"34 
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6. Mutual Life 

A. Holdings (Q.QQ$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(it 4<j6. 7454. 9760. 8713. 202870. -'118544. 32749. 
Z H HO. 6809. III 79. ee6a. 234")". -It 47291. 32179. 2£2C71 •. 8417. 11769. 8881) • 255202. -4715.7. 34801. 
2~EI120. 7'253. 1186". 9""6. 276090. -5C3H5. 37828. 
2~3C73. 8333. 113"7. 7687. 297852. -5359@5. .. 2307. 
2te~78. 9823. 106'17. 7537. 31nl:0. -570621. 4522". 201'51. 8238. 11054. 7968. 3"7'l62. -6136CO. "8793. 31 H 26. 7118. 13"27. 7119. 3611601. -659153. 51738. 3'7435. 7352. 153"'1. 7697. 38H:70. -1l0H3. 5"735. 
37"~e6. 691.6. 18166. 9 55 7. "12012. -762852. 58785. 
3eI1Z17. 6078. 21147. 10588. "491l:8. -813827. 62371. 3eZ19a. 6316. 25861, 9906. 50 Ill: 3. -e591H. 66288. )<; 8H4. 5916. 30657. 13 490. 533<;51. -9118<;4. 70786. 3Gt3G5. 4957. 38363. 16431. 568%9. -9"5261. 7585" • 3<;1265. 4716. 5305". 184H. 587123. -975312. 7<l260. 3GSl74. "584. 58079 • 1 q 84 1. ·600920. -9998Ze. 82770. 
42~q7. 4387. 65112. 23809. 603479.-1035911. 86793. 
H tCC2. 3501. 72757. 25167. ~23551.-1098323. 92655. 4112C<;3. 3263. 82303. 28153. 6697"6.-11746"6. 100912. 
~Cf5"8. 3106. 871302. 30110. 7190"9.-12"4312. 104303. 
':i eC73. 3124. 9"3055. 30"62. 769875.-13645<;e. 1099n. 
(:312~7. 2534. 923" 1. "7"368. 8""690.-14983<;<;. 119611. 6ie301. 21}73 • 97669. 5(:490. 9"199".-16"69Ge. 130"29. 

B. Expected Returns (percentage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

.033S .0307 .1378 .U!70 .0S1l .C260 
.03" 5 .0305 .1349 .1686 .CtH 5 .C254 .0361 .0301 • 11" 6 .1714 • 0521 .C256 .037S .0324 .1170 .1650 •• 0527 .0259 .0396 .0329 .1233 .18 16 .0534 .0270 
.0"17 .0355 • 1160 .1792 .0543 .C304 .0436 .0371 .1225 .1731 .0553 .C312 
.0"51 .0439 .C940 .1512 .C562 • C324 .0"63 .0521 .0964 .1576 .0571 .0336 
.0"7 " .0534 .1223 .169" .0560 • 0349 .0492 .0536 .I 196 • 1561 .0569 .0378 .0517 .0539 • a 89 3 .1175 .0599 • (,391) .0536 .0567 • C !l06 .1101} .0610 .0417 .0562 .0604 • 0906 • 1226 .0622 .(.432 .0596 .0624 .1069 .1164 .0638 .0451 .0624 .0635 .0842 .0783 .C656 .0"60 .0644 .0629 .On4 .0933 .0674 .0453 .0666 .0599 .0698 .080B .C692 .0448 .0691 .0583 .t]986 .0829 .0712 .C447 .0730 .0597 • C 77 4 .0497 .0735 .0437 .0769 .0678 .C606 .0433 .0761 .0434 .0809 .0691 .0557 • OSO 5 .0790 .0429 .0636 .0763 .0592 .0576 • o III 7 .0434 
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7. Sun Life 

A. Holdings canO$) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

4C H~O. 830808. "2" ~ • i3i7H. ~2 9 t: 31 .- 1 & 49 2 C C. 1578H. 
~] ':':H. 789123. 'i5 1 f!. 14~"0". 50"732 .-169251 t:. 1701:152. 
42t:231. 8'33914 • 11372. 139012. S~8S60.-17693t:6. 189783. 
""t:l'i6. e32736. 1 Itt: 7E. I"Q"O". 57" 2 8" .-18182]C. 199070. 
4f:Of3. 1!49196. 19922. 16't6'H. 612122.-18951';). 2111"". 
-c;eH~. I! IH02. 2262". 17H70. 67"" 7<;.-1 'i6'i5C 5. 22123~. 
':3 "7C8. 1!21705. 29873. 187815. nOI5L-20H&~'i. 232598. 
~tee13. e30'378 • 299,,1t. 200517. 761976.-21"15(C. 250148. 
5<;2t:12. 865965. 3328~. 19""92. 808526.- 2 2 25 312. 269507. 
Hl124. e1l2330. 48763. 203375. ·873535.-23217eQ. 287338. 
~'n8'il. 89538". 56635. 2128H. 96'3903 .- ZIt 170; 7 5. 309112. 
':H 7(0. en282. &&133. 225353. 1057772.-2486212. 333988. 
t)-ln. ee6332. 751 H. 223395. 11213C6.-25&1668. 35867&. 
6HC96. 87lt835. 101871t. 2'15365. 1172155.-2628867. 383"58. 
t:C~:91. Sf: 1800. 117573. 2'13910. 1233806.-265"81~. ~06665. 
t:C5922. e59085. 133773. 272008. 1272058.-2709&54. "33192. 
t:1e~H. 833516. 150129. 295188. 13085e7.-275938i. "~6S80. 
647329. 8"231". 160107. 3117'35. 133081C.-283097~. 461321. 
t:f~C;86. 838111. 17 20 14. 333998. 1~32C01.-29831C;7. 478913. 
BHH. 750187. li!:8761. 33014S. 1512835.-30018t:". 5157"3. 
e·t:Q36. 803018. 178178. n2"61. 1565591.-31623(7. 554483. 
<;~«!!~1. e52336. 195671. 321110. 1613979.-33679Cl. 575052. 

llHZ61. eQQ601. Z17~63. 33"lt58. 1717~74.-367855e. 619725. 

B. Expected Returns (pert:entage point) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) 

.0335 .0228 .1318 .181-. .0512 .0260 

.03'15 .0231 .13'19 .teZ & .CS1& • C 25-. 

.0361 .023" .1146 .1660 • C 52 2 .02S6 

.0375 .0272 .1170 .1609 .0529 .C259 

.0396 .0278 .1233 • 1802 .0537 .0270 

.0'117 .0313 .1IeO .1816 .0546 .C304 

.0436 .0378 .1225 .1729 .0556 .0312 

.0451 .0-."7 .0q'l0 .1500 .0566 .C324 

.0463 .0530 .098 " .157B .0576 • C3 36 

.01t7" .0545 .1223 .1670 .058e; .0349 

.0492 .0553 .119& .15 C 7 .059 " • C3 78 

.0517 .0559 .0893 .1143 .060" .0399 

.0538 .0~83 .0 eo 6 .10 a/) .0&lS .C417 

.0562 .0596 .0908 .12" 0 .0628 .0432 

.0596 .0t:14 .1069 .1170 .06lt3 .Clt51 
.0624 .0627 .08~2 .078 2 .0661 .0460 
.064" .0627 • C97" .0909 .C660 .G453 
.06&6 .0bOl .0698 .0 e & 2 .0696 .0446 
.0691 .0584 .0986 .06b3 .0718 .C447 
.0730 .0600 .0771t .0-'88 .07't3 • C-. 3 7 
.0769 .0678 .0608 .0-'93 .077 2 .C43" 
.0809 .0657 .0557 .0572 .0803 .C"29 
.0836 .0746 .05<;2 .Ot:'il .0831 .C434 

Definitions: (1) Canadian Bonds 
(2) Foreign Bonds 
(3) Canadian Stocks 
(4) Foreign Stocks 
(5) Mortgage Loans and Real Estate 
(6) Net Actuarial Reserves 
(7) Surplus 

Sources: Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, various issues. 
Bank of Canada Review, various issues. 
Report of The Superintendent of Insurance, various issues. 
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